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Return
Hard to believe that the past is completely gone, not a closed room that we might

one day reenter accidentally, without anticipation, the same way we came in before.
Then how can we fail to experience the room’s emptiness, the lack of walls, the

weather?
— DAVID KACZYNSKI
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PREFACE
In the late summer of 1995, my wife, Linda Patrik, sat me down for a serious talk.

She put her hand on my knee. I could hear stress in her voice.
“David, don’t be angry with me,” she began. I expected her to tell me about some-

thing that was bothering her, perhaps some habit of mine that she found irritating.
Linda could be blunt. I’d learned to appreciate her direct approach. It didn’t leave me
guessing what my life partner thought or needed.
“Has it ever occurred to you, even as a remote possibility,” she continued, “that your

brother might be the Unabomber?”
At first I wasn’t sure I’d heard her right. “What?”
She repeated her question, and I felt a mixture of consternation and defensiveness.

This was my only brother she was talking about!
I knew Ted was mentally ill, plagued with afflictive emotions. I’d worried about

him for years. I’d entertained unanswered questions about his estrangement from the
family. But it never had occurred to me that Ted was capable of violence. So far as I
knew, he’d never been violent.
At that time, the hunt for the Unabomber was the longest-running, most expensive

criminal investigation in the history of the fbi. Over seventeen years, the shadowy
Unabomber had sent through the mail or placed in public areas sixteen explosive de-
vices that had claimed three lives and injured dozens more, some seriously. Within the
last year, the Unabomber had killed two people—Gilbert Murray, a forestry industry
lobbyist, and Thomas Mosser, an advertising executive. The Los Angeles airport had
recently been shut down after it received a threatening letter from the Unabomber.
Meanwhile, the Unabomber had sent a seventy-eight-page manifesto to the New York
Times and the Washington Post and demanded that it be published, or else more
bombs would be sent to unsuspecting victims.
At first I assumed Linda had let her imagination run away with her. She pointed

out that although the manifesto had not yet been published, it was being described by
media sources as a critique of modern technology. She knew my brother had an obses-
sion with the negative effects of technology. She mentioned that one bomb had been
placed at the University of California at Berkeley, where Ted was once a mathematics
professor.
“That was thirty years ago!” I countered. “Berkeley is a hotbed for radicals. Besides,

Ted hates to travel. He has no money.”
“But we loaned him money, didn’t we?”
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I didn’t like the way the conversation was developing. The human mind can take
any fixed idea and patch together evidence to support it. That’s what I thought was
going on. But I wondered why Linda had focused such attention on my brother.
“If the Unabomber’s manifesto is ever published, would you at least read it and tell

me honestly what you think?” she pleaded.
Well, I could do that much. In fact, reading the manifesto might be the best way to

allay Linda’s fear. At that stage, I wasn’t capable of imagining that the Unabomber
and my mixed-up brother could be
the same person. I’d had extensive correspondence with Ted; I knew how he thought

and how he wrote. Surely after reading the manifesto I’d be able to say to Linda, “It’s
not him!”
A month later, when I read the newly published manifesto, Industrial Society and Its

Future, I found that I couldn’t in good faith tell Linda it wasn’t written by my brother.
Nor could I tell myself that it was written by him. I’d been an English major, a lover
of literature. I assumed that a person’s writing would be as distinctive and identifiable
as their voice. But if it was indeed Ted’s “voice” that I heard in the Unabomber’s
manifesto, it came to me muffled through thick layers of dread and denial.
Over the next two months, we read the manifesto repeatedly and made careful

comparisons with letters that Ted had sent me over the years from his one-room cabin
in rural Montana. Sometimes I thought I was projecting my worry, seeing what I
feared to see, since Linda had planted a strong suggestion in my mind. At other times
I thought I might be in denial, unable to see the painful truth because I lacked the
wherewithal to deal with it.
Yet the day came when I finally acknowledged to Linda that she might be right.

“Hon, I think there might be a 50–50 chance that Ted wrote the manifesto.”
Now our question Is Ted the Unabomber? led me to a seemingly endless series of

other questions and concerns:What will this do to my brother? What will this do to my
mother? (I thought they both might die.) What will this do to us—to Linda and me?
What kind of life will we have if it turns out that my brother really is the Unabomber?
And, of course, the most urgent and compelling question: What should we do

with our suspicion that we know the identity of the most wanted criminal in America,
a serial killer?
in thE aftErmath of Ted’s arrest, in April 1996, our home in Schenectady, New

York, was surrounded by the media. They hounded
us. They somehow gained access to our bank records. They dug through our garbage.

They called our unlisted numbers. They besieged our friends and relatives with inter-
view requests. A picture of our little cabin in southwestern Texas showed up in the New
York Times. The same U.S. government that had promised us complete confidentiality
turned into a leaky sieve of information about the Kaczynskis. It felt as if we had not
a shred of privacy or dignity left.
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At first it looked like the media were trying to dig up dirt in answer to their questions.
What kind of family would produce the Unabomber? What kind of person would turn
in his own brother?
The early stories were floundering, scattered. A late-night come-
dian dubbed me the “Una-snitch.” But eventually a narrative began to take shape.

The New York Times, in an editorial titled “His Brother’s Keeper,” characterized me
as a moral hero, someone willing to exchange family loyalty and personal happiness for
the lives of people he didn’t know. The press calmed down and decided to more or less
respect our boundaries. Linda and I soon embarked on a new and equally desperate
mission: to try to save my brother from the death penalty.
for aLL thE many invasions of our privacy, the media never truly “saw” us. The

emerging story was reductionist, flat, even somewhat trite in its characterization of
the two brothers, one bad, one good. Linda’s crucial role was first downplayed and
then eliminated from the narrative entirely.
If the media really wanted to identify a moral hero in our saga, it could have

discovered heroism in a couple rather than in an individual. Or it could have discovered
that, far from being the leader of a righteous quest for truth, I was a reluctant follower.
The leader of the righteous quest was Linda, who probably had to assume that role,
considering my deep attachment to my brother. But these truths
are complex, incompatible with the media’s need to tell a simple tale pitched to

readers’ expectations.
The purpose of this book is not to set the record straight. Rather, my intention is

to tell the one story that I’m uniquely situated to tell by exploring my memories of
the family I was born into—a family I see as both unusual and typical. The more I
delve into these memories, the more clearly I see that I am made of my relationships,
and the more deeply I appreciate our profound interconnectedness within the human
family.
The memoir that follows is a contemplation inspired and energized by a mixture of

loving memories and painful outcomes. May it be of some benefit!
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Chapter 1 - MISSING PARTS
I’ll start with the premise that a brother shows you who you are—and who you are

not. He’s an image of the self at one remove, but also a representation of the other.
In a universe of unlimited spatial and temporal dimensions, you are brought together

with your brother in a unique and specific consanguinity. You come from the same
womb. Your family has a certain flavor and smell unlike any other. It has an ethos,
perhaps even a mythology all its own.
You are a “we” with your brother before you are a “we” with any other. Even your

parents’ “we” can be turned against you.
Your brother, if there are only two of you, is your first peer, thus your model for

later relationships.
When your brother ventures out in the world, he represents you. If he is older, he

may be your only way of being and appearing vicariously in a world that you are not
yet allowed to enter. In this sense
he represents the possibility of your own future, the widening of your social presence.

Your pride in your brother is, in part, egoistic projection.
In relationship to your brother, you also learn about your limitations and about

personal boundaries: the things you do less well, the meaning of “belonging” as a noun,
the need to compete for attention, the space that opens up for you only after it’s been
vacated by your brother. Especially if you are the younger one, you only begin to own
yourself, to develop a fully independent identity, in your brother’s absence. But his
absence may haunt your aloneness.
I grew up with the idea that as brothers we are allowed and even meant to fight

with each other, until someone attacks one of us. Then we will turn in unison on the
attacker as one force redoubled. The older brother protects the younger with his fists
and his power. But the younger brother protects the older with his admiration and
love. It should be obvious who bears the greater responsibility.
In expansive affirmation, some men address other men as “brother.” To designate a

special friendship, or to invoke community and intimacy within a group, we use the
brother formula as a foundational myth of male fellowship.
My brother, Ted Kaczynski, once sent an airline executive a bomb concealed in a

hollowed-out copy of a book with the intriguing title Ice Brothers.
I don’t remember a time when I wasn’t aware that my brother was “special”—a

tricky word that can mean either above or below average, or completely off the scale.
Ted, seven and a half years older, was special because he was so intelligent. In the
Kaczynski family, intelligence carried high value.
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In the late 1950s, the time of Sputnik and the space race, intelligence (especially
technical and scientific intelligence) assumed even greater cultural and political res-
onance. Ted was a “brain” to school-age children in our working-class neighborhood,
where the word conferred status but also a vague stigma, since being too intelligent
was linked to maladjustment, and most kids wanted to fit in.
As a young child beginning to gauge social perceptions, I thought of my brother

as smart, independent, and principled. I heard myself described by our neighbors and
aunts and uncles as charming, happy, and affectionate—as if those were traits to be
remarked on in a child. Even at a tender age, I sensed that adults contrasted me with
my brother. Heck, anyone could be the way I was; it required no effort on my part.
But not everyone could be smart, independent, and principled like my big brother.
Given a choice, I would gladly have embraced Ted’s persona and relinquished my own.
I wanted to be like Ted.
However, I distinguished myself from my brother through my interest in sports—

especially baseball. One summer day, a slightly older boy in the neighborhood loaned
me a glove and taught me how to play catch. Soon he was showing me his prize
collection of baseball cards, asking, “Who’s your best player?”
I was embarrassed to say that I didn’t know the names of any bigleague players.

Out of the corner of my eye, I picked out a name on a card among the many my friend
had spread out on the grass.
“Jim Rivera,” I said.
“Oh,” said my friend, “ ‘Jungle Jim.’ Yeah, I like him, too.”
Later that day, I reported to my brother that Jungle Jim Rivera was my “best”

baseball player. Teddy was quick to correct me. “Davy, you should say ‘favorite’ not
‘best,’ ” he said. “And why, might I ask, is Jungle Jim Rivera your favorite baseball
player?”
I should have known that Teddy would request a reason. Opinions, I had learned,

should be based on reasoning.
“I don’t know,” I said, feeling slightly abashed. “I guess I just like him.” At this,

Teddy shook his head ruefully.
Ted could be critical, but he could also be kind. When I was about three, our family

moved from a dingy duplex in Chicago’s Back of the Yards neighborhood (the Yards
being the famous Chicago stockyards) to a house in Evergreen Park, a new working-
class suburb on the city’s southwest side. It was our first house. When summer came,
I used to delight in pushing open the screen door and going out to play in our spacious
backyard. It never rained that summer (in my memory, at least). I met other boys
and girls my own age. I was discovering a new world and having a ball. The only
frustration came when I tried to reenter the house, because I was too short to reach
the door handle to pull open the screen door. I would often stand on the back patio—a
tiny exile—calling for someone, Mom or Dad or Ted, to let me in.
One day I saw Ted fiddling with something at the back door. He was ten or eleven

at the time but always an ingenious person. To this day, it mesmerizes me to watch
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someone drawing or performing some careful manual task, which I ascribe to my early
interest in my brother’s activities. He had taken a spool of thread from Mom’s sewing
kit, and a hammer and a nail from Dad’s tool kit in the basement. I watched as he
removed the last remnant of thread from the spool, leaving only the bare spool. Then
he inserted the nail through the hole in the center of the spool and hammered it onto
the lower part of the wooden screen door. When he was finished, he said, “Dave, see
if this works!” All of a sudden it dawned on me what he had done: he’d crafted a
makeshift door handle for me.
Even after I grew taller and no longer needed it, the spool remained attached to the

door for some time—a lingering reminder of my brother’s kindness. Tender memories
like this one (and there were more than a few) soothe the stings that inevitably come in
a sibling relationship. Growing up, I never doubted my brother’s fundamental loyalty
and love or felt the slightest insecurity in his presence.
Which is not to say that I always felt worthy in his presence. It never seemed a

challenge to win our parents’ approval. Although humble
about their own virtues and accomplishments, Mom and Dad seemed to glory in

their two boys. I’m sure it was Ted who first clued me in that Mom and Dad’s approval
ratings were not objective. He sometimes faulted me, too, for being overly subjective.
I remember asking him once, “Aren’t we lucky that we have the best parents in the
world?” He replied, “You can’t prove that.”
Sometimes I suspected Ted was judging me, even when he said nothing. I wondered

if I had done something wrong that I wasn’t aware of. Once when he caught me in a
fib, he said, “You liar!” and stalked off in contempt. I worried that I had disappointed
him terribly, perhaps beyond hope of redemption. Later, when he said nothing about
the incident, I found myself studying his face trying to detect some change, but never
able to penetrate the veil covering his inner thoughts and feelings.
Although I had placed Ted on a pedestal—wanting to emulate his intellectual ac-

complishments, bragging to my fourth-grade buddies when he went to Harvard on a
scholarship at sixteen—there was another part of me that sensed he was not completely
OK.
I was probably seven or eight when I first approached Mom with the question

“What’s wrong with Teddy?”
“What do you mean, David? There’s nothing wrong with your brother.”
“I mean, he doesn’t have any friends. Why’s that?”
“Well, you know, David, not everyone is the same. You have lots of friends because

you like people and people like you. That’s wonderful! You’re a sociable person. But
Teddy likes to spend more time by himself, reading and working on things. That’s
wonderful, too. He’s different from you, but everyone doesn’t have to be alike. It’s OK
to be different.”
“I know but . . . sometimes it seems he doesn’t like people.”
Mom must have sensed that I needed more than reassurance. “Sit down, David, I

want to talk to you about something that happened before you were born.”
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Mom and I sat down side by side on the couch where she had read me stories—the
Beatrix Potter series, Wind in the Willows, Tom Sawyer—and taught me about life
through her explanations and commentaries. I always treasured this time with Mom
for its intimacy and also for the world of imagination it opened for me. Sometimes she
told me stories from her own life. But now she told me one about my brother’s early
life.
“When Teddy was a little baby just nine months old—before he was able to talk or

understand us—he had to go to the hospital because of a rash that covered his little
body. In those days, hospitals wouldn’t let parents stay with a sick baby, and we were
only allowed to visit him every other day for a couple of hours. I remember how your
brother screamed in terror when I had to hand him over to the nurse and she took
him away to another room. They had to stick lots of needles in Teddy, who was much
too young to understand that everything being done to him was for his own good. He
was terribly afraid, and he thought Dad and I had abandoned him to cruel strangers.
He probably thought we didn’t love him anymore and that we would never come back
to bring him home again.”
I really can’t do justice to my mother’s capacity for drama. Perhaps it was because

of the stories and fairy tales she read to me on that old couch, but Mom had a way
of entering into the emotions of the scenes she described. By the time she finished, I
was deeply moved. There were tears rolling down my cheeks as I thought about the
terrible suffering my brother had endured when he was a little baby.
It was an important teaching moment, and Mom took advantage of it. “David, your

brother doesn’t remember what happened to him, I’m sure. He was much too young.
But that hospital experience hurt him deeply, and the hurt never went away completely.
Please remember that you must never abandon your brother, because that’s what he
fears the most.”
I promised Mom that I would never abandon Ted. She went on to
describe her and Dad’s patient efforts to help their son heal from his hospital

trauma—how after they brought him home from the hospital they spoke gently and
cuddled him, and tried over and over to get him to smile back at them. It took a
long time, she said, before Teddy resembled the happy baby he’d been before he had
to go to the hospital. As I grew older, the story of my brother’s traumatic hospital
experience often came to mind as I struggled to understand Ted’s quirks or to forgive
his occasional insensitivity. It helped me to realize that it
takes compassion to truly understand another person.
One summer a couple of years later our father, Ted Sr., caught a baby rabbit in

our backyard. He placed the little animal in a wooden cage covered with a screen
top. Several neighborhood kids clustered around to gape at the rabbit, and our father
seemed proud to show it off. Our family, after all, had a pronounced educational bent.
Dad used to teach us how to identify plants. So it was only natural that he would
take pleasure in exposing the neighborhood kids to an “educational” experience—the
chance to view a wild animal up close. My friends were jockeying to get a good look.
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Ted was the last kid to join the onlookers, evidently curious to see what all the fuss
was about. But as soon as he glimpsed the little rabbit cowering in a corner of the
cage, his reaction was instinctive: “Oh, oh, let it go!” he said with panicked urgency.
Suddenly I saw everything differently. Only then did I notice that the young rabbit

was trembling with fright. Only then did I realize that we were being cruel.
Dad, seeing Ted’s distress, quickly carried the cage to a wooded area across the

street and released the rabbit into the wild.
When I was around seven, Dad finished our attic in beautiful knotty pine so that

Ted, now in high school, could have his own bedroom. The change provided us both
with space and a measure of independence. But it also allowed Ted to isolate himself
from the family whenever he wanted, which turned out to be rather often.
Perhaps puzzled by the long hours Ted spent quietly in his room upstairs, I re-

member approaching Dad with the same question I’d once asked our mother: “What’s
wrong with Ted?”
My father pointed out that Ted’s intellectual interests set him apart from most of his

classmates. While Ted read books about relativity theory, they were listening to Elvis
and going to sock-hops. Someday, Dad said, Ted would go off to college and meet other
young people with similar interests. He would form close friendships, would eventually
marry and raise a family of his own. Ted would “find himself,” Dad predicted—it just
might take him a little longer.
Since Ted didn’t seem to crave company, I felt privileged and rewarded whenever

he’d invite me up to his room—perhaps to show me some ingenious mechanical con-
traption he had invented, or to let me look at his coin collection and tell me how he
had acquired the more valuable coins, or to play duets he had composed using our
cheap wooden recorders, or to read me a favorite story or poem. It was my brother
who first introduced me to the stories and poems of Edgar Allan Poe. He once showed
me a humorous drawing he’d done of Napoleon that made the emperor look quite
crazed. To my preadolescent and later adolescent mind, it was wonderfully cool to
have a big brother who would take me into his confidence. I treasured those times we
spent together even more than I did our family vacations and excursions to the nearby
forest preserve, I suppose because they were more “special.” My emotional bond with
Ted felt unique and very strong.
Ted left for Harvard when he was sixteen. It never would have oc-
curred to me that my brother would suffer as a result of social isolation (and worse)

there, because I had no idea he needed anything from people. I thought of him as
emotionally self-sufficient, free of my “weakness” for human companionship, my need
for social validation. Only years later did it occur to me that I probably mistook his
introversion and strong defenses for emotional strength.
Our family photograph album holds a color picture of Ted and
me standing outside our home in Evergreen Park, Illinois, sharing a grip on the han-

dle of Ted’s one bulky suitcase. Ted looks very handsome and serenely self-confident.
I am the oh-so-admiring younger brother, vicariously enjoying my big brother’s tri-
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umphant departure to a future without limits. My hair is combed as meticulously as
Ted’s. I am sporting a dressy blazer to celebrate the moment’s glory and promise.
Fifty years later, as I gaze at that young boy’s image, I no longer remember what

it was like to be me. The picture illustrates how innocent and hopeful I was and how
much I adored my older brother. The boy in the photograph was clearly a product
of his family and his time. There is absolutely no shadow on that boy’s faith in the
world’s goodness.
Perhaps that moment was the beginning of the end for Ted. He might have been

ready for the academic challenges of a place like Harvard, but he was not ready develop-
mentally or psychologically. In retrospect, our parents’ one serious mistake as parents
was to send him away from home at such an early age. Mastery of learning— which
Ted surely had—has little to do with the mastery of life or of self. The broad reach
of the rational mind doesn’t extend far enough to embrace the complex challenges
involved in becoming a person. But perhaps a genetic flaw, a predisposition to mental
illness, would have taken Ted down eventually in any case.
What cannot be glimpsed in this picture—although it is evident in some others

taken around that time—is Ted’s vulnerability. His confidence in his intellect was
not matched by any visceral confidence in his worth as a person, and over time the
divide would only grow larger. His self-confidence became infected with doubt, recoiled,
and then redoubled toward arrogance and grandiosity. His separation from loved ones,
combined with his social awkwardness, fed the fear that he was unlovable. His early
training sustained him for years. He knew how to maintain appearances up to a point,
but it cost him great effort, and that effort eventually wore him down. What he could
not
sustain is an integrated ego strong enough to withstand a world constructed and

inhabited by other people—a world he feared could turn or collapse on him at any
moment.
Our mother, Wanda, instinctively understood her elder son’s vulnerability. She

trusted Harvard to keep her son safe because she deeply admired the pursuit of knowl-
edge and tended to conflate learning and wisdom. She forgot that the eye of reason is
a cool eye. She imagined Harvard as a safe haven for her brilliant son—a place where
he would be appreciated by other bright people and protected from the unfriendly
judgments of petty, parochial minds.
One day our parents received a letter from Harvard. Enclosed was a consent form

allowing Ted to participate in a psychological research project. A parent’s consent was
required because Ted was still a minor, only seventeen years old, legally barred from
providing consent for himself. Mom’s implicit faith in the university prevented her from
asking questions. Years later she recalled signing the consent form. “At the time,” she
said, “I was glad to give my parental consent, feeling that Teddy had some adjustment
issues. I hoped these nice psychologists might help him.” In doing so she unwittingly
committed her son to a regimen of psychological abuse that would span the next three
years of his college career.
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In 1967, according to the cia’s internal assessment, hundreds of college professors
on more than a hundred American college campuses were under secret contract to
the cia. So universities that wanted a piece of the action, including Harvard, decided
to dispense with the ethical standard of informed consent that was embedded in the
Nuremberg Code in response to Nazi atrocities. From 1953 to 1963, federal support
for scientific research at Harvard increased from
$8 million per year to $30 million.
One secret cia research project that used unwitting American citizens as subjects

was code-named mK Ultra. It lasted ten years and ended in 1963, shortly after Ted
graduated from Harvard. mK Ultra
experiments used sensory deprivation, sleep learning, subliminal projection, elec-

tronic brain stimulation, and hallucinogenic drugs to study various applications for
behavior modification. One project was designed to see whether subjects could be
programmed to kill on command. Experiments were conducted in penal and mental
institutions and on university campuses. Some hapless human subjects went crazy, and
some are known to have committed suicide.
The Harvard study my brother participated in was called “Multiform Assessments

of Personality Development among Gifted College Men.” It was overseen by the noted
psychologist Henry Murray, who during World War II worked for the Office of Strategic
Services (which later became the cia), where he developed methodologies for interro-
gating prisoners of war. In his professional life, Murray was known for his brilliance and
his grandiosity. In his personal life, according to his biographer, he displayed sadistic
tendencies. His research on college men bears a certain resemblance to his research
on prisoners of war. He was quite a big wheel in his day, perhaps as well known and
influential in military and government circles as he was in academia.
Most of the records pertaining to the Murray experiments have been destroyed or

lost. There is no direct evidence that the Murray experiments were funded by the
CIA. However, it is clear my brother was a guinea pig in an unethical and psychologi-
cally damaging research project conducted by a team of psychological researchers who
used deceptive tactics to study the effects of emotional and psychological trauma on
unwitting human subjects.
Thirty-five years later, in their search for mitigating evidence that might persuade

a jury to spare Ted’s life, Ted’s public defenders succeeded in acquiring some fragmen-
tary records of Murray’s research project. The weekly sessions in Murray’s lab typically
consisted of one-on-one conversations between the research subject (Ted) and a pur-
ported peer who was actually a plant: one of Murray’s graduate students who had
been coached to behave in an insulting way toward the subject. The idea was to upset
subjects by deriding their beliefs, values, and personal characteristics.
I read a transcript of one session in which the acting research assistant focused the

conversation on my brother’s beard, calling it “stupid.” At times during these sessions,
Ted was wired up to a machine that kept track of his vital signs—and who knows
what else? On occasion he would pass one of the researchers on campus and offer a
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shy “Hello,” to which the psychologists never responded but kept on walking by, as if
Ted did not exist.
We know that the experiments involved the calculated humiliation of subjects. We

know that the basic premise of the research was to study how bright college students
would react to aggressive, stressful attacks on their beliefs and values.
When my brother’s federal public defenders asked him about the Murray experi-

ments, he characterized his participation as “the worst experience of my life.” By locat-
ing and interviewing some of the other participants, Ted’s public defenders discovered
that others, too, remembered the experience as highly unpleasant.
“In that case, Ted, why didn’t you quit? Why did you keep going back to the lab,

week after week for three years?”
“I wanted to prove that I could take it,” Ted explained. “That I couldn’t be broken.”
Ted graduated from Harvard with a degree in mathematics. His grades were good

enough to land him a teaching fellowship at another elite institution, the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor. There he published original mathematical research and won
a prize for the university’s best PhD thesis in mathematics that year. He was a rising
star in academia. After earning his doctoral degree at Michigan, he was appointed
assistant professor of mathematics at the University of California at Berkeley.
Now in high school, I tried to become my brother. I made myself into the class brain,

concentrating on math, just like Ted. Although I had a few friends, all National Honor
Society types, I grew more socially aloof and never dated. Once an all-star second
basemen in our local Little League, I quit baseball to concentrate on academics. I took
an overload of courses so I could graduate in three years. On graduation day, I was
sixteen, not much older than Ted had been on his graduation day. I applied to Harvard,
even, and felt very disappointed when my application was rejected. But by then I knew
I was no match for my brilliant older brother. I may have been an intellectual star at
Evergreen Park Community High School, but judging from the way the older faculty
members swapped stories about my brother’s brilliance, it was clear that Ted was one
of a kind, an academic legend.
In May or June of my senior year in high school, Ted was home on
vacation. One afternoon I showed him a calculus problem that I’d solved after a

long, persistent struggle. Ted was impressed. “I’d guess that if I assigned the same
problem to my upper-level calculus class, probably no one would be able to solve it.”
I was thrilled by his praise. I felt as if I had just moved into the select company of a
few smart people whom Ted would naturally admire. He seemed proud of me.
A few weeks later, our family moved to a small town in Iowa where our father had

been transferred by his company. This meant selling and leaving the only home I had
ever really known. On moving day, Dad and I drove on ahead, while Mom and Teddy
lingered behind so that Mom could give last-minute instructions to the movers. When
Mom and Teddy arrived in Iowa that evening, my brother seemed uncommunicative,
shut down.
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Mom pulled me aside the next morning to tell me that Teddy had behaved very
strangely. “David, your brother acted really oddly when the moving men were there.
As I was trying to instruct them, Ted followed me everywhere around the house, saying
in a loud voice, ‘Make them go away! Make them go away!’ It seemed so childish, and
actually made it difficult for me to communicate with the moving men.
They kept looking at us with puzzled expressions, wondering why this grown man

had such a problem with them. After all, they were just doing their jobs. It was
embarrassing. I didn’t know what to say to the men. And then on the drive here, Teddy
never said a word. Four hours of silence. I tried various times to start a conversation,
but he just clammed up. David, did Teddy ever tell you that he was unhappy about
moving?”
“No,” I said. “He didn’t.” In the back of my mind, I wondered if Ted was upset

to see his house of memories dismantled, perhaps signifying the loss of the only safe
emotional refuge he’d ever known. Didn’t he know that all things change? And that
the loss of our material house (as poignant as that might feel) in no way endangered
the sense of home Mom and Dad had always maintained for us?
ovEr thE nExt tEn yEars, Ted and I came to relate more as adult peers than as big

and little brother. I came to enjoy a feeling of greater equality with my brother and was
pleased to see that he acknowledged and for the most part encouraged my independence.
But I also felt myself gradually drifting away from him. One summer when I was home
from college and Ted was back from California, we spent a month camping together on
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. The following year, 1969, he abruptly quit his professor’s
job at the University of California at Berkeley, and that summer we traveled across
western Canada looking for a piece of land for him to homestead.
Ted had written our parents a letter announcing that he had come to the conclu-

sion, after much thought, that technological development was threatening to humanity
and to the environment. His overriding concern was the erosion of human freedom
and autonomy brought on by technology. (Recently he had absorbed Jacques Ellul’s
Technological Society, a wide-ranging critique of technology.) Since much of technology
was based on mathematics, Ted explained, he’d
decided to give up his career in mathematics. In fact, he had grown so concerned

about technology that he was determined to remove himself personally from it as far
as he could. To this end, he would attempt to live in the wilderness (or what was left
of it) as primitive peoples had done for most of human history.
I was amazed, actually in awe of my brother’s brave and principled gesture. Few

people have the courage to make significant sacrifices based on well-considered prin-
ciples. And how many people get to do what they want in life, instead of following a
path prescribed by others? I was inspired by my big brother’s courage in abandoning
the more conventional path.
Ted expected our parents to be angry about his decision to quit his career. On the

contrary, they were cautiously supportive. After Ted and I left home, they respected
our personal decisions. Privately, though, Mom expressed concern: “Dave,” she confided,
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“I don’t think Teddy’s decision really has much to do with technology. I’m worried that
he doesn’t know how to accept other people or be accepted by them. I’m afraid he’s
running away from a society he doesn’t know how to relate to.” Yet for a time she
indulged a fond hope that Ted would get the dream of living a primitive life out of his
system and return to teaching.
In 1971—after an unsuccessful attempt to get a Canadian homestead permit and a

brief stint living with our parents—Ted followed me to Montana, where I had migrated
after college.
I’d been living in Great Falls, Montana, for about a year—working a blue-collar

job at a zinc smelter, fashioning my own anticareerist, populist narrative—when one
afternoon my landlord knocked on my door and told me that my father was on the
phone urgently requesting to speak with me. Since I didn’t have a phone, my family
usually communicated with me by mail. In some alarm, I followed my landlord back
to his apartment, expecting bad news.
“Dave, have you seen Ted?” Dad asked. He sounded worried.
“I thought he was with you.”
“He was, until the day before yesterday. He must have left before dawn. He didn’t

tell us where he was going. We were hoping he was with you.”
“No, I haven’t seen him, but it’s a long drive from Chicago to Montana. Didn’t he

leave you a note or anything?”
“Yes, Dave, but he didn’t say where he was going.” “That’s kind of strange.”
“He left us a goodbye note.” Pause. “He said he was sorry if he’d failed us. He said

we shouldn’t have any regrets because we were good parents. Dave, I have this uneasy
feeling that your brother left in a very bad state of mind. His goodbye sounded so
final—almost like a suicide note.”
I asked Dad to read me Ted’s letter. After hearing it, I thought it could be in-

terpreted in different ways. Dad seemed to be jumping to conclusions—something he
seldom did—so I did my best to calm his anxiety. I registered some surprise: worry
was more in Mom’s department than Dad’s. I promised to let my parents know the
moment I saw or heard from Ted.
Early the next morning, a loud knocking on my door woke me up, and I was relieved

to find Ted standing there. He looked OK.
“I have a proposal for you,” he said abruptly. “I thought you were with Mom and

Dad.”
“I just couldn’t stay there anymore,” he said flatly.
Ted then suggested that we pool our resources to a buy a parcel of land to live on.

I was pleased that Ted was OK, that he had a plan for the future, and that his plan
included me. The land turned out to be the 1.4-acre plot six miles outside Lincoln
where he built his now iconic ten-by-twelve cabin and he lived a seemingly inoffensive
hermit’s life for the next twenty-five years. I stayed in Great Falls working at the
smelter, thinking that eventually I might build a cabin next to Ted’s.
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morE and morE, Ted’s intellectual interests shifted from mathematics to anthropol-
ogy. He especially enjoyed reading about “primitive” tribes. Once, invoking his vision of
an ideal society, he described to me hunter-gatherer communities based on reciprocity
and trust— “You know . . . like our family.” If someone had told me that in another
five years Ted would be writing letters of bitter recrimination to our parents, I would
have been surprised, if not shocked. As late as the late 1970s, he invited me to join him
in a quest for remote land in the Canadian wilderness where we could live together
far from the bane of civilization. By then, however, it was clear to me that I would
be quite unhappy to let my life shrink to one relationship with my civilization-hating
brother.
On my next visit home, Mom handed me a book—This Stranger, My Son, by Louise

Wilson—and asked me to read it. Wilson’s book describes the journey of a mother
seeking to understand and obtain help for her mentally ill son. She describes in painful
detail her son’s distorted perceptions of the world; the psychiatrists’ inclination to
blame the parents (particularly the mother); her own sense of guilt and shame; the
unavailability of effective help; never knowing precisely where her son’s authentic self
ended and where his intractable mental illness took over; her endless worry over her
son’s problems and uncertain future; and, above all, the disintegration of her son’s
peace and happiness.
When I finished reading the book, I handed it back to Mom and asked, “Mom, did

you ask me to read this book because it reminded you of Ted?”
She was quiet for a moment. Then she said, “Well, parts of it really did make me

think of your brother. Did you have the same feeling?” I could see the searching concern
in her eyes.
“Yes, well, there are some resemblances.”
“Not that I think Ted is schizophrenic,” she hastened to add, “but maybe he has

tendencies in that direction.”
on onE hand, a change in how I saw my brother was inevitable. Most adoring

younger brothers take their older brothers off their pedestal at some point. Idols show
their clay feet eventually. In a healthy relationship, disillusioned hero-worship is re-
placed by mature affection—and Ted certainly had a lot of likable qualities. He was
still smart, independent, and principled. There was also, by this time, a kind of de-
spondency in him that I found very poignant. He didn’t seem to want any of the
things most people crave: being loved and admired; having money, comfort, or worldly
success. In his humility and integrity, he resembled the saints of old—except that his
asceticism was completely disconnected from faith, love, or hope. On the contrary, it
seemed haunted by defeatism. I also sensed that he expected me to live the same way
and to share his deeply pessimistic views.
When I left Montana to take a job teaching high school English in
the Midwest in 1973, my mother asked a typically worried question: “Did you say

goodbye to Ted before you left?”
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Her question caught me up short, and I answered a little defensively: “Well, he knew
I was going.” I would have had to drive 180 miles round-trip to see Ted, I told her. In
the back of my mind, I was thinking that I couldn’t spend the rest of my life shackled
to my brother. He never said he needed me anyway. Mom was expecting too much, I
thought. But I also remembered my early promise never to abandon my brother. Did
it feel to him, on some level, that I was abandoning him now?
Ted’s angry—well, blistering—letters to our parents started arriving in the mid-

1970s. The gist was that he had been unhappy all his life because Mom and Dad
had never truly loved him. They pushed him academically to feed their own egos.
They never taught him appropriate social skills because they didn’t care about his
happiness. These letters were not an invitation to talk, but an indictment filled with
highly dramatized and—in my view—distorted memories. Yet in Ted’s own mind, his
conclusion was as rock solid as a mathematical proof.
At first I thought he had simply lost his temper. After all, he was emotionally intense

and spent nearly all his time alone. He’d given up a promising but unfulfilling academic
career to live in the woods— and still he wasn’t happy. So it was not surprising that
he could sometimes lose his grip and say things he didn’t really mean. It could happen
to almost anyone.
But when I wrote to Ted, hoping I could help him understand the pain his letter had

caused our parents and apologize to them, I received a series of increasingly disturbed
replies that convinced me he hadn’t just lost his temper: every recrimination he’d flung
at Mom and Dad was based in a fixed belief system. I was surely Ted’s closest human
contact, yet I’d never seen any of this coming. And now nothing I said could even
begin to shake Ted’s judgment of Mom and Dad. At one point he warned me that if I
continued defending Mom and Dad, he’d cut me out of his life as well. Once he did so,
he said, it would be forever. For the next ten years, more or less, I thought there was
a chance I could persuade Ted to see things differently.
A few occasional crises during this period made me think my brother might be

seriously disturbed. In the late ’70s, for instance, he returned to Illinois to earn some
money. For a time our family was reunited, living in a house that Mom and Dad had
bought after Dad’s company transferred him back to Chicago.
Teddy and I worked briefly at the same factory, until he started harassing a female

coworker and I had to intercede. At first my brother appeared to be in love (which
I noted with pleasant amazement, since my brother had never dated or even talked
much about women). He took the girl out for dinner at nice restaurants and for walks
in the forest preserve. But he was utterly devastated when she politely broke off their
relationship, saying she only wanted to be friends. The next day Ted began anony-
mously posting offensive limericks about the woman around the workplace. I found
his behavior intolerable: she was a nice person who didn’t deserve such humiliating
treatment. Angry, I confronted Ted and told him that he had to stop or I’d find a way
to make
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him stop. So the next day when Ted posted another of the nasty limericks, I went
to the plant’s supervisor and had my brother dismissed. Ted needed to know he had
no right to treat people badly—as he had treated our parents, as he was now treating
this poor woman. Only after my anger cooled did it sink in how much my brother
must have craved an intimate relationship and how unequal he was to the challenges
of being in one.
Ted locked himself in his room at Mom and Dad’s for three days. During that time

I wondered if and when we should summon a crisis response team. Mom was a basket
case; Dad was withdrawn, indecisive. I imagined that Ted would never be the same
after this incident and that our relationship would never recover from his bad behavior
and my disloyalty.
After three days, however, Ted emerged from his room and abruptly asked me to

read a long letter he had written, on condition that I never speak with him about it.
The letter was more explanation than apology; its apologetic elements were tainted
with self-justification. Essentially, what he wanted to communicate was that he had
been deeply and desperately lonely for a very long time.
With Ted’s half-apology and my keeping my promise not to discuss the matter our

relationship seemed to recover, more or less. But looking back now, I can see there was
a downward spiral. As time went on, there were more and more topics we had to avoid
because discussing them upset Ted. There was an undertone of stress in the letters we
regularly exchanged. For me that stress stemmed from my brother’s harsh treatment
of our parents. Ted wanted me to agree with him about everything; I wanted to defend
my own ego as an independent person, but most of all I wanted to defend Mom and
Dad against Ted’s cruel opinion of them. They were kind and generous to him even
when he broke their hearts. I felt increasingly concerned as I began to realize that I
was not going to change my brother’s mind.
The Irish poet W. B. Yeats once said that responsibility begins with the power to

imagine. I suppose he meant that only after we imagine
ourselves in another person’s shoes, experiencing what they suffer, do we see be-

yond our own self-interest and take responsibility for others’ welfare. I’d often thought
there was something a little peculiar, even paradoxical, about Ted’s attitude toward
the imagination. Generally speaking he tended to dismiss, repress, and denigrate the
imagination. Seemingly pragmatic, he viewed the imagination as a manifestation of psy-
chological weakness, a compensation for life’s insufficiency. At best, it was an empty
entertainment; at worst, a vehicle of escape from reality into fantasy.
On the other hand, Ted could experience sharp, poignant sympathy for people

he regarded as vulnerable—particularly children or those living on the margins of
society. He could experience and occasionally expressed deep compassion for those who
were powerless and suffering. However, he could never imagine anyone in a relatively
powerful position as suffering—or at least not undeservedly.
On rare occasions, Ted endowed his imagination with a power that was visionary

and even revelatory. In one dramatic letter, he told me that he was about to “draw aside
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the veil” on his soul for the first and last time. Then he described a dream of exceptional
emotional intensity. It focused on a sinister, satanic character who continually changed
shape, impersonated or became identical with some of my closest friends (including
Linda); this demon attempted to lure me away to some lost, hellish place from which
there could be no return. Filled with desperation, Ted had to kill the satanic figure in
order to save me.
On one hand, Ted was telling me that he loved me. On the other hand, he seemed

to be telling me that he hated and feared my closest friends. I half wondered if what
Ted described to me was a dream at all.
my marriagE to Linda was the proverbial last straw as far as Ted was concerned.

Maybe he understood—whether consciously or
not—the implications of bringing another fresh, intelligent mind into the family.

Perhaps it forced him to see his little brother differently. After receiving the news
that I’d left the desert to live with Linda, he wrote me a nasty letter berating me
for making what he called “the biggest mistake” of my life. He’d somehow decided
that Linda, whom he’d never met, was a terrible person. At the end of the letter, he
disowned me as his brother.
I found myself suddenly caught between anger at Ted’s arrogance, and deep concern

that my brother was prepared to sever his last emotional tie. Didn’t he understand
that love is unlimited?—that my love for Linda didn’t decrease my love for him? Once
again I recalled how years earlier Mom had cautioned me that Ted’s worst fear was a
fear of abandonment.
Two years later, it was Linda who made me confront the growing evidence that

my brother was suffering from a mental disorder. “But that’s the way he thinks!” I
protested at first. I remember her then pointing to a bizarre passage in a letter I’d
just received from Ted. “David, read this. People who are healthy in their minds don’t
think like this.”
In the letter, Ted had written: “I have got to know, I have got to, got to, got to

know that every last tie joining me to this stinking family has been cut forEvEr and
that I will never nEvEr have to communicate with any of you again. I’ve got to do it
now. I can’t tell you how desperate I am. It is killing me.”
Linda persuaded me to discuss Ted’s letters with a psychiatrist. I made an appoint-

ment and sent him two or three of Ted’s letters ahead of time. The psychiatrist’s
prognosis was not encouraging: “David, these letters show symptoms of serious mental
illness. I’m not going to make a diagnosis based on a couple of letters, because that’s
not how we make a diagnosis. But I will say that I think your brother needs treatment,
and I don’t mean just talk therapy. Talking alone probably won’t help him without
some chemical intervention as well.” “I’m sure Ted would never agree to treatment,
especially not with chemicals,” I said glumly. “He’d be afraid of being poisoned, of
having his sharp intellect dulled. He might see it as society’s plot to control him.”
“I can well imagine that,” the psychiatrist said. “Again, I’m not making a diagnosis

here, but in these letters I see features consistent with schizophrenia. There’s some
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highly paranoid ideation. Extreme defensiveness. Probably your brother would never
voluntarily agree to treatment.”
“Are you suggesting, then, that we pursue involuntary treatment?” The doctor pon-

dered this idea for a moment. “I don’t think I’d recommend that, either. You really
are stuck between a rock and a hard place. Without treatment, your brother’s illness
will probably get worse. But if you pursue involuntary commitment, you may lose any
chance of having a relationship with him. You probably wouldn’t get him committed
anyway, because you’d have to go to court and prove he represents an imminent danger
to himself or others.”
“I’ve always had a fear that Ted might someday hurt himself.” “But your fear alone

doesn’t constitute evidence that would convince a judge,” the doctor concluded.
Linda joined me at my next appointment with the psychiatrist a few days later.

We needed to strategize—put our heads together and figure out how to help Ted.
But it seemed as if we were only clutching at straws, since Ted had made himself so
unreachable.
As we were about to leave the psychiatrist’s office, Linda asked abruptly, “Do you

think he might become violent?”
The doctor paused. When he spoke he seemed to choose his words carefully: “The

underlying theme of schizophrenia is fear. When a person experiences intense fear,
especially if they feel trapped and cornered, then violence against oneself or other
people is never out of the realm of possibility.”
Much later, while reading Ted’s diary at the behest of his legal defense team, I

stumbled upon a piece of information that astonished me. It turns out that a couple
years before Linda and I tried unsuccessfully to connect Ted with treatment, he’d in-
dependently written to the county mental health service in Helena, sixty miles from
his cabin, requesting therapy by mail. Ted didn’t know that he had a delusional disor-
der like schizophrenia, but he knew that he suffered from insomnia and high anxiety.
Somewhat naively, he hoped to receive professional help in the form of answers to his
questions via the U.S. mail.
My brother was informed by return post that the system didn’t work that way. He

was told that he would have to appear in person and find a way to pay for services—
both insurmountable barriers from Ted’s point of view.
Five years later, my feelings toward Ted shifted after I read his manifesto in the

Washington Post and began coming to grips with the horrific possibility that Ted might
be the long-sought serial bomber. Again, it was Linda who pried open my mind, Linda
who urged me to read the manifesto. I had never considered Ted capable of violence.
In fact, my only fear along those lines was the haunting worry that he might someday
kill himself.
Suddenly it felt as if my brother and I were central characters in a grandiose tragedy.

I began to discern a frightening symmetry in our lives that led me to the terrible
dilemma that Linda and I then faced: do nothing and run the risk that Ted might
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kill again, or turn him in and accept the likelihood that he would be executed for his
crimes.
I could not reconcile the conflict between our moral obligation and my love for my

brother, could not make a decision without sacrificing one for the other. But perhaps,
I thought, we would wake up some day and see our situation differently. Perhaps
our sacrifice—compelled by reason and necessity—would feel less painful now that I
had come closer to acknowledging the worst about my brother. If we waited for some
magical resolution of our dilemma, we could end up waiting forever. We could end up
waiting until someone else was blown up.
The alternatives looked too stark to be true, more like literature than life. Looking

back over our lives as brothers, I began to see how every step led us to this terrible
juncture. Now I felt trapped inside the narrative of our lives, my identity forever defined
by the fate of being Ted Kaczynski’s brother. I wanted out of that role. I wanted to
make my own choices in life, not have them foisted upon me. I wanted to create my
own story. And yet to choose to do nothing was itself a choice. There was no escape.
I was boxed in by the awful dilemma, and for some time I felt engulfed in a vision of
the universe as dark as Ted’s.
When federal agents entered my brother’s tiny cabin near Lincoln, Montana, on

April 3, 1996, they discovered bomb-making parts and plans, a carbon copy of the
Unabomber’s manifesto, and—most chilling of all—another live bomb found under his
bed, wrapped and apparently ready to be mailed to someone.
My resentment of Ted strangely melted away. The way I was accustomed to think-

ing about him, my usual frame of reference, no longer worked. Now there was just
emptiness and deep pity in my heart where my brother had been.
I wondered how Ted would receive the news that I’d turned him in. I hoped he

might understand on some level why I had done so and not hate me for it. How would
it feel to my paranoid brother to be turned in by the one person he had loved and
trusted? I thought it must feel like the confirmation of his darkest thought. Mom’s
warning voice from childhood echoed in my ears: David, you must never abandon your
brother, because that’s what he fears the most.
I recalled a letter I had received from Ted in 1988, one year before I moved in with

Linda. At the top of the page was taped a small picture cut out from the newspaper
of a young boy in a baseball cap grinning happily. Beneath the picture, Ted wrote a
message that was uncharacteristically sentimental. “Dear Dave, This picture reminds
me of you when you were young. You were always such a cheerful, happy kid. I, on the
other hand, have never been happy. I’ve never even had a close
friend. I want you to know, in case anything happens to me, that you are the one

person that I’ve ever loved.”
In case anything happens to me sounded a bit foreboding, but I’d assumed he meant

some sort of accident, probably during one of his long backpacking trips into the rugged
Montana wilderness.
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I was touched by this letter, although it gave me a slightly uneasy feeling as well.
Like other affectionate letters I’d received from Ted, it seemed to float up out of a
deep and inescapable well of loneliness. Some months after meeting with Ted’s original
lawyer, I heard a story about Ted’s reaction when he first learned that I’d turned him
in. Since the story came to me thirdhand, I can’t vouch for its veracity,
but it sounded plausible enough.
“Did you know it was your brother who turned you in?” the lawyer asked.
“That’s impossible,” Ted reportedly said. “David loves me. He’d never do that.”
Some days later, persuaded otherwise, Ted told his attorneys that he had resolved

once and for all, regardless of circumstances, not to communicate with his family ever
again. To date, he has kept that pledge.
It has occurred to me that Ted and I are almost like disowned parts of each other.

Ted the Unabomber represents the violence and pessimism that I reject. David the pu-
tative “moral hero” represents the inauthenticity of hope in a world gone fundamentally
awry. Ted’s cruelty stigmatizes my good name; but my reputation for goodness comes
at his expense. Like all contrived opposites, we reinforce one another. The worst thing
he can do to me is to deny any opportunity for reconciliation. Hope of reconciliation
is something I am bound to maintain, but it costs me little—only the sneaking sense
that some part of me is missing.
As a young kid I had lots of boyhood pals, almost like temporary
brothers my own age who would come and go in my life. Unlike my real brother,

they turned out to be replaceable. Many of my post–high school friendships, however,
endured much longer. I spent four years with the same college roommate, and we’ve
grown even closer over the years. If something ever happened to Joel, I would grieve
as much as I would for Ted. Our conversations pick up just where they leave off, even
after a gap of years. I discover in my friend much of the openness and reciprocity that
I never found in Ted. He was there for me in my worst hour. There is a level of trust
and respect between us that makes the whole world seem stable and sane at its core,
simply because this kind of relationship is possible. I suppose it’s what Martin Buber
named the “I-Thou”—a recognition of the relational structure of our human reality.
Several months after Ted’s arrest, I made contact with one of my
brother’s surviving victims—Gary Wright of Salt Lake City, Utah. In one sense, he

represented someone whose experience of the Unabomber saga was the polar opposite
of mine. Part of me desperately needed to open a door to that “other side,” the victims’
side. Ted would not talk to me, and, not surprisingly, neither would most of his victims
or their family members. A lot of worlds got shattered by Ted’s bombs. Probably it was
foolish of me—even self-indulgent—to imagine that I could reassemble any of those
pieces in the hope of making my world whole again. But with incredible grace, Gary
volunteered to help me. In the years since our first awkward phone conversation, we
too have become as close and indispensable to one another as brothers.
On the evening of September 11, 2001, I was home alone in Schenectady. Linda

was away in Illinois caring for her sick parents. We were terribly worried about Linda’s
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brother and his wife, whose apartment in Lower Manhattan was not far from the World
Trade Center site; and also about our niece attending college in Philadelphia, cut off
from news of her parents because of the telephone outage. I suppose being the brother
of a so-called terrorist made the events of that day
more disturbing, if possible, than they otherwise would have been for me. I learned

from Linda that our sister-in-law in Manhattan had been on the phone with Linda’s
mother when she saw the second tower fall. Then the phone line was cut off. I managed
to reach my niece at her dorm room and found her as sane and sensible as always,
somehow managing to give back more reassurance than she took. I couldn’t bear to
watch the news. But the silence felt equally unbearable. I wondered what my brother
might be thinking about all of this. The phone rang again. “Hey, Dave, it’s good to
hear your voice! I know you take a lot of trips to New York City. I’m so glad to know
that you’re OK.” It was Gary Wright.
On a night when just about everyone in America was checking in with their closest

family and friends, Gary Wright made a call to the brother of the man who’d tried
to kill him. It was reassuring to know that I lived in a world where such a call was
possible. In that moment, I knew Gary would be my friend for life.
Gary and I are virtual blood brothers. Our bond forged through violence is as

powerful and deep as any other. We also share a base of values. Our bond is as much
a bond of choice as one of happenstance. Tragedy has given us both an unexpected
gift. My life is infinitely richer because of Gary’s friendship. Nothing can compensate
me for losing Ted, but I find a poetic balance in having gained a new brother in Gary.
Our choices end up reshaping the universe—at least the universe we know.
No one lives a life without loss. Loss of loved ones. Loss of innocence. Loss of dreams

and hopes. Loss of each precious moment as quickly as it passes. Loss of our own lives
in the end.
Sometimes when I’m driving down the road, I’ll glance in the mirror and for a

split second I’ll see Ted driving the car behind me. A moment later, I realize it’s just
another guy with a beard. A guy with a completely different mind and a life all his
own. Anyone could be my brother, I realize, if fate had just arranged things a little
differently. No matter—a flood of memories rushes in. So many memories: some sad,
some anxious, some happy and loving, but all of them poignant. What happened to
those two little boys who grew up together in a different, more hopeful world in 1950s
America? Or to the two young men who spent an entire summer camping together in
western Canada in 1969? Back then, I never could have imagined my life without Ted.
As we were driving back from Canada to Illinois in August 1969, I was feeling eager

to return home, thinking about regular baths, Mom’s home cooking, an opportunity to
catch up on the world’s news, perhaps even a chance to see Linda before she returned
to school. I wanted to rejoin the stream of my life after this memorable detour. Ted
and I were camped out in a county park in the grasslands of Nebraska, lying on our
backs side by side, gazing up at the immense, starry sky as warm summer breezes
stirred the tall grass around us.
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“I wish we were home,” I said.
“Really? I wish we didn’t have to go back,” Ted said.
It was a defining difference. But now I too wish we could relive that moment.
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Chapter 2 - LIFE FORCE
In hEr Last days, thE acuity of her pain and sharp intelligence blunted by morphine,

my mother would wake up often at night and share words and phrases that were rich
with emotional significance for her.
When the process of dying is prolonged, the final days and weeks may involve an

inward turning reckoning with life, a final struggle with its conflicts, its unresolved
problems and unanswered questions. Mother’s speech was slow and labored, yet her
desire to match the words with their intended meaning was as strong as ever. And
there was something new: a mantralike quality, a music of repetition, a need to either
make sure she was understood or to score the meaning deeply.
“Beautiful . . . golden colors . . .” “Memories . . . memories . . . memories.” “I saw a

ghost . . . a ghost of the world.”
Once she said she dreamed she had fallen into a deep hole. There were periods of

agitation when she found her circumstances—the pain, the discomfort and restlessness
going on without visible end— to be unendurable.
“I want to die! I want to die!” she said over and over again. With immense effort, she

would pull her tiny torso to a sitting position and, by grasping the protective bedrail,
laboriously swing her legs over the side of the bed. She wanted to go somewhere, but
there was nowhere to go. Over time I learned that the best way to calm and protect
her was to sit beside her on the bed and clasp my arm around her shoulder for comfort
and support. She would then sigh deeply and rest her head against my shoulder—her
big head atop her scrawny body, no larger than a child’s.
Attempting to comfort her on her unfathomable journey made me feel like a parent

for the first time.
Mom had a rational mind that guided her understanding but left her at somewhat

of a loss to grapple with life’s ambiguities. So I imagine her drawn-out final accounting
of her life as she withdrew inward over several days and nights was a frustrating
experience.
But her spirit lightened near the end.
I’d slept on the floor beside her bed for several nights in case she needed something.
“David!” I heard her call in the middle of her last lucid night. “Yes, Mom?” I rose to

my knees at her bedside. “What is it?” “Did you fart?”
“What?” (I thought I might have misheard her.) “Did you fart?”
“Yes,” I said sheepishly. “I didn’t think you’d notice.” “We should call you ‘Boomer’ !”
Then she launched into one of her interminable mantras, repeating my new name

Boomer again and again, lengthening the vowel sound: Boooomer. Suddenly, as if
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taking full measure of our situation, she exclaimed, “Oh, sweetheart!” and hugged my
head tightly to her chest, repeating Sweetheart several times until it, too, morphed
into a more amusing, sly endearment, Sweetfart!
Mom grew up in a Polish-Catholic immigrant family in southern Ohio in the 1920s.

The family was poor and dysfunctional. Her mother was alcoholic, occasionally violent,
and quite possibly mentally ill. Her father slaved away at a steel mill in the pre-union
era, working six and a half days a week to support his family.
In Mom’s fondest memories of her father, he read Polish folk tales aloud to the

family. Because of his mild temperament, he’d been cast as Jesus in miracle plays in
his home village in rural Poland. But that same softness of temper prevented him from
standing up to his unstable wife, even when it became necessary to protect the children
during her drunken rages. So Mom grew up shielding her younger siblings, which made
her the target of her mother’s anger.
Immigrants, especially Poles, were unwelcome at that time and place. Once the Ku

Klux Klan burned a cross on a hill above the family’s home—a home her father had
bought in the better part of town, where Poles were not supposed to be.
Mom attended a one-room rural schoolhouse that became her refuge from the chaos

of her home life and the xenophobia of her neighbors. Her teacher, a young woman
who probably had no college education, evidently had a gift for connecting emotionally
with her students. After school, she would walk partway home with a group of them,
and on one such occasion a child piped up, “Wanda reads good, don’t she?”
As Mom tells it, the teacher replied, “Oh yes, Wanda is a very good reader,” and

placed her arm fondly around Mom’s shoulders.
This may have been the first time my mother had been praised and treated with

affection. Eighty years later, as she recounted this story to a young woman she’d
befriended, tears starting flowing down Mom’s cheeks.
Positive attention from a teacher proved to be a pivotal moment in Mom’s de-

velopment: learning was her gift and her personal validation. Books would become
her source of hope for the future and her escape from the squalor and chaos of her
surroundings. As she grew older, she greatly admired the novels by Charles Dickens
that exposed the social inequities of the industrial revolution. But that kindly young
teacher, I suspect, was the original inspiration behind Mom’s intellectual growth and
her capacity to dream—perhaps even the main reason little Wanda was able to survive
her difficult childhood with a sense of self-worth and purpose.
When she married at age twenty-two, her mission in life turned to raising children.

Two ideals shone clearly in her mind: her children would be well educated so they
could benefit humanity, and they would be protected from the abuses she herself had
endured in childhood.
She intended to make sure that ignorance, bigotry, and hatred would never touch

us.
i attach imPortancE to my early memories and assume they must have survived

in order to tell me something about my own mind. In one of these memories, I am
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ensconced on a couch alongside my mother, who is reading me a story whose name I
don’t recall. I am about five or six years old. We have come upon a word—empathy—
that is new to me. I’ve heard about sympathy, but not empathy. I’ve been taught that
it is good to feel sympathy for people in pain, and I know from my own experience that
I can feel this emotion under certain circumstances. Now Mom is trying to connect a
nuance of language to a nuance of emotional experience.
“David, sympathy is like feeling sorry for someone in pain, but empathy is like

feeling sorry with someone. Empathy happens when you are able to imagine yourself
in another person’s place. Even if you don’t share the other person’s pain at that
moment, you might remember having experienced that pain before; or even if you’ve
never
experienced the same pain, you might remember a similar kind of pain that you

yourself have experienced; or even if you’ve never experienced a pain that’s anything
like it, you might still be able to imagine what it’s like by putting yourself in the
other person’s place, asking yourself, ‘How would it feel?’ That’s empathy. Sympathy
might go away after a moment, for example if you turn away and decide to stop seeing
another person’s pain. But empathy is something that stays with you a long time. It’s
something that can make you into a good person—what we call a humanitarian.”
i can’t imaginE mom’s pain when she experienced the first full blast of her elder son’s

rejection. It arrived in the form of a twentythree-page letter, around 1977, that accused
her and Dad of being emotionally abusive parents. His hand seemingly shaking with
rage as he wrote, Ted grew increasingly upset as he wove details from his childhood
into an immense, dark tapestry of rejection and humiliation. In one place he noted
that Mom once yelled at him for throwing his dirty socks under the bed. She should
have known, Ted fumed, that tossing dirty socks under a bed was more or less normal
behavior for an adolescent boy. (But shouldn’t Ted have realized that yelling about a
pile of dirty socks under the bed was more or less normal behavior for an adolescent
boy’s mother?)
Some of his complaints were more serious. For instance, he said Mom and Dad

pressed him to attend Harvard instead of Oberlin College, which was more intimate,
closer to home, and more supportive of his musical interests. To Ted, this meant
Mom and Dad were more concerned with status and prestige than with his happiness.
In retrospect, Harvard was not the best choice for Ted. But choices are rarely so
clear without hindsight. And what parents of humble background wouldn’t urge their
talented child to reach for the stars? Their college preference surely did not mean, as
Ted insisted, that they were selfish, uncaring, abusive parents.
Mom and Dad were terribly upset when they showed me Ted’s letter, hoping that

I could help them understand it.
“David, what did we do wrong? Were we really such terrible parents?” As a family, we

revisited the letter again and again. It hurt me to see our parents’ happiness poisoned
as they struggled to defend themselves against the letter’s harsh tone while maintaining
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loving feelings toward their troubled son. A child’s unhappiness is inevitably a parent’s
deep regret.
Until then Mom had been wont to say, “You know, I think Ted is maturing” (kind

of an odd thing to say about a man in his midthirties). But now that fond hope was
unveiled as wishful thinking. The letter ran the developmental spectrum, suggesting a
three-year-old’s tantrum translated into an adult’s analytical language. What I found
most disturbing was that the message seemed calculated to inflict pain.
It’s not uncommon for unhappy people to take it out on others. When things go

wrong, we typically look for someone to blame, and at those times we often say things
we regret. But as much as I tried to normalize Ted’s behavior, a voice in the back of
my mind told me that Ted had ventured down a one-way path. Something had shifted
dramatically in his world—a world so much stranger and darker than I had previously
guessed. No, Ted was not growing up.
In years to follow, there were more long, angry letters and even longer silences.

Mom’s hand-wringing and soul-searching never stopped. She seemed resigned to a
perpetual state of anguish and worry, whereas Dad’s resignation took a different form:
“He knows what he’s doing,” he said once.
Every time I visited home, Mom would ask, “Have you heard from Ted? Is he OK?”

I was Mom’s only contact with her firstborn son. Our family discussions assumed a
repetitive, slightly obsessive quality as we searched for answers beyond our reach. Had
she and Dad pushed Ted too hard academically? I didn’t think so, because Teddy
preferred reading and studying to playing with other kids. Had they neglected
his emotional social needs? I remember Mom inviting other kids over to the house

only to see my brother give them the cold shoulder. Were we witnessing the long-term
effects of a childhood abandonment trauma (i.e., his storied “hospital experience”)?
To me that explanation made the most sense. If separation was what my brother
unconsciously feared, then perhaps he was preempting the inevitable by rejecting his
family. But when we came down to it, we could find no reliable way of rationalizing
the mysterious processes inside my brother’s mind.
Unfortunately, Mom’s worst nightmare about what could be wrong with Ted didn’t

come remotely close to the truth.
onE tErribLE day in March 1996, I climbed the stairs to Mom’s new second-floor

apartment in the village of Scotia, just across the Mohawk River from Schenectady,
New York.
Linda and I decided that it would be best for me to face Mom on my own. Linda had

been the first to suspect Ted. She was also the driving force behind our investigation
of Ted and of the anguished process of ethical decision-making that soon consumed us.
We didn’t want Mom displacing any possible resentment onto her daughterin-law.
When Mom opened her door, I saw stacks of cardboard boxes that she hadn’t had

time to empty since her move from Illinois. Quickly, Mom’s smile turned to a look of
dismay.
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“David, you look terrible! Is something wrong? Tell me, what is it?” “Mom, I think
you’d better sit down.”
Perhaps it was the years of nagging worry, or else it was a mother’s radarlike intu-

ition, but Mom immediately homed in on her elder son: “Is it Ted? Oh, my God! Did
something happen to Ted?” I could hear the panic rising in her voice. “Oh, David, tell
me, please!”
“Mom, as far as I know, Ted’s in good health. But I do have something troubling

to discuss with you. Sit down, Mom, please.”
Mom’s La-Z-Boy chair had survived the purges of her move and was now in the

corner of her apartment, near the window. When I picture Mom now, I often see her
sitting in that chair, reading, watching television, or chatting with a visitor on the
nearby couch.
I was much too agitated to sit down. I paced the floor back and forth, searching for

some painless way to deliver my awful news.
“Mom, have you ever read any newspaper articles about the Unabomber?”
I saw her tense up, although as it turned out Mom had little more than a passing

knowledge of the Unabomber’s activities. She read the newspaper and watched a fair
amount of television, but crime stories held little interest for her. I gave her a quick
summary of the Unabomber’s course of bombings and terror. I talked about the places
the Unabomber had been. Then I reminded her that Ted had frequented some of the
same places. I told her about the publication of the Unabomber’s manifesto, with its
broad critique of technology.
“Mom, you know about Ted’s obsession with technology.”
As I continued to outline comparisons, I saw Mom gazing at me with a strange look

on her face. Although I could read horror in her expression, her other emotions were
unclear to me. Did she think I’d lost my mind? Was she horrified at the possibility
that Ted might be a murderer? Or was she more horrified, perhaps, that I could even
think of my brother as a murderer?
On the end table next to Mom’s chair stood her favorite photograph of Teddy and

me, a picture taken in our living room by a professional photographer when I was
about three years old and Teddy about ten. Perched on my brother’s shoulder was his
pet parakeet. Teddy displayed much of the shyness but none of the rigidity evident
in later photographs. Instead there was a softness, a vulnerability in his expression as
he made himself a perch for the nervous little creature. My eyes glittered with pride,
happy to be pictured with my big brother, pleased to be included at the center of
attention.
I never questioned that Mom loved both Ted and me with all her heart. But would

she still love me when I told her what I had done?
By now I was crying a little, wiping away tears and talking a bit faster. I decided

I’d better come clean: “Mom, I’m really concerned that Ted might be involved in these
bombings. I’m really scared.”
“Oh. Don’t tell anyone!” she blurted out.
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It was the last thing I wanted to hear. But her reaction was understandable, even
predictable, given a mother’s instinct to protect her child. For years, she had been con-
sumed with worry over her elder son’s vulnerability. He was so different, so seemingly
out of his element in a world of social conventions that most of us take for granted.
“Mom, I’ve already told someone,” I said flatly. “I’ve approached the FBI and shared
my suspicions with them. Now they’re investigating Ted to see if he might be the
Unabomber.”
Life is full of tests, I suppose—tests big and small. Sometimes we see them coming,

as Linda and I did, and sometimes they’re sprung on us without warning, as happened
to Mom that day. We can only hope we’re prepared when the test comes.
Linda and I had had the luxury of time. We also had each other. Mom, on the other

hand, had no time to think things through, nor anyone she could use as a sounding
board.
After a stunned pause, she silently got up from her chair and came up to me. She

was a very small woman—under five feet tall—whereas I’m over six feet. She reached
up, put her arms around my neck, and gently pulled me down to plant a kiss on my
cheek.
The first thing she said was “David, I can’t imagine what you’ve been going through.”

It is still extraordinary to me that in this moment—probably the worst moment of her
life—Mom’s first concern was for my feelings, not her own.
Then she said the most comforting thing imaginable: “David, I know you love Ted.

I know you wouldn’t have done this unless you felt you had to.”
With those words, I understood that she owned me as her son. I hadn’t lost her

love. I realized now that the three of us—Mom, Linda, and I—would face this ordeal
together.
Still, she was where I’d been six months earlier when Linda first approached me

with her suspicions. She couldn’t imagine that Ted could actually hurt someone.
“You know, Dave,” she said, “Ted has never been violent. He loves children and ani-

mals. We’ve always known there’s a deeply sensitive side to Ted—maybe too sensitive.
I can’t imagine that he would wantonly attack and hurt people. I can’t believe he’s
capable of anything like that. Maybe it’s a good thing you’ve gone to the fbi. They’re
going to investigate and find out that he’s completely innocent. You’ll see. This whole
thing will go away like a bad dream.”
“I’m glad you feel that way, Mom,” I said with resignation, “but there’s something

else I need to tell you. There are some people from the FBI who would like very much
to talk to you. Would you be willing to talk with them?”
That set her off balance. “Well, I really don’t know anything. What could they

possibly want to talk to me about? I don’t know anything about this.”
I explained to her that the investigators from the FBI were trying to rule Ted out

as a suspect. Her postmarked letters from Ted could represent important evidence
and perhaps prove Ted’s innocence by establishing, for example, that he was in Mon-
tana on the same day the Unabomber had mailed a bomb from the West Coast. The
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investigators had lots of questions and were leaving no stone unturned. They had a
psychological profile of the Unabomber.
“Well, Dave, I trust your judgment. If you think I should meet with them, then I

will. When do they want to see me?”
“Actually, they’re waiting downstairs in the parking lot,” I had to tell her. “They’d

like to talk to you now.”
It must have felt to Mom as if her world had come unhinged.
I called Special Agent Kathleen Puckett on her cell phone and buzzed her in. When

I opened the apartment door, I could see her coming up the stairs, with agents Lee
Stark and Molly Flynn following close behind.
“I don’t know what any of this is about,” Mom announced as they came in.
What kind of training do FBI agents receive, if any, to help them deal with situations

like this? How do you talk to a mother whose son is under investigation without making
it seem like an inquisition? In any case, Kathleen, Lee, and Molly handled the situation
gracefully. They were polite, professional, even sensitive in the way they approached
her, careful to respect her opinions and feelings. They had no search warrant, no legal
means to compel her cooperation. I’d told them I wasn’t sure but I thought Mom
would cooperate.
After explaining a little about the investigation and its methods, Kathleen asked

for Mom’s help. “Mrs. Kaczynski, do you have anything that might help us carry this
investigation forward? Letters from your son, family photographs, anything typewrit-
ten that your son might have sent you?” (They were hoping to find a typescript that
would match the manual typewriter that was used to produce the manifesto.)
Mom acknowledged that she had lots of things they might be interested in. She

sent me to her walk-in closet to retrieve an old trunk full of family keepsakes—the
same trunk where I’d found Ted’s early essay on technology while Mom lay sick in
the hospital six weeks earlier. The trunk was quite heavy, so I dragged it from the
closet to the middle of the living room floor. After I snapped open the latches and
swung open the lid, she got down on her knees to sift through the contents. Lee and
Kathleen pointed to items of interest: letters from Ted, which Mom had arranged in
chronological order going back to his years at Harvard; Ted’s published mathematical
papers alongside his grade school report cards; family photographs.
What happens when you put together a mom and family photographs? You get

stories. True to form, Mom told stories. Now I heard
not only the usual fond reminiscences, but also an effort to advocate and convince,

as if to say, Look, the Kaczynskis are a normal family; we did all these wholesome things
that good families do; Teddy was a good kid; look, here’s where we took him camping
and he caught his first fish; you’re not going to find the Unabomber in a family like
ours.
Molly was occupied primarily with cataloguing the items and writing out receipts

before she sealed them in plastic evidence bags. The transformation of a mother’s
cherished memories into evidence in a criminal case had to follow careful protocols.
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At one point, Mom reached deep into the trunk and picked up a little blue book
to show her guests. “This is Teddy’s baby book,” she told them. “It’s a diary I kept
during the first year of his life. Would you like to see it?”
“Yes, ma’am,” Lee said. “It might be very helpful.”
But before Mom permitted the little book to go into one of the plastic bags, she

leafed through it to locate passages relating to Ted’s hospital stay at the age of nine
months. She desperately wanted the FBI to know about Ted’s hospital experience—the
trauma that may have caused her son psychological damage in infancy.
As I stood somewhat apart, gazing at my mother on her knees holding up Ted’s

baby book, trying to make the agents understand what it meant to her, I realized what
a painful situation I had put her in. Yet she was handling it all so bravely. She had such
faith—faith in Ted’s innocence (which I no longer shared), faith in me (without which
I could not have endured), and faith in the criminal justice system— that it would seek
truth and justice; that even a mother’s worried entries in a baby book more than fifty
years ago would be regarded as a clue in that search for justice; that compassionate
understanding could generate mercy for her son if the worst came to pass.
I still remember the poignancy of Mom’s gesture as she held up Ted’s baby book.

In effect she was saying, You’re looking for the Unabomber and we’ll do everything in
our power to help you stop the violence.

But don’t forget for a moment that the person we’re delivering to you is a
family member, someone we love. It’s the little baby that came out of my womb

fifty-some years ago, the child and man I’ve worried about ever since because of his
emotional problems, because his little psyche never really healed from that hospital
experience. Don’t forget for a moment that there is a human dimension to this tragedy.
It was all over in about four hours. By the end of that time, Mom and I were

utterly depleted. After the agents had gone, I asked Mom what she honestly thought.
She repeated that she couldn’t believe Ted would maliciously harm others. It seemed
to me, though, that her voice carried an undertone of doubt.
We sat silent and numb for a few minutes.
“David,” Mom said at last. “Do you remember the time your father found a baby

rabbit in the backyard?”
I nodded. It had happened about forty years ago, at our home in Evergreen Park.
“You remember, Dad put the baby rabbit in a cage, but Teddy was extremely upset

at the sight of a trapped and obviously frightened little animal. He blurted out, ‘Oh,
let it go! Please, please let it go!’ So your father carried the cage to the empty lot
across the street and let the baby rabbit go.”
I remembered the story pretty well. As a story, it seemed to speak for itself: Ted

was a sensitive child capable of empathy for a frightened animal.
In recalling this event, Mom seemed to pose a question: how could such a sensitive

and compassionate child turn into a killer? But her
story prompted other questions for me: Would Ted end up like that trapped rabbit?

Would this be the fulfillment of his worst fear?
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a wEEK LatEr, at the tail end of March, I caught someone going through our
garbage at the curbside. It was a middle-aged guy in a stocking cap who shot a guilty
look in my direction, then peeled away in a late-model sedan. Not your typical scav-
enger, I thought.
“Doesn’t the FBI trust us?” I wondered aloud to Linda. “Let’s hope it’s them,” she

rejoined.
A few days later, Ted was arrested. It wasn’t until the national news came on that

it really sank in what had happened. Linda, Mom, and I sat together in front of the
tv screen in Mom’s living room. We watched a news clip of Ted being led away from
his cabin in handcuffs between two federal marshals. He was skin and bones. His face
was blotched with soot; his hair and beard were long and scraggly. His clothing was
torn and unbelievably filthy. I had never seen a street person who looked in worse
shape than Ted did at that moment. On his face was a dazed, almost otherworldly
expression.
“My God!” Mom murmured. Whatever shred of hope or denial we may have been

clinging to until that moment exploded before our eyes.
Just as shocking was to hear our family name—Kaczynski— repeated over and over

on a national news broadcast in connection with horrible crimes. The knowledge we
had guarded so closely with the FBI was a secret no longer—and there was no way
it could ever go back to being a secret again. Now the whole world knew about Ted
Kaczynski, and from this day forward, people wouldn’t associate the name Kaczynski
with anything good—with the wonderful values and aspirations that Ted and Wanda
Kaczynski had instilled in their children. Instead they would associate the name with
violence, madness, and murder. I heard my brother labeled as the suspected “terrorist”
and “serial murderer.” Even if substantively true, these descriptions missed the story
behind the story. The truth as I knew it was not so simple.
Mom’s doorbell sounded several times. We decided to ignore it, but
at last I sidled up to the window and peered out through the drapes. I saw that the

parking lot outside Mom’s building was filled with milling reporters, satellite trucks,
and cameras on tripods. It was a regular media circus, much more than I had expected.
I know this is a big case, but why are they so focused on us? I wondered.
My answer came a few moments later. It was being reported on television that

Kaczynski had apparently been “fingered” (Dan Rather’s word) by his own brother,
David Kaczynski of Schenectady, New York.
I couldn’t believe what I was hearing, because we’d been promised that our role in

the investigation would be held in strictest confidence. No one will ever know, David,
I’d been told.
Why had they lied to me? Why did this additional and utterly unnecessary blow

have to fall? Hadn’t we sacrificed enough?
But now it was obvious why all the media were there: people all over the world

would be curious to have a look at the guy who had ratted out his own brother.
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About forty minutes later, we got a phone call from Kathleen. She explained that
there had been a leak. The news media had pressured the FBI into making an arrest
sooner rather than later. They had tried to reach our lawyer earlier in the day, but he
was on vacation. She said Ted was safe—“irate” but calm. Some evidence had already
been found in his cabin. She apologized for the breach of confidentiality.
“David, is there anything . . . anything at all we can do for you?”
I couldn’t contain myself. “The only thing I’d ever asked of you, you failed to do!” I

shouted, and immediately slammed down the receiver. We set Mom’s alarm clock for
four the next morning, hoping to catch the media napping and return in peace to our
home a few miles
away. I don’t think Linda, Mom, or I slept a wink.
We were naive to think we could sneak away. No sooner did we step out of Mom’s

apartment building than the klieg lights came on as if a trap had been sprung. A gaggle
of reporters and photographers came running toward us as we hurried to get in my
pickup truck.
“Mrs. Kaczynski,” someone shouted, “do you think your son is the Unabomber?”
“You people know more than I do,” Mom responded.
I drove as calmly as I could through darkened, tree-lined side streets with several

cars following before I turned into our driveway at
last. Thankfully, the cars didn’t follow us up our driveway. The media’s feeding

frenzy hadn’t yet reached its peak.
I remember only bits and pieces from the following days as we were held hostage

by a growing crowd of media camped out on our doorstep.
It seemed that everyone in the country with a microphone, camera, or notepad

wanted to hear what the Unabomber’s family thought; but we were in shock, without
any words to express what we were thinking or feeling at the time. For days, we seldom
spoke to one another. We’d just lock glances now and then as if to ask, Are you OK?
One scene I vividly recall was Linda methodically draping blankets over our ground-

floor windows. She did this after a snooping cameraman attempted to film us inside
our home through a narrow opening in the drapes.
I remember flattering notes pushed through our mail slot and flower deliveries as

reporters attempted to lure us out onto the front porch to capture a snippet of film for
the evening newscast. I was reminded of the horror flick Night of the Living Dead, in
which several frightened people are holed up in a farmhouse as a phalanx of mindless
zombies beat incessantly against the exterior walls and boardedup windows trying to
get at the living flesh inside.
As I took stock of our circumstances, I felt as if our entire future had been blotted

out. It was certainly going to be different than our past. I didn’t know how we’d ever
be able to leave our house, let alone move forward with our lives. I’d be a marked man:
the brother of a notorious serial killer, and also the guy who had turned in his own
brother. People would wonder what kind of family could have produced such a strange
and violent criminal, and they’d also feel instinctively repelled by my disloyalty to my
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brother. Surely Mom, Linda, and I would be shunned. We were at an impasse with the
media: we wouldn’t come out of the house as long as they stayed, and they wouldn’t
leave until we came out. I’d rather have walked through fire than face those cameras.
Be-
yond that, the future was unimaginable.
Sometimes we’d turn on the tv only to see our house pictured with a reporter in

the foreground informing viewers that there was “still no sign of life” inside. Talking
heads speculated about our motives. A debate emerged locally about the media’s right
to be there. A neighbor went on national television to say that we were good people
who deserved to be left alone. A local radio host concluded that of course I’d turned in
my brother for the reward money—that anyone who imagined otherwise would have
to be utterly naive.
I remember vowing to myself, I will never, ever talk publicly about any of this. Silence

felt like the only piece of integrity I had left. Again and again on the television screen we
saw Ted being arrested—his tattered clothing; the bemused, somewhat disconnected
look on his face. I wondered how he was being treated and tried to imagine what
he must be feeling. Yet we were separated by worlds, locked in separate prisons and
separate hells.
From what we could glean from news broadcasts, the evidence taken from Ted’s

cabin left little doubt that he was the Unabomber.
Linda called various family members and friends to let them know we were OK—

at least as OK as we could be. The Schenectady police department could not legally
dislodge the reporters from our sidewalk, but after a few days they made the reporters
stay out of our yard, which left us feeling a little less vulnerable. The zombies were no
longer pounding on our walls, but they were still cluttering the sidewalk and sleeping
in cars parked the entire length of our block.
After about a week, Linda heard someone tapping on our back window just after

dark. It had been days now since reporters milled around our backyard, so Linda took
a chance. She put her face against the window and asked who was there. It was Molly,
the FBI agent from Washington.
Linda let Molly in. It was a relief for us to again experience the presence of a human

being from outside our little family.
In the middle of our dining room, surrounded by Mom, Linda, and me, Molly started

to speak but was unable to get out more than a few
words. Attempting to express how terrible she felt about our situation, about the

leaks, about the media’s unrelenting pressure, about the mob of reporters gathered
outside, she couldn’t go on. Her shoulders shook uncontrollably in silent sobs as Mom,
Linda, and I tried to comfort her, eventually folding her in a group hug.
“It’s OK, Molly, it’s OK,” Mom said soothingly.
two yEars LatEr, Ted’s trial ended abruptly with a plea bargain that spared his life

while condemning him to life imprisonment with no chance of parole.
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The next day, Mom and I were ushered into a meeting room at the Federal Building
in Sacramento. In the middle of the room were five upholstered chairs arranged in a
circle. Sitting in three of the chairs were the widow of a man my brother had killed,
her sister, and her late husband’s sister.
The three women stood up as we entered the room. Almost in unison, Mom and I

said the only thing we could have said under the circumstances: “We’re sorry. We’re
so, so sorry.”
However deeply we felt these words, they had a hollow, helpless ring: they were

still just words, unable to undo any of the harm that Ted had done to these people. I
noticed a tear rolling down Mom’s cheek.
After we sat down, the widow spoke first: “We may never meet again in this lifetime.

We didn’t want to miss this opportunity to speak with you and to tell you how deeply
we appreciate what you did. Please convey our thanks to Linda as well. It must have
been incredibly difficult to turn in a family member in a case like this. I can’t imagine
how painful it must have been.”
The widow’s expression of gratitude came so unexpectedly that it left me speechless.

Next to me, I heard Mom murmuring: “We’re sorry. We’re sorry.”
After a pause, the widow continued: “We also want you to know that all we ever

wanted was for the violence to stop.” I believe this was her way of saying they hadn’t
wanted the death penalty for Ted.
I don’t clearly remember all that followed. I hugged the victim’s sister at one point.

All five of us were crying, or at least teary-eyed. As survivors of tragedy, we had much
in common.
But the mood changed dramatically when Mom started talking about Ted’s

schizophrenia. Unbeknownst to me, she had come to the meeting with an agenda of
her own.
Now looking into the faces of three women whose lives had been utterly devastated

by her son’s violence, she felt a deep need to help them see her son not as a monster
but as a very, very sick man. She needed them to appreciate that it was the illness—
not Ted himself— that had done this terrible thing. Although no one had whispered
a word about Ted, she desperately wanted her son’s victims to understand him rather
than hate him. If she could somehow make them see that Ted was sick, it would mean
far more to her than being thanked or having her own pain acknowledged.
Over the previous year, she had read and learned a great deal about schizophrenia.

Now she wanted her son’s victims to learn about it too. I saw the widow stiffen. Instead
of generating understanding as Mom intended, her words were producing pain. Mom
was trying to tell her one thing, but what she heard was someone making excuses
for the man who had murdered her husband.
Mom’s lecture was cut short when the widow abruptly broke in: “He knew what he

was doing!” she said severely.
Suddenly the room was frozen in silence.
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Five people had followed their best instincts to arrive at a place where reconciliation
and some measure of healing had seemed possible. But now the aspiration and the
journey appeared futile. There was no point in arguing about Ted’s illness.
Across an immense gulf of pain and loss, we saw the faces of people
on the other side, but there was no bridge that could carry us across— no way

for Mom to completely understand what the widow was feeling, or for the widow to
completely understand what Mom was feeling. Each could empathize with the other
to a degree, but not enough to overcome the distance. The opportunity to meet and
speak had changed nothing.

Meeting like this was a big mistake, I thought. If only there were some way to leave
the room gracefully.
Mom looked down at the floor, her small body hunched over. After a moment, she

said woodenly: “I wish he had killed me in-
stead of your husband.”
I glanced at the widow’s face. As she processed Mom’s words, I saw the look of

hardness slowly melt, replaced by an expression of concern. She sat quietly for a mo-
ment, then gently eased herself down from her chair and knelt directly in front of
Mom, looking up into her face. The widow’s eyes were once again brimming with tears.
She was a mother, too. On that very simple human level, she could relate. With quiet
urgency, she said, “Mrs. Kaczynski, you don’t deserve any of this. Don’t ever imagine
that we blame you. It’s not your fault. You have nothing to blame yourself for. You
don’t deserve this burden.”
our fathEr, Theodore R. Kaczynski, passed away half a decade before Ted’s arrest.

On one hand, Mom and Linda and I were grateful that he was spared the ordeal we had
to endure. On the other hand, his absence left us with a feeling of incompleteness at a
time we needed strength. Moreover, the circumstances of his death were traumatic.
In the late fall of 1990, Dad committed suicide with a .22-caliber rifle—a weapon he

had seldom used but had occasionally allowed me to shoot when I was a boy. He had
been diagnosed with terminal cancer, which offered an explanation for his decision to
take his own life. He was, among other things, a pragmatist with no belief in or fear
of an afterlife. In his personal search for truth, he elevated reason
above intuition and emotion. He viewed self-deception as the consummate folly.
Looking back, I saw plenty of signs that he had made up his mind to end his life.

But I never saw it coming. Newly married, I’d taken a leave of absence from my job
in New York to provide support for Dad and Mom in Chicago. I drove Dad to the
hospital for his daily radiation treatments. We had good talks. Although I saw him
struggling at times to control his emotions, I never realized he was trying to tell me
goodbye.
Early one morning on the eve of my birthday I heard a sharp sound. A few moments

later, Mom opened the door to my bedroom and said in a worried voice, “Dave, your
father has fallen. He doesn’t seem able to get up.”
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I rushed down the hallway to my parents’ bedroom. Mom had gotten up earlier,
had been puttering around in the kitchen when we heard the sound. I switched on
the light and saw Dad lying beside the bed on the wooden floor, where dark blood
was beginning to pool. Some long object was sticking out from under his body. My
first halfconscious thought was that his cane had broken and that one splintered end
had stabbed him, causing a serious wound. But in the next second I realized that the
protruding object was a rifle barrel.
“Mom, he shot himself!”
I’d never glimpsed eyes so deeply closed. I knew in that instant that Dad was never

coming back. I pressed my mouth close to his ear, desperate to say goodbye.
“Father, I love you, I love you! Father, I love you!” I hoped he might still be able to

hear something.
Mom’s reaction was very different. She hit his lifeless body, whacking him hard

several times. “We had time left!” she cried. “I wanted to care for you!”
To her, Dad’s suicide was a betrayal. Married to this man for fiftyone years, she’d

expected a fuller, more tender, less self-centered goodbye.
For me, the questions began in earnest when we realized after a cursory search that

Dad had left no suicide note. Had he taken his life on a sudden impulse? Or because
of depression?
I didn’t tell Mom that Dad had taken advantage of our last few days together to

tell me goodbye in several ways. He had said, “David, you’re the best son I could have
wished for.” He’d given me his father’s gold watch the night before. He’d also said, “I’m
glad you’re here to support your mother.”
“But Dad, I’m here for you, too!” I’d said, never guessing that within twelve hours

he’d be gone.
Within twenty-four hours, Mom was rehearsing a narrative that was to be her cover

story for the next twenty years: Dad was a hero who saved us and himself months of
suffering and needless expense. His suicide was an act of courage motivated by reason
and generosity. She was reluctant to bring his clothing to the Salvation Army as long
as it retained a trace of his scent. As if by force of will, she repressed her resentment
over the way he had left her. (Linda made me swear never to do what my father had
done, which was not difficult for me after seeing how Dad’s suicide affected Mom.) She
began to tout Dr. Kevorkian as a political hero and to blame religious conservatism for
depriving her and Dad of an opportunity to share a proper and meaningful goodbye.
Linda expressed concern that if Mom moved too soon to New York to be close to us,

her emotional needs might consume me and possibly disrupt our fledgling marriage.
Yet I felt misgivings about leaving her behind in Chicago, since she’d already been
abandoned by one son and, in a sense, by her husband as well. She had never been
a gregarious sort. Her emotional life had revolved around her family. How would she
sustain herself now?
I learned how resilient she was barely two weeks later. She told me that she had

taken a part-time job as a playground monitor at a nearby elementary school. Over the
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next five years I heard descriptions and stories of all the children she interacted with
there. She was especially sensitive to kids who were bullied or socially isolated. When
Linda and I visited our families at Thanksgiving and Christmas, we always found her
fridge covered with cheerful pictures, greetings, and cards the children had drawn and
written for her. In the depths of her grief, she had recommitted herself to life.
In later years, I visited Mom routinely on Sunday afternoons at her nearby apart-

ment at a senior citizen complex in Schenectady. There wasn’t a lot for us to talk
about. I wasn’t interested in discussing my job on my days off and by then Mom’s
experience of the world was limited to news received from visitors to her small apart-
ment. She would report on her conversations with her home health care aides about
their children, their aspirations and backgrounds. Otherwise, I would read the Sunday
newspaper, take a nap on the couch, or join Mom in watching a bit of tv. I’d learned
that my mere presence was sufficient to bring her comfort; anything I might add in
the way of personal sharing was strictly a bonus from her point of view.
Sometimes I brought Mom little treats. She loved nuts, so one afternoon when I

came to visit I cheerfully announced, “Mom, I got you a can of cashews!”
By then her hearing was not so good. She looked up at me in astonishment. “What?

You got a tattoo?”
I never thought Mom was capable of acknowledging to herself, let alone to anyone

else, her true feelings regarding her husband’s suicide. But a remarkable thing hap-
pened in the spring of 2010, twenty years after Dad’s suicide and fifteen months before
Mom’s death. One late spring evening I was about to take my leave when, out of the
blue, Mom began to talk about her feelings regarding Dad’s illness and death.
“After your father died, David, I searched all over the house for a note. I just couldn’t

understand why he didn’t say goodbye to me.”
“Maybe he couldn’t find the words to say goodbye.”
“It wouldn’t have taken much. Just the words ‘I love you’ would have been enough.

After I realized there was no note, I began looking all around the house for a sign of
some kind, some indication that he wanted me to know that he loved me. Anything at
all. I didn’t know what I was looking for, but I thought I’d recognize it when I saw it.
But again, nothing.”
“You know, Mom, Dad was never comfortable with strong emotions. I always

thought of you as a feeling person, a passionate person, whereas Dad was more drawn
to wisdom, which involves a certain distance. Maybe in that extreme situation his
emotions overwhelmed him, left him incapable of expressing the thoughts and feelings
he did have.”
“Yes, but there were times when I felt his rejection. Do you remember when Stella

and Ralph came to visit after Dad’s diagnosis? We were all sitting in the living room.
I’d moved my chair close to Dad’s, and at one point I reached out to clasp his hand,
but instead of holding my hand, he brusquely pulled his hand away. I felt so hurt.”
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“Well, maybe Dad was at a stage where he needed to let go of life instead of clinging
to it. Holding your hand would have been a painful reminder—maybe too painful to
bear—of all he was about to leave behind. Mom, I know Dad loved you.”
“I know he did too. But remember that I lived with him for more than fifty years.

I could read his feelings to a certain extent. In the last two weeks, I felt a kind of
coldness coming from him. And within that coldness, I know, there was anger and
resentment.
“I think the source of his anger and resentment was jealousy that I would continue

living, that our family life would go on, that we would continue to celebrate holidays,
maybe for years to come. That I would get to know Linda as a daughter-in-law, and
that there might even be a grandchild for me to dote on, a grandchild he would never
see.
“Of course, the future didn’t turn out to be so rosy. We didn’t know about the

tragedy that you and Linda and I would have to face, and I’m not sure Dad could have
handled it. I’m afraid it would have destroyed him.
“David, don’t worry. Don’t be sad. I’ve forgiven Dad with all my heart. He was who

he was—a human being with limitations as well as wonderful qualities. I wish our life
together had ended differently, but I loved him deeply and always will.”
As mom Lay on her deathbed, I felt the need to reach out to Ted. He deserved

a chance to come out of his emotional prison, to reconcile and heal what might well
have been the primary relationship of his life. And I knew that nothing could possibly
mean more to Mom than to hear Ted’s voice again, to know that her love—and all the
complicated emotions bound up with it, the unique bond between two extraordinary
people—was acknowledged in the end.
In some ways, Ted represented her life’s aspiration gone terribly awry. There was

no way to settle her many questions about him, no way to know whether the naive
egoism of her aspiration had damaged Ted in any way—whether her grand hopes for
her children had contributed to a grand tragedy—and no way to redo any of it. In the
bond between parent and child there is always a great gulf, an unaccountable element
of difference or hidden karma that will inevitably translate the family dynamic into a
wider arena. It could be that behind every great person or villain there is a powerful,
resonant parent-child relationship.
I don’t know exactly how I fit into the picture. Perhaps no one can see his own role

clearly from inside a complex family structure. Sometime during the last year of her
life, during one of those Sunday afternoons in her apartment, Mom said, “David, when
you were born, I had this strong intuition that you had come to save us.”
I can honestly say that I never felt the burden of that expectation while growing

up. Perhaps it was what the psychologists call a “backformation”—a matter of Mom
reconstructing her life’s narrative from some later vantage point. But it’s intriguing
to reflect that even at that early stage—her firstborn just seven years old—Mom may
have had a hunch her family needed saving.
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Now I certainly did feel the burden. I’d gotten used to the way things were, which
meant that for many years Ted had been remote and unavailable, far closer in my
memories than in reality.
I couldn’t let Mom know I planned to call the prison. I found it hard to believe

that Ted might actually respond, so to kindle Mom’s hope at this late stage would
have been too cruel. Did Mom know I would try to reach Ted? I imagine so. Was she
resigned to having lost Ted? Is such resignation ever complete?
The first person I reached at the prison, a switchboard operator, promptly connected

me with a prison chaplain. To me her voice sounded less like a chaplain’s than a
correctional officer’s, intent on establishing a firm boundary, accustomed to putting
up a bureaucratic front. I started to explain the purpose of my call, trying to penetrate
the walls of a fortress with my human need.
I had delivered the news about Mom’s failing health to various family members and

to Mom’s closest friends. In doing so, I’d never lost my composure or shed a tear. But
now I was speaking to someone who would convey the message directly to my brother.
“Nothing,” I explained to the chaplain, “would mean more to her . . .” but at that

point I broke down sobbing, unable to go on. I might have been thinking how much it
would mean to Mom to hear from Ted. Or that Ted was being offered a chance—one
irrecoverable chance—to make his own heart whole.
The chaplain’s voice softened. “Take your time,” she said.
By fits and starts, I got out what I had to say. The chaplain assured me that there

would be no problem with putting Ted on the phone with his mother if it could be
verified that she was close to death. I provided her with a phone number for Mom’s
doctor. The chaplain said she would go at once to speak with Ted.
I heard nothing back for two days. I wasn’t exactly on tenterhooks: Linda and I

were deeply occupied with keeping Mom as comfortable as we could.
A few days before she died, an aide put Mom in a wheelchair and
brought her to her living room. Everyone had given up on keeping Mom alive except

her aides, who regularly plied her with sunny talk and offers of food. By this point
Mom had forgotten her resolve to stop eating and drinking, yet she couldn’t manage
to swallow the tiny bit of yogurt the aide had spooned into her mouth. Getting her
bearings, Mom gazed around her living room as if at some unfamiliar sight. “How long
have I been here?” she wondered.
“Mom, you’ve been living here for ten years,” I told her.
“Ten years?” she said in great surprise. “Ten years?” She repeated the words several

times over with deepening incredulity. Life was such a mystery!
The chaplain never called me back. Perhaps Ted had forbidden her to do so. In any

case, Mom’s doctor relayed a message from the prison chaplain: Ted did not want to
speak with his mother. So that was it.
Mom’s Early vision for her sons remains clear in my mind: we would develop intel-

ligence and compassion and use our intelligence, guided by our compassion, to benefit
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humanity. This mission would form the basis of our personal integrity, providing us
with the courage needed to make unconventional or difficult choices.
I remember that Mom pronounced the word “integrity” with reverence.
But the reality of life’s journey, with its many obstacles and tests, is not so easy to

formulate. In some ways Ted never stopped being his mother’s son. Unfortunately, his
capacity for empathy was eroded by his strong sense of personal injury and disappoint-
ment; his hope for the world was shattered by an apocalyptic vision. His sense of utter
helplessness in the face of the overwhelming threat technology posed to wild nature
and to human freedom upset his fragile equilibrium and drove him to resist through
violent means. He felt compelled to speak his truth; his integrity depended on it. He
posed questions— important questions about humanity’s future—that no one who has
truly understood them can answer. Yet his questions go largely unheard because of
(among other things) the deafening violence that accompanied them.
i sEE thE KaczynsKi family as holding certain symmetries. For as far back as I

can remember, we were paired up based on certain similarities and differences in our
looks and temperaments. Dad and I had lighter hair and brown eyes; Mom and Ted
had dark hair and blue eyes. Dad and I were more social and easygoing; Mom and
Teddy tended to be anxious and somewhat withdrawn. On the other hand, Dad and
Ted both expressed a strong commitment to reason over emotion, whereas Mom and
I (increasingly as I grew older) tended to trust intuition over analysis. When upset,
Mom and I reacted emotionally and then mostly got over it, whereas Dad and Ted
(increasingly as he grew older) tended to withdraw. Dad, unless you count his suicide,
never lashed out; Ted, after nursing his wounds through years of silence, lashed out
in a big, big way, expressing his pent-up rage through angry, hyperbolic letters that
marred his parents’ happiness, and finally through murderous bombs accompanied by
elaborate (I want to say “tortured”) justifications.
When I was young, I tended to see Mom as the outlier. In contrast
to Dad and Teddy (and me too, as a would-be member of a conventionally male

club that prized rationality over feeling), Mom at times celebrated strong emotions.
My most vivid memory of this comes from a family vacation we took when I was

in middle school. On a long drive to some forest camping spot in another state, Mom
began to expound with enthusiasm on the classical Greek tragedies. She was fresh
from reading Sophocles’s Antigone. Mom explained the drama’s plot, which entailed
suicides, a sibling rivalry, an intense conflict between Antigone’s sense of justice and
the law, and a blood bond stronger than life itself. I found the story inexplicable and
troubling. Antigone’s irrational need to sacrifice her own life in defense of her dead
brother’s honor seemed gratuitous, disproportional. It accomplished nothing; it only
spread more misery. At every turn and twist of the story, I thought there surely could
have been a way out of fate’s trap, if only the characters had had the foresight and
sense to make rational choices.
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I remember that Dad at some point lit a cigarette (one of the thousands that would
eventually doom him) and Teddy rolled down his window and waved the smoke outside
with exaggerated gestures. I wanted to do the same with Antigone.
How could Mom find nobility in such conflict and violence? Mom’s emotional exu-

berance clashed with my need for emotional stability, my grounding in what I regarded
as reality.
How could following one’s principles lead to disaster? How could Antigone’s (or

anyone’s) vital life force be converted into a death force?
I tried to be dismissive: Mom was a female given to emotional excess; the story took

place a long, long time ago; it was, after all, just a story. What could it possibly have
to do with us?
Mom has been gone since 2011. I still feel a great sense of loss, although I can easily

remember her voice and face as vividly as when she was alive. I feel some tension
between my belief that everything is impermanent and my intuition that nothing is—
especially the love between individual human beings.
Buddhist tradition teaches that all things are impermanent except the capacity

to become enlightened—a potential that exists within all sentient beings without ex-
ception, from the tiniest microbe to human beings. The Judeo-Christian tradition
embraces the image of an afterlife where all humans are potentially redeemable, where
all that has been lost will be made whole. So I am still working out a tension between
my Buddhist path and my Western intuition of the eternal.
Both Buddhists and Judeo-Christians, to my understanding, adhere to a linear

sense of time that spans the distant past to the distant future, moving ever forward.
It took an atheistic Western philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche, to posit a circular sense
of time, which he named the Eternal Recurrence of the Same. Perhaps I could sum up
Nietzsche’s theory by saying that what happened once simply is, forever.
On the first anniversary of my mother’s death, I placed various pictures on my

Buddhist altar to memorialize our relationship: Mom holding a smiling baby that once
was me, Mom and a scruffy-looking adolescent (me) sitting on a bench near the site of
my college graduation, Mom and me seated side by side on a couch in her living room
a couple of years before her death.
Does it make sense to say that “I” live on when in truth I look so different from

those images of “me” captured in the past? What strikes me as far more real is the
invisible bond linking two human beings over sixty-two years.
According to Buddhist doctrine, my mother has been reborn somewhere by now.

The thought inspires me to pray that all little children in the world are fortunate
enough to have the love and protection Mom and Dad gave to Ted and me.
… [Family pictures are included at this point in the book]
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Chapter 3 - GHOST WITHIN ME
I STRUGGLE TO REMEMBER my father—so much has happened since he left

the world a quarter century ago.
In place of memories, I feel his presence as a steady emotional warmth, like a cast-

iron stove heated by long-burning coals.
I can distinctly visualize his brown eyes darting from side to side— like the rapid

eye movements of a dreamer—when he searched for words to express a thought, or
when he immersed himself in memories.
AT AN EARLY AGE I BECAME fascinated with baseball and convinced my par-

ents to sign me up for a youth summer league. At a preseason gathering of fathers,
Dad was pressed into service to manage a team. The only problem was that he knew
next to nothing about baseball. Dad enjoyed telling his friends how one of the boys
on the team had approached him after our second game and handed him a baseball
instruction book, saying, “Here, Mr. K, maybe this will help.”
Having Dad as my team’s manager turned out to be somewhat awkward for us

both. I sensed that Dad disapproved of my ambition and my appetite for competition.
Meanwhile, I tried to take advantage of Coach Dad by bugging him to let me pitch. I
grew frustrated when he pointed out that another boy had more talent as a pitcher.
Eventually I wore him down and he gave me a chance to pitch, which I promptly
squandered by walking six batters in a row before he yanked me. Somehow, despite
Dad’s deficiencies and mine, we ended the season tied for first place.
I turned out to be an excellent first baseman and a fair hitter. I was even selected

for the league’s all-star team. The last, crucial game of the season ended with some
drama: the game was tied and the bases loaded with two outs in the bottom of the
last inning.
We all groaned as we realized that it was Bobby’s turn to bat. Bobby was a terrible

hitter who had struck out every single time at bat that season.
“Take me out, Mr. K!” Bobby pleaded.
Dad shook his head. “No, you go ahead, Bobby. You can do it!” Somehow Bobby

managed to draw a walk that pushed in the win-
ning run. He ran to first base and jumped up and down on the bag in pure joy.

We all crowded around him in celebration. Afterward Dad made a little speech to the
team that included praise for Bobby’s determination and courage. Days later, he talked
about Bobby to a group of his friends.
It dawned on me that Dad’s pride in my talent and success was overshadowed by

his compassion and admiration for the underdog Bobby.
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As I advanced to Little League, even Teddy, who tended to avoid public settings,
would sometimes come to the park to watch me play, sitting side by side with Dad
in the bleachers. Since my brother didn’t seem interested in baseball and tended to
disdain activities that didn’t interest him, I guessed that he came to my ball games
because he enjoyed watching me play, which both pleased and surprised me. When he
learned to drive at age sixteen, he would sometimes drive me to baseball practices.
One night after a game, a slender, dark-haired, very pretty little girl came up to

where I stood alone behind the backstop. I was shy around girls, so I was a little taken
aback when she looked me directly in the eyes and said, “You pitch good!”
I didn’t know how to answer her. What could I say? I’d just finished pitching the

worst game that had ever been pitched in the history of baseball. I’d given up thirteen
runs in one inning; my team lost badly. Now here was this cute girl saying, Hey, you
pitch good!
“Thanks,” I mumbled, not knowing what else to say.
“Say, could you give me a dime? I need a dime for some fries,” she said. I fished

a dime out of my jeans pocket and handed it over, and the girl sped off toward the
concession stand.
I know for sure that Linda and I met about a year later, at the start of seventh grade.

We were thrown together in an accelerated class for the school’s brightest students.
Linda had already skipped a grade. She was dark-haired, slender, and pretty.
Only years later did I connect Linda with my memory of the girl at the baseball

field. She lived close by, she reminded me. She and her younger sister Gail used to
frequent the baseball field on game nights, bumming small change that they would
quickly convert into ice cream and fries.
Had that very sympathetic and opportunistic girl of my early memories been Linda?

Was this the first meeting of two people who would later become linked in friendship,
love, and marriage? Was it my first encounter with a person who would one day solve
a momentous riddle and leave both our lives changed forever?
Was Ted at the baseball field that night when I probably had my first
encounter with Linda? I think so. But I find it impossible to answer these questions

with certainty. They test the reliability of my memories, and also remind me of the
connecting threads that hold remembered events in a series through time, turning our
lives into narrative—or many possible alternative narratives.
If Ted was not there that night, walking me back to the car, awkwardly placing

a comforting hand on my shoulder, commenting on my dismal performance—“That’s
really tough”—then it was some other night. It was still my brother and me, and the
emotional significance was the same.
Dad worked hard without ever trying to advance himself. For thirty years, he made

sausages at his uncle’s store in Chicago. He was a blue-collar intellectual. Though he
didn’t have much formal education, he was widely read and believed progress was
possible through mankind’s rational pursuit of the greater good. When I was only a
small boy, he explained to me the meaning of the phrase “enlightened self-interest.”
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In the 1950s, he played a key role in reforming the village school board to eliminate
the influence of partisan politics. For a couple of years, a number of men and some
women from our community regularly gathered at our home to discuss a progressive
agenda for the school system. Dad was always patient but persistent—a voice of reason
whenever feelings ran high and disagreements flared toward animosity.
Once he invited U.S. Senator Paul Douglas, a noted liberal, to speak in Evergreen

Park, a Republican stronghold, on the need for federal aid to education. After the event
Senator Douglas—who had had to field a number of hostile questions—approached Dad
and said, “Ted, I hope I didn’t get you into trouble.”
“Not at all.” Dad smiled; he didn’t seem to mind what some of our small-minded

neighbors thought.
Our parents, despite their different personalities, held fundamentally similar views,

especially when it came to education, politics, and issues related to their children’s
welfare. They taught us about civil disobedience—explained that transcendent ethical
principles could be invoked to override a bad law. They admired the civil rights activists
in the South who endured arrest and jail to awaken the nation’s conscience against
racial injustice. At the same time, they believed that enlightened citizenship meant
following the law as an individual commitment to the social compact—that finding
a particular law disagreeable or inconvenient was not enough to justify disobeying it.
Otherwise our democracy, subverted by individual whims, would crumble. I was about
ten or eleven one Fourth of July when I begged my father for permission to buy some
firecrackers. Most of my friends had them. I only wanted a few small ones, I explained.
“Dad, they’re safe.” I pleaded. “I’ll be really careful. I promise I’ll wear sunglasses

to protect my eyes.”
I never feared Dad as a disciplinarian. Discipline in our family was based on reason

and dialogue, not authority and fear. I knew from experience that my father could
be flexible if I approached him in the right way. I could be very persuasive. All other
things being equal, Dad preferred to accommodate.
On the subject of firecrackers, however, he wouldn’t budge. “Dave, they’re illegal,”

he said. “It’s a matter of principle that we respect the law. Just because you want
something is never enough reason to break the law.”
I detected a certain familiar firmness in his voice, and of course I heard that fate-

ful word “principle.” It was a compelling word, referencing great ideas contained in
humanistic books and the Declaration of Independence. I knew my cause was lost.
Growing up, I never doubted for a moment that my parents loved me. I never

questioned that the four members of our family were connected through unbreakable
bonds of love. Only as I neared adolescence did I realize that Dad’s relationship with
Ted was different than his relationship with me. Years later, a therapist I was seeing
attempted to shed some light on the difference.
However unconditional a parent’s love might be, she said, it’s nigh impossible to

continue loving a child who doesn’t love back. Ted didn’t return our parents’ love—at
least not in ways that were easy to recognize or receive. When hugged as a child, he
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squirmed instead of hugging back. Later on in adolescence, he stiffened when being
hugged by his mother. It was as if Ted’s way of relating obeyed a different set of
rules. Unable to fathom Ted’s internal physics, Dad eventually gave up, whereas Mom
preferred to believe that Ted’s sensitive inner self was normally loving, only hard to
reach (because of his “hospital experience”).
Mom and Dad confronted a similar problem when it came to disciplining Ted, who

seemed to have more respect for rules than for the relationships they are designed to
protect.
One time Ted played a nasty trick on Mom. As she approached the dinner table

with a pot of hot spaghetti sauce in hand, Ted made a show of gallantly pulling out
a chair for her to sit down in, then jerked the chair back farther as she started to
sit, causing her to fall on her butt. Luckily, only her dignity was injured—she even
managed to keep from spilling the pot of sauce.
“I could have been hurt!” she howled.
“Go to your room!” Dad shouted. Ted ran to his room, laughing as he ran.
Afterward Mom and Dad locked worried glances across the table. Then they each

looked down.
Ted could be made to follow rules for the most part. He was a “good kid” in that

sense. But no one could make him feel remorse for having hurt someone’s feelings.
Sometimes it seemed as if he had a well developed superego and no heart. Mom and
Dad were at a loss about how to deal with this.
They didn’t believe in spanking, but Dad spanked Ted once when he was about

ten years old. Teddy attended an elementary school about a mile from our home, and
by this age he was allowed to walk home from school by himself. We lived in a safe
community where crime was virtually unheard-of. One evening, however, Teddy hadn’t
arrived home by suppertime, which was quite unusual. Mom and Dad grew worried, so
Dad drove around and around the neighborhood looking for Teddy, to no avail. Mom
called the homes of two of Teddy’s little friends and was told that he was not there. By
then it was well after dark. Dad went out again, driving slowly along darkened streets,
looking for his missing son. Mom put in a call to the police, panic rising in her voice,
to find out if any child had been involved in an accident and been taken to a hospital.
Teddy called home around ten that evening. “Come pick me up,”
he said smugly.
He had gotten his friend to lie to Mom over the telephone. He’d been at his friend’s

house the whole time. He knew his parents had been frantic, but their distress only
seemed to amuse him.
Dad, against his own principles and as a measure of his anger and consternation,

took Teddy down in the basement and spanked him hard.
The next day Teddy’s manner was transformed to one of uncharacteristic meekness

and mildness. He seemed chastened. Possibly my brother—“abandoned” to a hospital
as an infant—received his spanking as a form of reassurance that he was loved. Or
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perhaps it comforted him to have his sense of order and equilibrium restored through
justice—due administration of a deserved punishment.
The Kaczynski home was almost always filled with music, either recorded or home-

made. When the local classical music station wasn’t on, Teddy played his trombone or
I practiced my trumpet. When I grew older and more adept, Teddy presented duets
for us to play together, some of which he’d written himself. Like many people gifted
in mathematics, Teddy also had a gift for music. After Dad bought a piano (he’d
learned to play in early adulthood), Ted would sometimes sit at the piano for hours
composing counterpoint in the style of the baroque masters. I couldn’t tell whether my
brother was going to be the next Einstein or the next Bach. I remember the deep sense
of belonging I felt on occasions when Dad, Teddy, and I would play music together,
sometimes joined by Mom, who had a beautiful singing voice. Our family quartet rep-
resented a perfect metaphor of the spiritual attunement that defined our family—or
so I imagined.
Dad had a few close, lifelong friends. But he was also a gadfly of sorts. When we

went camping, Mom, Ted, and I would typically keep our distance from other campers,
while Dad inevitably wandered around the campground striking up conversations with
anyone he could find. It was the same in our hometown: on summer nights and week-
ends, when he wasn’t working around the house, Dad would stroll up and down the
block to gab and share news with our neighbors. Women especially loved his easygoing
ways. His friend Ralph once told me that Dad possessed some magic that made him ir-
resistible to women and the envy of all his male friends. He never did stop flirting with
members of the opposite sex, but he settled down after marrying Mom and remained
a faithful husband.
He must have wondered about his sons. We never dated. I had been a cheerful child,

but I grew more inward and introverted in adolescence. Ted and I both received an Ivy
League education, but neither of us turned that education into a respectable, middle-
class job. And although Ted was handy like Dad, I never was. Instead of engaging with
the material world, I grew more and more interested in abstract philosophy. Dad was
intelligent, curious, and open-minded. He enjoyed learning from others, but I’m afraid
our conversations on literature and philosophy often left him puzzled.
When I moved away in my early thirties to live in the Texas desert, Dad seemed to

take vicarious enjoyment in my adventure. He was eager to learn about my improvised
earth dwelling and told me the early French trappers had a name for that kind of an
earthen dugout—they called it an abri. So a year later, on his first visit to my tenacre
plot in the middle of nowhere, he expressed eagerness to see the place where I camped.
I led him on a winding path through a low growth of brambles and shrubs to my

abri. It was just a rectangular hole in the ground slightly larger than an open grave,
partly sheltered under pieces of corrugated tin. Dad stood there looking down into the
hole for a minute or two, clearly troubled by what he saw. He said nothing. I imagine
he expected to find a domicile less crude, more ingeniously designed— something he
might later enjoy describing to his friends. I sensed that in looking down into the hole
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he was also experiencing a hole in his heart, a sudden sense of loss, a worry that all
was not right with his putatively normal son.
Nevertheless, in the years that followed, I felt his influence keeping me company

as I made a life for myself in nature. If you really want to experience the night sky,
retire to the desert, where the sky is clear and the air is dry, where the stars appear
in greater number and with astonishing vividness.
On a typical, quiet evening, I’d cook my dinner of rice and beans at sunset over an

open campfire, often remembering our family vacations spent camping in Wisconsin
or Michigan, and once in the Smoky Mountains of Appalachia.
Two things I remember about Dad from these early trips: he loved peering into the

flames of a campfire, and he loved gazing up at the star-filled sky. Now in Texas I could
do both to my heart’s content.
To Dad, both the fire gazing and the stargazing were forms of contemplation, the

former focused on the mind and memory, the latter on the vastness of the universe
beyond our ken. He discovered a sense of wonder in both. In the desert, I revisited
those senses of wonder
night after night, often thanking Dad for having introduced me to them.
Dad was big on sharing. “Dave,” he said more than once, “an experience not shared

is never full or complete. There’s something missing when we’re all alone, don’t you
think?”
But I couldn’t agree with him. When it came to certain kinds of experiences, espe-

cially those I regarded as spiritual, subjectivity was paramount in my view. To me the
presence of another human being— however much loved—was inevitably a subtraction.
In this way, I was like Ted.
Night after night, year after year for eight years, I’d sit by the campfire all alone,

sometimes joined by my memories of people, but fundamentally apart, never in ac-
tual company, turning absence into a positive, holding in balance the vastness of the
universe beyond with the vastness of the universe within.
My brother, I assumed, was engaged in similar reveries a thousand miles to the

north. It would have bowled me over to learn that he was engaged instead in meticulous
bomb making, night after night, weaving his resentment of technological society into
a campaign of terror. How different we really were I could not then have imagined.
EarLy on, i madE summEr visits to my parents’ home outside Chicago to play

in an organized softball league and to earn a little money as a bus driver. In the
latter years of my Texas sojourn, I only visited Mom and Dad for about two weeks at
Christmastime.
The last time Ted visited home, around 1980, he and Dad went on a two-week

camping trip together in northern Minnesota. Although I never put it into words for
myself, I really hoped that Dad and Ted might forge a deeper bond. Perhaps what
had been missing in their father-son relationship could be partly reclaimed, if not
discovered for the first time. But it was never to be. Dad reported that it had been
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the longest two weeks of his life. Why? “Because I missed Wanda so much!” Not
because his time spent with his son had been difficult, but rather because he had
spent very little time with Ted, who’d gone off canoeing by himself in remote backwa-
ters. I should have known that Dad and Ted were two souls on completely different
wavelengths.
By contrast, I felt my father’s love more deeply during the latter years of his life. One

important memory comes to mind. Around Christmastime, my parents always hosted
their best friends—a pair of old married couples they’d remained close to for over fifty
years. After dinner, the conversation (as usual) waxed philosophical, which provided
me with an opening to share some of my developing views. Mom and Dad’s friends
were good listeners. They asked probing questions. They generously did their best
to hear what I was saying, to somehow convert my misty propositions into graspable
substance. But it was just no use. They were stuck in Enlightenment rationalism. They
weren’t prepared to surrender, or even capable of surrendering, the solid ground that
supported their understanding of the world. They didn’t seem to feel affronted by my
challenges to that understanding, only mildly curious and baffled.
As the conversation was winding down, Dad said something that
warmed my heart. Even now I remember his words with gratitude. They were both

validating and freeing.
“I’m not able to follow most of Dave’s ideas,” he summed up. “But I have a rather

strong intuition that he’s onto something significant and meaningful. I do my best to
follow where he’s leading. It’s murky territory for me, but I’m really glad that he’s on
the journey he’s on.”
about tEn yEars EarLiEr, Dad and I spent a week camping and fishing on the

Illinois side of the Mississippi River. Although Dad had enjoyed fishing from time to
time, I knew that the opportunity to spend some quality time with his son meant more
to him than the
chance to catch a few fish. This was just a month or two before Linda persuaded

me to become a vegetarian, and several years before my exposure to the Texas gun
culture turned me against firearms.
One evening, as our day’s catch was simmering over the campfire, I asked Dad if

he’d care to try hunting with me some time. Pheasant hunting was something I’d tried
once, unsuccessfully, with a teacher colleague friend of mine in Iowa. Now the idea of
going hunting was just a passing thought that found its way into words at the weary
end of an active day. Dad then told me a story I’d never heard before.
“Dave, I only went hunting once. Teddy was a young boy then, eager to come along

with me when I went rabbit hunting on Gorem’s farm. Teddy was really into it, on
the lookout for rabbits as we roamed the grassy fields of Indiana farmland. Finally I
spied a rabbit, carefully aimed the shotgun and shot it dead. But as we stood over the
dead rabbit, Teddy’s mood changed. He seemed crushed to see this once animate, alert
creature stretched out lifeless on the ground. ‘Oh, the poor, poor bunny!’ he wailed.
Then he started crying. I felt terrible, reflecting on the pointless killing I had just done
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and the effect of that senseless deed written on Teddy’s face. I vowed that day that I
would never go hunting again.”
During the last year of his life, Dad and I were, without realizing it, at emotional

crosscurrents. I was coming out of my desert isolation to marry Linda, to reengage
with the world—returning to life, so to speak. Dad, on the other hand, was dying, in
the process of detaching from life and letting go.
Once I asked his advice on whether Linda and I should try to have a child. “I

wouldn’t want to bring a child into the world,” he said.
A few days before his death, he offered the following: “Dave, I’m really surprised

that you decided to get back in the game.”
“What do you mean?”
“I was very surprised you decided to marry, to come back to society. I thought you

would spend the rest of your life in the desert.”
Although I’d never talked much about Linda, it didn’t take a genius to realize that

spending the rest of my life with Linda was, for me, the fulfillment of a longtime
dream. Everyone could see that I was fairly glowing with happiness. And, as a man
happily married for more than fifty years, Dad was in a position to know how fulfilling
marriage could be. Had Dad found life so disappointing? Was he projecting his own
need for distance and letting-go on me? Did he unconsciously want me to identify with
his withdrawal from the world?
Although I was physically present for my father in his last week (and I don’t down-

play the importance of that), I was unable to be emotionally present for him, since
our lives were moving in opposite directions. His suicide came as an utter shock; I
had missed all the signs. His reasons left untold, Mom and I were left to mourn and
speculate.
I cannot dismiss Mom’s long-running story that Dad’s suicide was an act of self-

sacrifice. From the perspective of a man withdrawing from life, he may well have
thought that he was holding me back. I had taken a leave of absence from my job (and
from my young marriage) to care for him. I’d put on hold my plans to accompany
Linda on her teaching term abroad in Greece a few months hence. The doctors had
given him somewhere between three months and three years to live. He might have
decided it was time for both of us to “get on with it.”
While I was hurt and deeply disappointed by Dad’s suicide— especially by his failure

to tell Mom he loved her—my brother wrote me a note expressing his admiration for
Dad’s courage. He said that in “doing what he had to do” our father had shown a lot of
guts. Although Ted declined our invitation to attend the memorial service, he made a
rare phone call from a pay phone to Mom to convey his sympathy. She sensed that he
might have been crying on the other end of the line as he hung up. It was reassuring
to know Ted still had feelings for his family.
As for Dad, I know he was proud of his marriage, because he frequently said so.

Instead of passion or romance, he referenced the commonality of values that linked
him with another human being over fifty years. He and Mom were like-minded about
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nearly everything they thought important—ethics, education, politics, humanism, par-
enting, their process of shared decision-making, their unpretentious and nonmaterial-
istic lifestyle, their loyalty to one another—all essential elements of the rational and
responsible life they had shared. In retirement they were virtually inseparable.
But now I was left wondering whether their self-conscious bond of shared values

was quite enough. Had death dissolved their bond? Is death by itself so powerful that
in ending a life it also, in a sense, cancels it? Or had there been another element—
psychological, spiritual, or perhaps metaphysical—that came between them at the end
to betray and darken the patient work of a lifetime?
for a fEw yEars aftEr Dad’s death, I had vivid recurrent dreams about him. In one

kind of dream, he would be stricken with a lifethreatening illness. I’d visit him in the
hospital, interrogate the doctors and nurses about his diagnosis and treatment, and
run after specialists and researchers in an attempt to discover some miracle cure. In
another kind of dream, I would try to dissuade him from taking his own life. Usually
we would be having an oddly relaxed conversation, as if our life-and-death topic were
mildly important but not earth-shaking, like who should be elected president, or the
comparative merits of world religions. In this dream, he would patiently attend to my
arguments, but in the end adhere to his belief that killing himself was the best course.
In another variation, I’d dream that I’d only dreamed that he was
dead and wake up within my dream to find him still alive, though mortally ill.
In the fourth and rarest kind of dream, he had been transferred to another realm

of existence. Now and then he would present himself like a ghost in certain familiar
places as I went about my daily business, or I’d catch a glimpse of him in that other
realm, ensconced in a chair, intently listening to classical music or to a droning lecture
delivered in a voice that sounded muffled to my ear.
Then, as if a spigot had been shut off, my dreams of Dad abruptly stopped. I kept

expecting him to return to my dreams, but he never did. One day a couple of years later,
Mom handed me a small album filled with photos of Dad from various epochs. Perhaps
I accepted the gift a bit tentatively, almost indifferently, which elicited a surprisingly
stern rebuke from Mom: “Dave, you hardly ever talk about Dad anymore! He loved
you very, very much. You were his heart’s core. It’s not right that you should forget
your father and go through life as if
he had never existed!”
Mom’s reprimand stung, leaving me speechless and sullen for a time, until it dawned

on me what a universe of complex emotional energy must be underneath Mom’s out-
burst.
As the years went by, my entire frame of reference regarding my family and my

world underwent a momentous shift. I thought about Dad less and less—not as if he’d
never existed, but because I’d filed my memories of him in a locked drawer.
And then slowly, over time, I realized that Dad was not where I thought he was.
In the mid-1990s, I was working as assistant director of a shelter for runaway home-

less youth in Albany, New York. The director was a vibrant, courageous woman named
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Laurel Thatcher—vibrant because she was passionate in her concern for neglected
youth; courageous because she often had to fight the system to get attention and ser-
vices for her kids. Together we ran an ad hoc pseudo-family for a dozen or so “throw-
away” teens—a sort of mom-and-pop operation. Laurel sometimes jokingly referred to
me as “Dad,” although I’d never been a father.
As a middle-class, middle-aged white guy working with urban youth, I represented

a cultural disconnect for many of the kids who’d had negative experiences with adults
who looked and talked like me. Figuring I needed to break the ice somehow, I tried
humor.
One day Maria, a Latina, came into my office to talk about her case. Glancing up

at my bulletin board, she noticed a picture of Linda (looking particularly beautiful)
and inquired, “Is that your wife?”
“No,” I deadpanned, “It’s just a picture of her.”
Maria’s eyes lost focus for a moment. Then she gave me a cockeyed look. “Are you

supposed to be my counselor?” she asked skeptically.
Around the lunch table I’d make stupid jokes, often dipping into my father’s time-

worn repertoire. The kids would groan and say, “Dave, that’s corny!” Laurel would
laugh uproariously and call me a nut. In this way she provided me with validation
as I worked to make myself more approachable. For approachability, my mild, good-
humored, self-deprecating father, who seemed able to get along with anyone, was my
role model.
Often I’d be engaged one-on-one with a kid and suddenly realize that I was chan-

neling Dad’s voice and attitude—reasoning, wise, responsive but never reactive, gently
persuasive, appealing to a child’s innate wisdom. The nonreactive piece was especially
helpful, since many of the kids had undergone traumas and grown up around adults
who were unpredictable and highly reactive. Sometimes I’d adopt Dad’s approach self-
consciously. At other times I’d discover it working through me of its own accord, as if
a part of Dad’s nature had merged into mine.
After the Unabomber crisis I became a man on a mission, committed to putting a

human face on my mentally ill brother and changing people’s minds about the death
penalty. Over a fifteen-year period, I traveled to thirty-nine states and gave more than
a thousand public speeches in which I repeated my painful family story and explained
why I thought capital punishment was a terrible mistake.
Looking back, I realize that Dad could never have done what I’d done. I think he

lacked my faith that people were capable of overcoming their prejudices and negative
reactions through reason and empathy. He also possessed less self-confidence (and less
ego) than I did. Yet somehow he’d managed to instill more self-confidence in me than
he himself had by consistently showing how much he appreciated the unique person I
was, by honoring my good intentions even when I lacked the means to carry them out.
Far from competing with his sons, he expected and wanted us to exceed him. Perhaps
his innate spirit found a home in me, and a mode of actualization in my more assertive
personality.
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If it’s true that dad’s spirit lives on in me, then what am I to make of his suicide?
Of the way he seemingly cut his loved ones off by cutting off his own future (however
brief and painful that future might have been)? I cannot dismiss the resemblance
between Ted’s history of severing relationships and Dad’s suicide, given that Dad
never explained himself or said goodbye. Do I possess a similar capacity to cut myself
off?
Honestly, I think the capacity is there, although mostly repressed. Perhaps it is

expressed in my love for the desert, which offers a feeling of aloneness I treasure. A
few years ago, on a visit to our land and cabin there, I went on a brief backpacking
trip in a remote area of Big Bend National Park. On this trip I began writing a short
story about a man on his deathbed.
Meanwhile, Linda and I had miscommunicated about the length of
time I planned to be away, so when I failed to return on the day Linda expected,

she became frightened. After the sun went down, she made a phone call to the park
ranger’s station to report a missing hiker, which unleashed a chain reaction among
all the county’s emergency rescue services: the National Park Service, the sheriff’s
department, even the U.S. Border Patrol.
As I trudged homeward the next morning, I knew something was amiss when I saw

a helicopter circling above me. Before long, I found myself face-to-face with an expert
Mexican American tracker who had been sent out to find me—or what was left of me.
Linda later told me that she had experienced an emotional crisis, assuming that I

had died. For one long night, my assumed death became her new reality. In some sense,
then, she has experienced my death. Who knows what parallel psychological truth we
were sharing (or failing to share) during our three days apart, culminating in Linda’s
false belief that we were separated forever?
When a loved one leaves us on purpose, it’s only natural to speculate and imagine

how we might have failed them. Often these speculations boil down to the realization
that we lacked sufficient insight and empathy to appreciate the other person’s suffering.
Last fall, when Linda and I buried my parents’ ashes near our Texas cabin, we

paused to say a few words over each of them. I felt deeply moved to apologize to them
both. I knew I had some things to atone for, even if I had been a good son for the
most part, yet I could only confess what occurred to me at that moment.
My apology to Mom arose from my having grown up in a sexist culture that devalued

the intellectual and spiritual gifts of women. I should have respected her intelligence
more, especially when I was an adolescent and a young man.
My apology to Dad focused on an incident that occurred shortly before I left Illinois

to live in Texas. I’d come home one afternoon from my bus-driving shift and noticed
something new on the redwoodstained fence surrounding our back patio: a small toy
propeller spinning in the breeze. Obviously, someone had nailed it up there.
“Who put that silly propeller on the fence?” I demanded as I entered the house. I

must have been tired and grumpy. I was also full of grandiose ideas in those days. The
little propeller must have struck me as frivolous and lacking in dignity.
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“Yes, it is a bit silly,” Mom agreed. “Ted, why did you put the propeller on the
fence?”
“I don’t know,” Dad said. “It was just an impulse.”
Dad set his newspaper aside and went out and took the propeller down.
Years later at his graveside, I felt bad about stifling his light-hearted impulse. That

little propeller twirling in the breeze now represents to me a lightness of spirit I wish
I had the ability to recover.
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Chapter 4 - NORTH STAR
When we met in the seventh grade, I didn’t pay much attention to this small, quiet

girl named Linda. Somehow, despite her self-effacing manner, she was popular enough
to be elected class vice president. That entitled her to select the records played at the
school’s Friday night dances, which I did not attend.
At the end of the school year, before final report cards were issued, our teacher,

Mr. Fleming, announced that four students in his class had earned straight A’s for the
year. He invited these students to stand up as their names were called.
I wasn’t at all surprised when I heard the teacher pronounce Linda’s name. But I

was stunned when I heard mine, since I had been slacking off in my studies.
I don’t remember the names of the other straight-A students. I do remember stand-

ing there in the sterile classroom on a cloudy afternoon, the day’s boredom suddenly
inflected with surprise. Maybe Mr. Fleming saw something in me that didn’t register
on mundane exams. Linda and I stood one row apart near the back of the classroom.
It was my first hint of a connection between us beyond sharing space in Mr. Fleming’s
“accelerated” seventh-grade class.
The following year, in eighth grade, I sensed Linda shyly reaching out to me on

a few occasions. Thanks to those Friday night dances that I didn’t attend, she now
had a boyfriend, who happened to be my buddy Keith. Keith’s mother and mine were
friends. Keith and I also had the same birthday. Otherwise we were as different as can
be. Keith was extraverted, always bubbling over with emotions. I was even-tempered
and reserved, almost dogmatically rational in my approach to most topics.
One day after school I attended a basketball game in the school gym. Linda and

Keith entered a bit late. Linda led Keith along the row of bleachers where I was sitting
and plunked herself down next to me. After a while I noticed her toying with one of
her shoes. Since I didn’t have any sisters and since I had very little experience with
girls, I assumed that this was something girls ordinarily did.
A few minutes later she turned to me and whispered: “I lost my shoe. Can you help

me find it?”
The next thing I knew, we were poking around together in the dim, somewhat

private space under the bleachers. Linda’s shoe wasn’t difficult to find. I’m not sure we
ever directly looked at each other, surely not face-to-face or gazing into one another’s
eyes. Kissing? Forget it. I was much too reserved for that. Perhaps it was merely
the circumstance of being alone with a girl for the first time in my life at the onset
of puberty, but I was overwhelmed by an unaccustomed feeling—not attraction per
se, but rather a strong sense of having known this person, possibly for a long time,
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in another context. It wasn’t déjà vu, since there was nothing about the place, the
sounds, or the light that felt uncannily familiar, only Linda herself.
Keith showed up under the bleachers a little later. He looked puzzled. That strange

feeling left me as suddenly as it had come. Once again we were just three kids thrown
together in an innocent play—a shining adolescent girl with two foggy-headed boys.
The event produced no real change inside me. I didn’t from that day spend a lot of

time and emotional energy thinking about Linda. My eyes weren’t constantly drawn
to her. During freshman year of high school, for example, I hardly remember seeing
her. During our sophomore and junior years, however, we were again thrown together
in advanced science classes.
I was aware that Linda had picked a seat close to mine in sophomore physics class.

Before the bell rang, she sometimes talked to me about her smart older brother who
was majoring in mathematics at the University of Chicago and played in a jazz band.
She must have known that I, too, had a smart older brother who studied math.
Evergreen Park, Illinois, was a lower-middle-class, white enclave where the standard

aspiration was economic rather than intellectual. Even kids who weren’t especially
bright intended to go to college to obtain a ticket to success that their parents never
had. The town’s official nickname was “The Village of Churches,” meaning, I guess,
that spiritual aspirations were more or less standardized as well. But I had even less
exposure to the churches than I did to girls.
I’d come to think of myself as somewhat above the crowd, harboring dreams that

were more important than the conventional aspirations of my classmates. In the way
she talked about her brother, Linda signaled that she, too, was casting her eyes on
wider horizons.
In our junior advanced chemistry class, Linda chose me as her lab partner. That’s

when the chemistry of our friendship began. Conducting experiments together—
handling the vials, tubes, chemicals, and little measuring spoons; carefully observing
and documenting the results—was a mostly wordless business that bred feelings of
cooperation and intimacy between us. Those same feelings extended to our whispered
small talk after the experiments were done.
In these conversations, I learned about Linda’s sense of connection
with animals, both wild and domestic. She spoke about Tasha and Calypso, her dog

and cat, as if they were family members. Since I’d grown up in a household without
pets other than Teddy’s parakeet, Linda’s affection for animals struck me as exotic.
I spent a couple of weeks working up my courage to invite my new lab partner to

the class prom, until one day I overheard a couple of kids talking:
“Oh, Linda? Yeah, she’s going steady with Kenny. I think she really loves him. At

least it looks that way.”
Kenny was a hunky athlete—the most talented in our town—and a charter member

of the school’s in-crowd. He was also a nice guy with a very modest demeanor, kind
to everyone regardless of social status. I’d been his teammate on the Little League
All-Star team. I had liked Kenny without feeling I had much in common with him.
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However, I did a double take when I learned that Linda was dating Kenny, since
Kenny and I were so different. Imagining that Linda might see something special in
me, I was left wondering what in the world she saw in Kenny.
Inevitably I would encounter Linda and Kenny walking hand in hand, boyfriend

and girlfriend, in the hallways of the school. I would nod a formal hello. When Linda
said hello back, our eyes often met in a shared glance that went straight to my heart.
Everyone else, including Kenny, was cast in shadow by that glance—mere phantoms
surrounding two human beings who existed especially for each other. Was I imagining
this? Did Linda greet others with a glance that conveyed similar recognition? All I knew
was that no one had ever looked at me so intimately, with eyes that both touched me
and saw me truly. A year later our family moved to a small town in Iowa. I was lonely
there, feeling uprooted from my past and alienated from the smalltown community
where I’d been dropped. Now and then I helped out at the small factory my father
ran. An older coworker asked me one day: “Have you found a girlfriend yet?” “No,” I
said. “Hey, you’re
behind the times,” he rejoined.
I’d been behind the times all my life.
One evening, as I lay in bed on a still night, I was entranced by moonlight casting

shadows on the ancient patterned wallpaper of my new bedroom. Gazing at those
shadows, I experienced a moment of sudden illumination.
“I love Linda,” I told myself. “I’ll love her forever. There’s no going back on that.”
The words welled up out of my loneliness, and I suspect from some deeper place as

well.
Two days later, I wrote her a letter.
The next year, while attending colleges far apart, Linda and I exchanged torrid

letters. Released from the social fetters of our hometown, we were finally free to love
one another—or so I thought. I imagined that at the end of the school year we might
hop in my old Chevy, drive westward into mythical landscapes, and leave all those
dusty books and conventional reality behind.
However, Linda had found herself a boyfriend at her college. This was to become a

recurrent theme. My dream of unfettered love fizzled.
After college, just as it appeared that the force of gravity was pulling us back

together again, Linda met and married a fellow graduate student. I was crushed. I
meditated on the question Can I go through life loving a woman who doesn’t love me
back?
The answer that came to me was not necessarily the one I wanted:
Yes.
My infatuation with Linda is not too difficult to understand. She was and is beauti-

ful, highly intelligent, and spiritually sensitive. She had also reached out to me in ways
that no other girl had ever done. Romantic love was a theme that permeated the pop-
ular culture of the 1950s and early 1960s. As an idealist, I was prone to idealizing the
first girl who got ahold of my heartstrings. I even concocted a quasi-rational argument
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to support my fixation: Affection that depends on a reciprocal return of affection is
not so much love as it is a form of commerce. I convinced myself that unrequited love
was love in its purest form, akin to the love of God, a spiritualization of the human
possibility of love transcending objectification. (Once you’re invested in this way of ap-
proaching love and spirituality, there may be no way of going back without becoming
ridiculous.)
But there is another side to the love equation as well. Does it matter whether God

is really there? The mystery of the meaning of there appears to be where God “lives,”
both inside and outside ourselves. Similarly, Linda was always there for me—a real
person existing beyond my fantasies, someone my deepest intuitions could somehow
“touch,” a presence in my universe that confirmed itself in various ways: when we met,
when I thought about her, as someone simply and always there.
A Tibetan Buddhist monk once summed up our connection in another way, mov-

ing his hands together as if to gently compress a package. “Very strong karma!” he
commented.
At thE agE of thirty-three, with nothing much to hold me back— no satisfying work,

no prospects with Linda, my life stalled, seeing the world’s technological culture as
fatally contaminated by nihilism—I decided to make the journey beyond conventional
reality on my own. I wandered into the West Texas wilderness, where I spent the next
eight years living as a desert hermit. Every day, at least once, I spoke
Linda’s name under my breath like a secret mantra.
Years later, after we had married, I asked a therapist whether my infatuation with

Linda had been psychologically unhealthy. She said that it would have been unhealthy
if Linda had not eventually reciprocated my love.
Once we began living together, our relationship felt entirely natural, as if preor-

dained. I felt I’d never known what happiness was before.
I asked Linda why it had taken her so long to fall in love with me. She answered

flippantly: “Dave, you always had a bad haircut.”
In a more serious tone, she said I’d never really told her how I felt about her.
I found that impossible to believe. “Linda,” I argued, “in all those letters we ex-

changed, I told you over and over again that I loved you.”
“No, you didn’t,” she insisted. “And I can prove it!”
It was then I learned that Linda had saved every single one of my letters going

back more than twenty years, just as I had saved all of hers. Together we pored over
my letters—scores and scores of them. They were riddled with artistic pretentions and
sophomoric speculations, but nowhere could I find the telling, straightforward phrase
“I love you.”
“I told you so!” she said.
“Smart as you are,” I replied, “you should have been able to read between the lines.”
“Smart as you are,” she rejoined, “you should have known what a woman needs to

hear!”
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At its PEaK, thE fEdEraL government’s hunt for the Unabomber involved 125
agents working full time. Millions of dollars were poured into the investigation. In
the end, the case was cracked by Linda, a private citizen unconnected to the massive
investigation. She had never met the person responsible for sending the bombs, only
his family.
On September 19, 1995, about a month after Linda had first broached her suspicions

to me and six years after we had begun living together, the Unabomber’s manifesto was
published in the Washington Post. I read a news story about it in my local newspaper
and felt vindicated. The manifesto was said to propound “neoconservative” views. Al-
though Ted had sometimes considered our parents’ liberal philosophy naive, I’d never
thought of him as politically conservative.
To the best of my knowledge, he was apolitical. Whatever “neoconservativism” was,

I couldn’t imagine that label fitting my brother.
Publication of the manifesto allowed me to fulfill my promise to Linda to compare

it with my brother’s ideas and writing. She made a phone call to our local newspaper
to find out where the Washington Post was sold, then dispatched me to a newsstand,
one of the few in our area that carried the Post.
By the time I arrived, however, the last of six copies had been sold. As a lifelong

baseball fan, I soon became engrossed in following the World Series. A subsequent visit
from Mom further diverted our
attention through Columbus Day.
It was not until the following Saturday, after breakfast at a local diner, that Linda

suggested we go to the library to find a copy of the September 19 Washington Post
containing the manifesto.
We found that the Schenectady County Public Library had not yet received its copy

through the mail. I was willing to wait, but Linda was less patient. “Let’s try the Union
College library!” she said. I sighed and tagged along.
At Union, we soon located the September 19 issue but were disappointed to dis-

cover that the special insert containing the manifesto had been removed. “Obviously,”
I thought, “we’re not meant to read this thing today.”
But Linda persisted. “The Internet!” she exclaimed. “It’s probably posted on the

Internet by now.”
What an irony, I thought, that I should be using the hypermodern Internet to find

out whether my technophobic brother is an antitechnology terrorist. The very thought
gave me a slightly queasy feeling.
Soon I found myself in front of a computer screen at the Union College library. It

was my first time on the Internet. As I began to read the manifesto, I became aware
that Linda wasn’t looking at the computer screen. She was gazing at my face. Since
she’d never met Ted, she knew that my face would tell her more than the words on
the screen.
I fully expected to be able to turn to Linda and say, “It’s definitely not him! Now

do you see how silly you’ve been?”
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But as I finished the first paragraph, I sat immobilized, my eyes glued to the screen.
I read on. I remember feeling a slight rush of adrenaline. My emotions were a mixture
of fear, dismay, anger. I’d sometimes reacted this way while reading one of Ted’s hurtful
letters. In the opening lines of the manifesto, I detected a tone similar to Ted’s when he
wrote letters condemning our parents. Only here the indictment was vastly expanded.
On the surface, the phraseology was calm and intellectual, but it barely concealed
the author’s smoldering rage. As much as I wanted to, I couldn’t turn to Linda and
honestly
say that the writing was not my brother’s.
That day we were able to retrieve only the first six pages of the manifesto. After the

first page or two, the manuscript abruptly veered away from its opening theme and
embarked on a puzzling critique of the political Left. Apparently this was the section
that had earned the “neoconservative” label.
The public space at Union College Library was not an appropriate place to discuss

whether my brother Ted had authored the Unabomber’s manifesto. But as soon as we
stepped outside Linda questioned me in an anxious whisper: “What do you think? Do
you think he wrote it?”
“I’ll be honest with you. Some parts of it do sound like him,” I murmured, bending

my head toward hers. “But other parts don’t sound familiar at all. I don’t know what
to think. If I had to estimate, I’d say there’s maybe one chance in a thousand that Ted
might have written it.”
As we walked back toward the parking lot, Linda was very quiet. Finally she said,

“David, one chance in a thousand that your brother is a serial killer? Maybe we need
to do something.”
I had no answer for her. In my heart I recognized that her fears could no longer be

dismissed.
I didn’t know much about the Unabomber case. I hadn’t followed it
in the news. I don’t remember even hearing the word “Unabomber” prior to Decem-

ber 1994, when I read reports of a mail bomb that had claimed the life of Thomas
Mosser, an advertising executive in New Jersey. Only later did I learn that the Un-
abomber saga had served as regular grist for crime-oriented television programs like
America’s Most Wanted. Linda and I didn’t watch much television.
Surely, I thought, there must be old newspaper and magazine articles filled with

details and clues. Perhaps if I read those articles, I’d find some piece of information
that would put our fears to rest.
I dropped Linda off at home—she had a ton of papers to grade— and immediately

drove back to the Schenectady County Public Library to conduct some research. I
pulled out the Reader’s Guide and found a couple of dozen entries under “Unabomber,”
several of which I located in the library’s periodicals archive. For the first time, I read
detailed accounts of the attacks, including the names of the victims, their pictures, a
summary of their professional careers, the comments of their coworkers and devastated
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family members, the circumstances surrounding the explosions, and the speculations
of law enforcement officials.
I studied the police sketch of the presumed Unabomber based on a woman’s recol-

lection of a man she’d glimpsed minutes before a bomb went off in Salt Lake City in
1987. I gazed at the drawing long and carefully. It depicted a youngish, mustachioed
male in a hooded sweatshirt with aviator sunglasses. To my mind, it didn’t particularly
resemble Ted.
Accompanying the sketch was a physical description, also based on the eyewitness’s

sighting. It described someone three inches taller than Ted and ten years younger, with
hair that was light, not dark brown like Ted’s. Reading this, I felt relieved. With three
points of difference, the description didn’t match my brother, so he probably wasn’t
the Unabomber after all.
From the articles I gleaned other encouraging bits of information. For instance,

forensic profilers backed up the witness’s impression
that the Unabomber was about ten years younger than Ted. From the writing, they

deduced an author without an advanced degree, whereas Ted held a PhD from the
University of Michigan. They speculated that the Unabomber might have worked for
an airline or in some bluecollar field. Ted was a former college professor.
But no matter how hard I hunted for a piece of information that would eliminate

Ted as a suspect, I never found it. As far as I knew, he’d spent years and years in
his cabin continuously. He hated to travel and seldom did so. He lived a primitive
life without money more than a thousand miles from northern California, where most
of the bombs had been placed or mailed. He had taught himself how to survive in
the wilderness. He had learned to read and write Spanish fluently. He still dabbled
in mathematics. He’d written frequent, long letters to his family—until one day the
letters abruptly stopped.
Had my brilliant, intense brother occupied himself with destructive projects we

knew nothing about?
I carefully reviewed the timeline of the bombings. Nothing jumped out at me ex-

cept the date of the very first bomb, which exploded on the Chicago campus of the
University of Illinois in May 1978. In the summer of 1978, Ted made one of his rare
trips home to earn some money. In fact, Ted, our father, and I worked at the same
factory for a while. But I was positive that Ted had arrived by bus in late June of 1978.
He’d even telephoned en route to let us know his scheduled time of arrival. He told us
he was calling from a bus station in Minnesota or someplace. So barring an elaborate
plan of deception—including lodging himself for a month somewhere in the Chicago
area without his family’s knowledge—Ted must have been in Montana in May 1978,
so he could not have placed that first bomb. It never occurred to me that Ted could
be deceptive.
I hurried home and reported the good news to Linda: the physical
description didn’t match Ted, the victims had no discernible connection to him, and

I’d discovered nothing to implicate my brother in any of the bombings.
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But if I thought any of this would make a difference to Linda, I was mistaken. She
did not seem to feel relieved. No matter where the facts seemed to be pointing, Linda
had a strong intuition that my brother was the Unabomber.
If Linda had been more easily convinced of Ted’s innocence, I might not have felt

any reason to say what I said next: “You know, hon, there’s just one thing that troubles
me: that sketch from Salt Lake City. I never knew until today that there had been a
bombing in Salt Lake City. I do remember that Ted once had a job working construction
in Salt Lake City. In fact, I visited him there. It was a long time ago. But . . .”
While doing nothing wasn’t an option, the options we did face were not very ap-

pealing. Should we notify the fbi? In my view, that could prove disastrous. I reminded
Linda of the fbi’s ill-advised attempts to make arrests at Waco and Ruby Ridge, which
resulted in many deaths. I reminded her of Ted’s paranoia and emotional fragility.
What evidence did we really have against Ted? Why would the FBI take us seriously?
And if they did, what if their investigation turned belligerent? Suppose they sent an
agent to his cabin to ask questions. In Ted’s paranoid state, he might panic and react
badly, even if he were completely innocent. If he found out that I’d reported him, he
would deeply resent my suspicion or think I’d behaved maliciously, and this would fore-
close any possibility of reconciliation between us. In the worst case, he might lash out
at an agent: fear does strange things to people. Or he might hurt himself, convinced
that the peace of mind
he so desperately craved was unavailable, even in the wilderness.
No matter what happened, the effect on Ted was bound to be disturbing—and to

judge by his letters, he was pretty disturbed already. Linda and I settled on a quieter
approach, more suited to our experiences and instincts. We both felt at home in a
world of ideas and words. We knew how to make books open up to us and reveal the
minds of their authors. Perhaps, we reasoned, if we read the Una-
bomber’s manifesto several times very carefully, we could discover the truth. Besides,

I had dozens and dozens of Ted’s old letters tucked away in a trunk in the attic. Some
of those letters touched on the theme of technology. By carefully comparing Ted’s
letters to the manifesto, we could possibly discern whether Ted had written both.
I told Linda that I had two good reasons to believe my brother was not the Un-

abomber. First, he had never been violent. People in their midthirties don’t just wake
up some day and decide to start hurting people. Antisocial types usually start causing
harm at a much earlier age.
Second, the Unabomber’s rant against political leftism, prominently placed near

the beginning of the manifesto, wasn’t consistent with Ted’s main concern about tech-
nology, nor had I heard him voice any similar views in the past. The author of the
manifesto wanted to fend off any notion that a political solution could be effective
against the threat posed by technology. His thesis was more radical: he argued that
the problem lay much deeper than politics could plausibly reach. Ted had also been a
young professor at Berkeley, a hotbed of radicalism during the ’60s, a time of social
and political turmoil. Ted’s alienation from “the alienated generation” recalled Bob
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Dylan’s line “He was always on the outside of whatever side there was.” So I wouldn’t
have expected Ted to get cozy with left-wing environmen-
talists.
But even if Ted believed exactly what the Unabomber had written, I wouldn’t have

thought he’d write something with the energy or tone of the manifesto’s attack on
leftism, which appeared to emanate from a place of deep personal disappointment.
Could it be that our parent’s liberal politics (our father, to vex his friends, would
occasionally claim to be a pacifist and a socialist; and Mom, against the grain of
1950s McCarthyism, sympathized with communism in theory if not as practiced) had
generated something more than a dismissive reaction in my older brother? If so, why
hadn’t I heard about it before?
Over the next three or four weeks, Linda and I fell into a routine. The Unabomber

(whoever he was) had promised to stop killing if his writings were published. We hoped
the manifesto’s publication would at least buy us time as the shadowy killer absorbed
the public’s reaction to his treatise.
Every evening after work, Linda and I would come home, eat dinner, and retire to

a couch in our living room. There, instead of reading books or watching television or
talking about the day’s events like most couples, we’d sit side by side poring over the
manifesto and piles of my brother’s old letters.
Linda relied in large measure on my familiarity with my brother’s views and per-

sonality. On the other hand, she couldn’t possibly trust my objectivity. It was as if
two people were looking at a body of water from different angles. From her position
on shore, Linda could only see the surface of the water. Hovering above, I could see
to the bottom of the lake, understand the psychological struggles beneath the surface
of my brother’s ideas and arguments. At times I thought I vaguely glimpsed in those
depths a vision of my brother as the traumatized baby our mother had once described,
eyes crossed in terror, strapped to a hospital gurney, stripped of all security and trust.
Linda and I endlessly discussed our readings of the manifesto and of Ted’s letters.

As with any interpretation, we were constantly left wondering how much of what we
saw was our own projection and how much was an authentic reflection of the author,
whether the author was my brother or someone else.
Occasionally I’d look up from my task and reflect on how bizarre it all felt. Am I

really doing this?
We never found the proverbial smoking gun. I identified one phrase that gave me

pause: the author of the manifesto suggested that modern philosophers were not living
up to their reputation as “coolheaded logicians.”
I felt sure that Ted had once used the same peculiar phrase in a letter, but I couldn’t

find the letter. Of course, I didn’t have all his let-
ters at hand. Some were at Mom’s house in Chicago and others were stored away

in my Texas cabin. A few had been lost over the years.
Each day felt different as the pendulum of belief swung between one kind of doubt

and its opposite. One day I’d read the manifesto and could almost hear my brother’s
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voice speaking each word. I’d say to myself: The truth is staring you in the face, only
you refuse to see it.
The very next day I’d reason with myself: Linda has planted a suspicion in your

mind. You’ve been worried about your brother. Our fear is built on worry and projection,
nothing more.
I had some powerful dreams during this period. In one memorable
dream, Linda and I were together in a farm field, bending down over some manual

work, planting or picking or weeding. At one point Linda glanced up and exclaimed,
“Hey Dave, look at that!” She then pointed to some threatening storm clouds boiling
darkly on the horizon. “Maybe they’re coming our way. Maybe we should warn the
neighbors,” she urged. “No, there’s nothing we can do,” I said, and resumed my work.
But Linda was insistent, which greatly irritated me. “It’s got nothing to do with us!” I
shouted. “Forget it!”
One Saturday morning, I awoke with a crushing sense of depression. I made my way

to the kitchen table and sat down. I found Linda, who had gotten up earlier, munching
on cornflakes. I caught her eye. My words spilled out unplanned: “Hon, I think there
might be a fiftyfifty chance that Ted wrote the manifesto.”
Linda knew what it cost me to say those words. Now what were we going to do?

Continue thinking and talking and procrastinating while perhaps my brother was con-
structing another bomb?
For the rest of that day we wrestled with it. I say “it” because the word Unabomber

was too frightening to say out loud. Linda sometimes shortened it to “ub,” but instead
I grasped instinctively at the neutral, impersonal pronoun.
Was Ted the ub or wasn’t he? Should we do something? Should we talk to Mom?

How long would the Unabomber wait before he struck again?
You might think these questions represented a logical sequence, but in reality they

came at us from all directions at once.
I felt that reacting impulsively to our fears could result in great harm. However,

Linda pointed out that waiting too long might also allow great harm to occur. We
talked about it all day long, but by nightfall we felt even more confused and upset. We
decided to sleep on it. Perhaps we’d wake up in the morning and the answer would be
there.
But sleep eluded us. As we lay awake side by side, I talked about how troubled I

felt, wondering if I’d ever really known my brother. If Ted were the Unabomber, he
was responsible for wanton, cruel attacks on innocent strangers—for evil stuff.
I realized that my feelings toward my brother had subtly shifted. I’d never considered

Ted capable of violence. In fact, my only fear along those lines was the haunting worry
that he might someday kill himself.
I reminded myself of the cruel letters that Ted had written to Mom and Dad—

emotional bombs, you might call them. But I always saw those letters as cries of pain.
I couldn’t uncover any memories that revealed deep-seated evil in my brother. In fact,
the memories that flooded in were mostly fond ones.
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I told Linda how Teddy had tried to give me his most prized possession—a coin
collection—when I returned home from a brief stay in the hospital. “Teddy, your brother
knows how you feel about him,” I remembered Mom saying. “You don’t need to give
Davy your coin collection. He knows you love him.”
Among the college philosophy courses Linda had taught over the years were courses

in ethics. As a youth counselor at Equinox Youth Shelter, I was acutely aware of the
dilemmas that teenagers sometimes face. I always counseled the kids against violence,
even in violent circumstances. Many had come to distrust adults, particularly adults
in positions of authority. I always urged them to find some adult to confide in when it
was a matter of protecting someone’s health or
safety. But now I realized how easy it had been to lecture the kids—to urge them,

“Do the right thing!”—when the risks and costs would be borne by them, not me.
I had to ask myself, What if we turn Ted in and he’s convicted and eventually

executed? What would it be like to go through the rest of my life with my brother’s
blood on my hands?
The impact on Ted would be devastating. The impact on me would
be devastating. Turning in my brother would have to be a considered act, not a

thoughtless one. The damage to my brother could not be undone.
I also had to think about the effect all this would have on Mom. She was a seventy-

nine-year-old widow. For years she had worried about Ted because of his emotional
problems, his isolation, and his estrangement from the family. But I knew her worst
fear about Ted didn’t even come close to the awful suspicion that Linda and I were
struggling with: that he might be a serial killer.
Mom would be crushed. She might even die of a stroke or heart failure. I couldn’t

imagine how I could begin to comfort her. Her wounds would never, ever heal. I couldn’t
be sure our relationship would survive.
I wasn’t really thinking about justice. All I wanted was to minimize harm to every-

one. The past—already overflowing with tragedy and suffering—could not be undone.
Now it seemed that we could act to save lives only by sacrificing the life of my mentally
ill brother.
There was no simple ethical formula that could make our decision less agonizing,

no way of knowing we wouldn’t come to regret our decision in the future. But no one
else could stop Ted if he really was the Unabomber.
Linda made one other argument to push me toward our terrible choice. It was an

argument formulated by Socrates in Plato’s Gorgias dialogue. According to Socrates,
treating others unjustly causes harm to the perpetrator as well as to the victim of
injustice. It would be an act of cruelty to permit your worst enemy to behave unjustly:
for ex-
ample, to let him get away with murder. Linda argued that allowing Ted to continue

hurting others would only result in greater damage to Ted—harsher punishment in the
long run, psychological distress, spiritual deterioration, greater madness. Her Buddhist
analysis arrived at the same conclusion, only more so, given the doctrine of rebirth.
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Through his acts of violence Ted was accumulating negative karma that could cause
him immense future suffering.
These intellectual arguments reached across a moral abyss, but the bridge they

formed was tenuous. I wasn’t sure it would hold up under the weight of reality—
especially if Ted got the death penalty. I countered that Ted might be innocent. Point-
ing the authorities to an innocent man—especially one with paranoid tendencies—
could lead to disaster.
I needed something more to go on than guesswork and intuition. I told Linda I

needed to visit Ted at his cabin in Montana.
This suggestion upset Linda.
“It’s not to confront him,” I tried to reassure her. “I won’t even mention the Un-

abomber. I just know that if I see him and spend some time with him, I’ll learn
something.”
“But David,” Linda countered. “He might hurt you. He’s got guns, doesn’t he? I

can’t let you go out there!”
“Hon, I’m sure Ted would never hurt me.”
“David, a month ago you didn’t believe he was capable of hurting anyone. The truth

of the matter is that we really don’t know what he’s capable of!”
After going back and forth for a while, we hit on a compromise: I’d write to Ted, ask

for permission to visit, and wait for his response. Linda and I could make a decision
once we heard back from him. Maybe Linda was counting on Ted to discourage me,
since I hadn’t received a friendly letter from him in years.
In the letter I wrote, I told Ted I missed him. I said I had some vacation time

coming and would be happy to drive him to Helena to pick up supplies before the
heavy snows came. I tried to invest all the love
and concern I felt for Ted in a simple and straightforward letter. There was no

way I could put my heart on the page, but I hoped Ted might somehow feel it and
understand.
Ted’s reply came two weeks later. I was alone at home after work when I retrieved

his letter from our mail slot. I sat down on the living room couch and gazed at the
envelope for a minute. My name and address were handprinted in the familiar block
letters I’d seen on every letter Ted had sent me since college. I noticed my hand
trembling slightly as I held the envelope.
My heart sank as I read the opening lines:
I get just choked with frustration at my inability to get our stinking family off my

back once and for all, and “stinking family” emphatically includes you. i don’t EvEr
want to sEE you or hEar from you, or any othEr mEmbEr of our famiLy, again.
The letter was a short one for Ted: two sides of one sheet of notebook paper. Ted’s

anger and coldness were truly incomprehensible to me. I couldn’t fathom what was
going on inside his mind.
“He’s gone over the edge,” I murmured.
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I realized I couldn’t reason with him; I couldn’t control him. And now it struck me
that he probably could not control himself either.
by this timE thE Thanksgiving holiday was fast upon us. Linda and I were planning

to make the drive to Chicago to visit both of our families. I intended to recover several
of Ted’s letters that I’d left in a dresser drawer of my old bedroom at Mom’s house. If
a postmark definitively placed Ted in Montana on the same date the Unabomber had
placed or mailed one of his bombs a thousand miles away in California, then we could
rule him out.
Meanwhile, Linda and I both agreed it was time to bring Mom closer to us. We

didn’t want her to be far away if the worst happened.
So after Thanksgiving dinner we sat her down and made our case. The old house

was becoming too much for her to handle, we pointed out. She should be closer to
family in case she got sick again. It would be nice to see her more often.
Mom said she would think about it and let us know. She had some good friends

she’d hate to leave behind. Overall, the visit wasn’t a joyful one. Later that evening,
she took me to task for not caring as much as I should about my brother. Had Mom
intuitively channeled the secret deliberations that Linda and I were engaged in? It
certainly felt that way.
None of the postmarks on Ted’s letters provided the kind of alibi I was hoping

for. The conflict between our moral obligation and my love for my brother could not
be reconciled. We could not act, or fail to act, without sacrificing one for the other.
Perhaps we would wake up some day and see our situation differently. Perhaps our
sacrifice— illuminated by reason and necessity—would feel less painful over time. But
if we waited for some magical resolution of our dilemma, we could end up waiting
forever. We could end up waiting until someone else got killed.
I was too consumed with my own confusion and helplessness to appreciate the

difficulty of Linda’s position. Not only did it fall to her to push and plan and steer our
investigation; she also had to motivate and comfort her reluctant partner along the
difficult path.
After we returned to New York, I asked Linda for two weeks of silence on our all-

consuming topic. I needed to go inward, to my spiritual core if such a thing existed,
in hopes of finding an answer I could live with. Linda granted me the two weeks and
faithfully respected my process throughout that time. But no answer ever came to me.
I did have one very disturbing dream in which our familiar living room was gradually

becoming smaller. Day by day I could detect no difference, no movement. But over
time it grew clear that the room was much smaller than it had been. In fact, the
furniture was begin-
ning to crowd together. “Linda,” I said, “we’d better get out of here before we’re

crushed!” Linda quickly understood what was going on. But then I noticed for the first
time that the doorways had vanished. The walls were coming together and we were
left with no escape.
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One night shortly after the end of my two-week reprieve, Linda and I were lying
awake in bed when I shared with her a warm memory of my last visit with Ted in
1986. During this visit, I’d been using a couple of sawhorses to cut up some limbs for
firewood when I suddenly lost my balance and fell roughly to the ground. I heard Ted
running up.
“I hope I didn’t break your saw,” I offered. I knew that my brother only had a few

tools and that he treated them with great care.
“I don’t care anything about the saw!” my brother exclaimed. “Are you OK?”
My voice trailed off as I finished recounting this incident. Then the stillness of our

bedroom was abruptly broken by Linda’s sobs. I hugged her, trying to comfort her,
but soon I, too, was crying uncontrollably. For a long time, we clutched each other
tightly in the darkness.
When the crying was over, we lay there quietly. A discernible shift had taken place.

The tangled brush of argument, speculation, and doubt had been swept away by this
surge of pent-up emotions.
“We have to do something,” Linda said. I knew she was right.
WhatEvEr was going to happen—all the unpredictable consequences that might

follow from our actions—lay beyond our control. Try as we might to minimize the
harm to Ted, Mom, and anyone else who might be affected, we could fail. But we
shared one overriding concern: to prevent the Unabomber from claiming more victims.
Christmas came and went. Linda and I drove the wintry roads back to Chicago to

visit our families. Over Christmas dinner, Mom told us she had thought about moving
to New York and had reached a decision. With sudden cheerfulness, she announced
that she had decided to sell the old house and move to an apartment close to us. It
meant saying goodbye to her friends, letting go of some of the past, and embracing a
new and different future closer to her son and daughter in-law.
We went into the living room to open Christmas presents. As the evening wore on

and we sat among the fresh gifts and crumpled wrapping paper, Mom said, “I hope
Ted is not feeling sad today. Oh, I hope he doesn’t feel lonely thinking about the
Christmases we used to have. Maybe he has some friend who invited him over today
so he’s not all alone.”
At this point Linda got up and went to the bathroom. “I hope so too,” I said with

little optimism.
“Dad and I always used to say our happiest times were when you boys were young.

We looked back on those times with such fondness. We had such good times, didn’t
we? Do you remember those happy times, David? Were they happy times for you?”
“Of course, Mom. Those were wonderful times. I’ll never forget them.”
I changed the subject, wanting to talk about the future instead of the past. After

awhile I realized that Linda had been in the bathroom for a long time. I got up to
check on her. I knocked on the door but got no answer. When I turned the doorknob
and entered Mom’s pitifully small bathroom, I nearly bumped into Linda, who was
sitting on the toilet lid, tears streaming down her face.
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I always come back to what, for me, represents a deep mystery: what kind of intuitive
leap enabled Linda to solve a crime that had baffled a generation of skilled investigators,
allowed her to identify a suspect whose close family members believed him incapable
of such violence?
I imagine she pieced together the truth in the same way that people generally do:

by fitting fragments together to constitute a larger picture. Still, she discovered, in
my view, a truth that was greater than the sum of its parts. As a fly on the wall
during many family discussions aimed at understanding Ted and brainstorming how
we might help him, she picked up on elements that escaped us. Whereas our family
conversations were mainly self-referential—What did we do wrong? How can we help
our son/brother?—Linda, as a sensitive outsider, saw clearly what we couldn’t: that
Ted was beyond any help his family could give him. Intuitively, she felt his capacity
for violence. By witnessing his parents’ agony, sorrow, and confusion she realized quite
clearly that the damage caused by raw emotional violence is of a piece with the damage
caused by physical violence. If Ted was capable of wounding his parents so deeply, then
he was capable of almost anything.
Looking back on our journey as a couple through the ethical dilemma we faced and

its aftermath, I see more clearly something I couldn’t fully appreciate at the time: we
took that terrible journey both together and apart, deeply bonded in some ways and
quite alone and isolated in others.
Linda led the way and discovered the only way out of our small hell, which was

through compassion for those whom Ted had hurt and those whom he might yet hurt.
But if I had not followed her, Linda probably would have gotten nowhere. Very

likely there would have been more victims. Very likely, too, the integrity, the very
essence of our love for one another would have been compromised, and our marriage
might not have survived. Looking back, it all seems like a strange dream. Had it felt
more real, I don’t know how we could have survived with our sanity intact. While I
am still dreaming that dream, writing this memoir, delivering lectures now and then
on mental illness or the death penalty, writing occasional letters to my brother that
I expect will go unanswered, needing to make sense of it all, Linda, I realize, would
prefer to let the dream go, to live more fully in the moment, to recover the joy and
newness we experienced in those first years of our marriage, before the Unabomber’s
shadow engulfed us.
I know that Linda, as usual, is right. She has paid plenty. Perhaps there is still time

for us to share brighter dreams.
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AFTERWORD by James L. Knoll
IV, MD
Lying on my analyst’s couch, I was neurotic and complaining. It was 1998 and I

was in the last year of my psychiatry residency. My neurosis was surging because I
had recently been offered the opportunity for advanced training in forensic psychiatry
by an intimidating living legend in the field: Phillip J. Resnick, md. Resnick’s forensic
psychiatry training program was renowned for its rigor, intensity, and ego-annihilating
tests of one’s abilities. I knew that entering into the world of a forensic expert whose
list of cases reads like a highlight reel of American criminal justice would irrevocably
alter my life.1It was one of those rare moments that one is aware of standing on the
precipice of a major life change.
At the time of my analytic kvetching, Dr. Resnick was hard at work examining

innumerable boxes of records and journals of a man known to most only as the Un-
abomber. Resnick had been retained by prosecutors who were anticipating that Ted
Kaczynski would raise a mental health defense. What may not have been anticipated
was the strength of Ted Kaczynski’s commitment to his ideals and his abhorrence to
being labeled mentally ill. So strong was this opposition that he preferred the death
penalty over allowing his defense attorneys to present mental health evidence.2Not
only did he not believe he was mentally ill; more importantly, he did not want his
philosophical ideals and opinions to be compromised or dismissed as the product of
an unsound mind. After much difficult deliberation by the judge, attorneys, and Ted
Kaczynski, the trial was preempted by a guilty plea that allowed him to avoid the
death penalty.
My apprenticeship with Dr. Resnick began as he was wrapping up his work on the

Unabomber case. Certainly I had heard of Ted Kaczynski already through the media,
but I would come to learn much more about him during my time with Dr. Resnick. His
teachings and commentary on the Unabomber case were factual and nonjudgmental
and sought to truly understand him through a humanistic, albeit forensic psychiatric,
lens. In addition to the forensic and psychiatric nuances, Resnick keenly perceived
Ted Kaczynski’s inner desire for an emotional connection and a meaningful intimate
relationship. It was this last point that stuck with me. It was simply a fact per the
forensic data, and ultimately it burrowed into my psyche. I was left with an enhanced
understanding of the poignancy of the human need for attachment, regardless of the
choices we make and the harm we cause each other.
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Attachment as a complex concept used by mental health professionals should be dis-
tinguished from its connotation in Buddhism. Buddhist psychology has begun to influ-
ence Western approaches to mental health in the form of mindfulness therapy. However,
Buddhism is a 2,500-year-old tradition that has been famously described as coming to
the West via the science of psychology.3In the Buddhist tradition, attachment (synony-
mous with desire, greed, craving, envy) is considered one of the “three poisons”—along
with aversion (hatred, anger) and ignorance (distraction, self-deception, delusion).
From the time Homo sapiens first developed conscious self-awareness, “these primal

motives have been at the root of all misery.”4Indeed, they are at work not only in
individual minds, but also as ideologies motivating larger social systems.5The three
poisons may be more clearly understood and then transcended through meditation,
psychotherapy, and other compassionate mind-training techniques.
In a psychological context, attachment theory focuses on the dynamics of inter-

personal relationships and on how we are profoundly influenced by caregivers during
infancy. In this sense, attachment is not only a good thing, but crucial to one’s social
and emotional development. A child requires a loving, reliable caregiver for healthy
development. The work of John Bowlby and others on early attachment revolutionized
how hospitals handled maternal-infant bonding immediately after birth. As a result,
from the 1960s onward, hospitals have taken a more thoughtful approach to prevent-
ing childhood hospital trauma.6In my work with incarcerated individuals, a disruption
in healthy attachment during childhood is a very common theme. Of course, mental
health professionals understand that disorders resulting from impaired attachment are
also determined by heredity and social factors that cannot be easily teased apart. In
truth, this describes many phenomena in psychiatry, which is to be expected when
dealing with the most complex and mystifying organ in the human body. Compared
to other fields of medicine, psychiatry is relatively new, and despite impressive progress
over the past several decades, there remain large scientific gaps wherein confusion may
flourish. One misunderstood form of emotional suffering recognized in psychiatry has
been called the schizoid personality. Mental health professionals are sometimes taught
that such individuals are cold, aloof, and uninterested in relationships. This is a mis-
understanding. It is not people that they avoid, but emotional intimacy, which they
experience as intrusive, controlling, and at times even persecutory.[7]
Let us use the example of schizoid personality to call attention to the complexity

and intensity of emotional suffering that so often goes overlooked due to our insistence
that “legitimate” mental turmoil can only mean a complete loss of contact with reality.
Here I invite the reader to employ “forensic empathy”—the technique of putting oneself
fully and nonjudgmentally inside the mind of the subject. Consider the inner pain of
the schizoid individual. He or she is trapped in an excruciating dilemma of sensitivity
and hunger for meaningful intimacy versus a fear of humiliation and exploitation by
other’s emotions. Social engagement is desperately needed, yet this desire is threatening
and panic-inducing. Such individuals inevitably choose the only “reasonable” route
available—isolation and inwardness. This type of suffering can be seen in ordinary
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persons, as well as intensely private intellectual and artistic geniuses such as Samuel
Beckett, J. D. Salinger, and Franz Kafka.8It is a path that, followed too intently, leads
to so much distance and inaccessibility that there can be no external checks on one’s
well-being.
The life mission of the individual laboring under a schizoid mindset is essentially

carried out in a secluded isolation chamber, where the only self-validation is the echo
of inner struggles. There may come a point where the only way out appears to be
deeper isolation. This produces crippling loneliness and enhanced reliance on one’s
imagination—both of which must be paradoxically denigrated as signs of weakness,
since they threaten one’s illusion of absolute self-sufficiency and total logic. One be-
comes an enemy of one’s self, yet needs this self for survival. It is an endgame with
absolute zero on the horizon. All positive emotions and connections are extinguished,
and the only thing to cling to in the face of an impending apocalypse is fidelity to one’s
ideals. Despite all uncompromising, dogged efforts to achieve a secure and safe haven,
the outside world and reality will make itself known in due course. When it does, it
will be felt as an intolerable invasion of one’s sanctuary. In the throes of agonizing
emotional deprivation, one may grasp for help from a last vestige of trust—one’s fam-
ily. Yet when family can neither comprehend the intensity of one’s struggle, nor feel
at ease with the presence of threatening inner torment, one must shut them out too
while reeling from the sting of betrayal. One is then trapped with no escape, a fearful
animal in a corner. At this point a preemptive strike becomes a rational strategy. If
only someone would notice your fear and pain, lift you out of captivity and let you back
into the wild, where at least you can continue searching the wilderness for sanctuary
and freedom!

THE NEW A SYLUMS

Several years after my training with Dr. Resnick, I took the position of director of
psychiatric services for the entire New Hampshire state prison system. I quickly found
myself awash in human tragedy. Although I was initially motivated to study violence,
I was overpowered by the suffering, despair, and tragic circumstances I encountered
on a daily basis. One option for dealing with this was to form a hard callus over one’s
emotions and empathic capacity. But having been exposed to Buddhist psychology
and my own personal psychoanalysis, I found myself unable to seriously consider this
route. The only avenue open to me was staring more deeply into the suffering while
attempting to make sense of it.
While I had the resources, finances, and professional connections to enjoy the ser-

vices of a private, highly trained psychoanalyst, I was in the fortunate and privileged
minority. Tragically, we have not had a functional mental health system in the United
States for the past fifty years. No one bothered to create one that would survive de-
institutionalization. The number of mentally ill persons in jails and prisons began
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growing in the early 1970s as a result of what some have called “deinstitutionalization,”
which involved massive shutdowns of state hospitals. Correctional facilities then began
to house persons with mental illness in record numbers, a phenomenon that came to
be known as the “criminalization of the mentally ill.”9Research conducted over the
last several decades clearly shows that the rate of severe mental illness in corrections
is four to eight times higher than in the general population.10Yet only 22 percent
of state prisoners and 7 percent of jail inmates receive psychiatric treatment while
incarcerated.11Correctional administrators have long recognized that their facilities
are being used as dumping grounds for those better served through early psychiatric
intervention—but the resources are simply not available. To be sure, there are those
in prison whose mental illness is merely coincidental to their criminal behavior, just as
there are those whose cardiovascular disease is coincidental to their decision to commit
a crime.12But the sheer numbers of persons with serious mental illness in corrections
as compared to the general population cannot be explained by so facile a theory as the
mad/bad dichotomy, thus the situation demands a closer analysis.
States have continued to cut funding for mental health care, and more than 80 per-

cent of states have fewer than the bare minimum number of psychiatric beds.13The
incarceration of large numbers of mentally ill persons has led to the challenge of pro-
viding competent psychiatric care within facilities that are oriented primarily toward
security and custodial care. In Virginia, jails house more persons with serious mental
illness than Virginia psychiatric hospitals do.14The Los Angeles correctional system
has been referred to as America’s largest psychiatric facility.15The same can now be
said for Chicago, and even the city where I now live—Syracuse. The disturbing real-
ity is that American jails are now the primary venue for providing acute psychiatric
inpatient treatment.16Caring for seriously mentally ill persons in corrections places a
significant financial burden on state government and is a poor long-term financial strat-
egy.17Nevertheless, until adequate community resources, additional psychiatric beds,
and innovative alternatives are established, mental health services in corrections will
remain a pressing and obligatory duty. How is the duty ensured? Presently, through
costly and time consuming litigation.[18]
Inside U.S. jails and prisons, the mental health system is being “recreated,” at sub-

stantial cost and effort, to treat the burgeoning number of seriously mentally ill persons.
To date, there is no legal mechanism that serves to substantively reduce the number
of persons with mental illness from entering the correctional system. By contrast, law
enforcement agencies are armed with broad, often unreviewable, discretion in deter-
mining the destination (jail versus hospital) of arrestees suffering from mental illness.
Laudable efforts have been made to divert seriously mentally ill persons away from
corrections (e.g., jail diversion and mental health courts), yet their effectiveness is un-
clear, and they cannot keep pace. At present the trend shows no signs of reversing
itself.
Over a decade ago, an American Psychiatric Association president put it about as

plainly as one can: “A reasonable person could not fail to see the correlation among
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decreased funding for mental health resources, the closure of hospital beds, and home-
lessness and criminalization.”19“Transinstitutionalization,” the shift from mental health
services to prison spending, has been the subject of academic and public discourse for
quite a few decades. The theory underlying transinstitutionalization was published over
seventy years ago. According to Penrose’s Law (circa 1939), there will be a relatively
stable number of persons confined in prisons and mental hospitals in any industrialized
society.20If the population of one is reduced, the other will increase to compensate—
sort of like squeezing a balloon on one end and having the other end get bigger. It
appears that Penrose’s Law is still applicable, and not just in the United States: other
countries too are finding that as the number of psychiatric hospital beds is reduced,
the number of people in prison rises.
In my role as a psychiatrist treating patients in the correctional and forensic system,

I have witnessed innumerable tragedies resulting from our nonsystem of mental health:
unnecessary deaths, suicides, and many thousands suffering from mental illness who
found themselves called “inmate-patients” in the “New Asylums.”21Looking deeper into
this chasm, one finds another, even more unsettling trend. The relegation of psychiatry
to the criminal justice system is not confined to adult mental health. Child psychiatrists
now find themselves wondering whether “the national crisis in child community mental
health services” is “contributing to delinquency and causing the juvenile justice system
to become the dumping ground for youth who are inadequately served.”22What makes
this trend so disturbing (besides the loss of important youth mental health resources) is
that it is occurring at a time when the juvenile justice system is losing its rehabilitative
focus and becoming more punitive.
Stepping back and taking stock, it becomes difficult to escape the conclusion that

society equates mental illness with criminality, danger, and violence. But even if one
were to assume a direct association between violence against others and serious mental
illness, the overall contribution of severely mentally ill persons to violent crimes is
only about 3 percent.23When gun violence is considered, the percentage drops even
lower. Further, in the absence of substance abuse, there is no significant relationship at
all between psychiatric disorders and firearm violence.24Research in behavioral science
has progressed to the point that we have a much better grasp of the clinical risk factors
associated with violence and how to manage them. Such concerning risk factors are
present in a small fraction of persons with serious mental illness, and they include
acute psychosis, noncompliance with treatment, substance use, past violent behavior,
and persecutory delusions.25But focusing broadly on all persons with mental illness as
a “risky” population can be analogized to the unwarranted panic observed after 9–11,
when anyone of Middle Eastern ancestry was viewed with heightened suspicion. It is
not only a form of hysteria, but also slows progress in the treatment of mental illness
by keeping it hidden and stigmatized.
The term “stigma” is synonymous with shame, disgrace, and humiliation. To stig-

matize means to brand, slur, or defame. The term was rediscovered to an extent in
the 1960s by famed sociologist Irving Goffman, who noted that “stigma is a process by
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which the reaction of others spoils normal identity [ emphasis added].”26Thus, a social
stigma, at its core, is the spoiling of the identity of certain persons, resulting in their
alienated, exiled status. A powerful literary example of this is seen in Kafka’s famous
story “The Metamorphosis,” which explores not only alienation, but also the profound
betrayal that accompanies it. The main character, Gregor, wakes up one morning to
discover that he has turned into a “monstrous vermin.” The analogies with mental
illness in the story are notable. Even Gregor’s own family responds to him with horror
and shuns him. Gregor’s existence is transformed into an exercise of tolerating fear,
isolation, and betrayal. At one point, his boss has an instinctive reaction on seeing
Gregor: “His hand pressed over his open mouth, slowly backing away, as if repulsed
by an invisible, unrelenting force.”27His family shuts him away in a room, forgets him,
and leaves him to die. Why, after so many years, do we continue to stigmatize mental
illness? Part of the reason is deeply historical in its roots. The primitive notion that
evil and mental illness are overlapping, related phenomena has been consistently per-
petuated by the media and Hollywood movies. The ancient belief that evil is somehow
involved in the origin of mental disease lingers in the shadows, and awaits resurrection
in the wake of rare, horrific tragedies.
One such example of a rare, horrific tragedy occurred on December 14, 2012, when

twenty-year-old Adam Lanza shot and killed his mother, then went on to shoot twenty
children and six adults at the Sandy Hook Elementary school. Lanza then committed
suicide by shooting himself. Shortly after the Sandy Hook tragedy, a senator announced
that he supported measures to keep guns “out of the hands of criminals and the mentally
ill.”28This was followed by a national press conference in which the National Rifle
Association vice president stated that “our society is populated by an unknown number
of genuine monsters. People that are so deranged, so evil, so possessed by voices and
driven by demons, that no sane person can even possibly comprehend them. How
can we possibly even guess how many, given our nation’s refusal to create an active
national database of the mentally ill?” [29]Such statements, widely disseminated by
the media, merely reinforce the presumptive association between “criminals,” “evil,”
and “the mentally ill.” The sad and sobering fact is that the misguided association
needs no further reinforcement. Research has clearly shown that there remains a strong
stereotype of dangerousness and desire for social distance from those suffering from
mental illness.30And somehow the irrationality has increased over time. A comparison
of the research from 1950 and 1996 showed that perceptions of persons with mental
illness as violent or frightening have not decreased; rather, they have substantially
increased. In short, persons with serious mental illness are more feared today than
they were half a century ago.[31]
Where is the outrage? Why isn’t resolving the problem of criminalizing persons with

mental illness the top priority of the American Psychiatric Association? (I suspect
it is hidden behind a wall of emotional and political suppression, since immersing
oneself in the U.S. correctional system is more than most can tolerate.)32The research
results allow us to make some general assumptions about society’s current beliefs about
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mental illness.33The beliefs may be paraphrased as follows: People with mental illness
are dangerous and unpredictable, and People with mental illness are not welcome in
free society.34It becomes hard to escape the conclusion, as suggested by the research
on public beliefs, that society’s primary motivation is to achieve social distance from
individuals with serious mental illness. But where to banish unwanted persons? The
“asylums” of a bygone era, now closed or demolished, are no longer a viable option.
The remaining options would appear to be banishment to the streets (homelessness)
and correctional institutions. We have reached an age in which we no longer see it
as acceptable to execute persons with intellectual disabilities.35Thus one hopes that
we might be proceeding toward an era in which this enlightenment may extend to
declining to use prisons as our de facto mental health system.
Creation of a legitimate mental health system will take place incrementally based

on our efforts, or not at all based on our complacency.
Moreover, no change will come without more reliable and effective treatments for

psychiatric disorders. The indistinct shadows concealing mental illness must be dis-
solved by the light of demonstrable, as well as practical medical science. Only then
will there be hope for reducing societal stigma, fear, and unseemly projections. Only
then will mental illness be taken as the serious public health issue that it is. And only
then will it be removed from the places where we send people for punishment, and
returned to the healing attendance of the mental health profession.

MODERN MASS SHOOTINGS AND MASS DISTRACTION

Lately mass shootings continue to stir the debate about mental illness and violence.
Despite enhanced media coverage, mass shootings by people with serious mental ill-
ness remain exceedingly rare events and represent a fraction of a percent of all yearly
gun-related homicides. This should be contrasted to firearm deaths by suicide, which
account for the majority of yearly gun-related deaths. The most recent research sug-
gests that although the incidence may be increasing in recent years, there is an average
of only 11.4 mass shooting incidents per year,36making these tragedies exceptionally
hard to anticipate and avert.37The problem of mass shootings and the motives of the
shooters in present-day society stand apart from mental illness generally. The recent
phenomenon of mass shootings in the United States results from a combination of
factors, including sociocultural ones that must be understood clearly if these rare and
horrific tragedies are to be prevented. Investigating sociocultural factors in Western
society requires considering the issues of narcissism and media responsibility. Narcis-
sism may be considered the classic American pathology, but there is concern that it
may be proliferating “virally” and gaining momentum.38Is the changing character of
mass shootings over the past few decades the product, in part, of our increasingly
narcissistic values?
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In The Narcissism Epidemic, Twenge and Campbell note that while crime has
dropped overall since the 1990s due to a variety of factors, crimes related to narcis-
sism (or a wounded ego) are directly relevant to mass shootings. Harvard psychologist
Steven Pinker laid out an impressive overview of how violence among Homo sapiens
has greatly declined over the centuries due to a “civilizing process.”39Pinker now won-
ders if we might have reached a point of limited returns. The harder-to-achieve gains
may arguably lie in the realm of attenuating the problem of narcissism. Twenge and
Campbell note that “narcissism and social rejection were two risk factors that worked
together to cause aggressive behavior,” and these have certainly been described in the
histories of mass shooters.40They conclude, “Given the upswing in the narcissistic val-
ues of American culture since the 90s, it may be no coincidence” that mass shootings
became a prominent concern around this time.
I have often wondered whether extensive media attention in the ’90s may have prop-

agated a Western “script,” resulting in a perverse glamorization of the act—particularly
in the eyes of subsequent perpetrators.41Consider the highly popular song “Jeremy”
by the American rock band Pearl Jam, released in 1991. It reached the top five on
Billboard charts, is still heard regularly on radio stations, and was inspired by a high
school student who killed himself in front of his classmates. Like most popular songs
of an age, it is simply a reflection of sentiments prevalent at the time: “Clearly I re-
member / Pickin’ on the boy . . . But we unleashed a lion . . . Jeremy spoke in class
today . . . Try to forget this, / Try to erase this / From the blackboard.”
The study of individual cases of mass shootings that have occurred since the ’90s

suggest that perpetrators often felt socially rejected, and perceived society as contin-
ually denouncing them as unnecessary, ineffectual, and pathetic. To use a schoolyard
metaphor, they are the kid always picked last for the sports team. Instead of bear-
ing the burden of the humiliation in the multitude of ways that schoolchildren do,
they plan a surprise attack to prove their hidden “value.” They become martyrs of
the excommunicated—too egotistic to surrender to and benefit from what they cannot
accept about themselves. The very public, dramatic, and perhaps theatrical nature of
mass murder seems to speak clearly to a “need for recognition from an audience.”42The
staged and exposed act of revenge has the function of establishing a connection with
spectators who will not soon forget what they have seen. Western culture has con-
structed a vast and powerfully influential religion devoted to celebrity and fame. We
now hold celebrity up as the single greatest achievement in life—one that should be
attained at all costs. In place of what should be profound shame, there appears to be
an aura of undeserved notoriety and infamy accorded to certain individuals who pro-
claim by deed: “I carry profound hurt—I’ll go ballistic and transfer it onto you.” News
media have always been in the business of searching for “the right sort of madness”
to capture the public’s imagination.43This may involve exploiting violent and tragic
acts and/or overemphasizing the alleged role of serious mental illness. The end result
is that these tragedies can now “be evoked from the nation’s collective memory in a
word or two”—“Columbine” or “Virginia Tech.”[44]
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This Western cultural script is more clearly seen as a violent death parade celebrat-
ing infamy, in a bid for what Western culture prizes the most—celebrity by any means
necessary. These sociocultural factors have been significantly amplified by the Inter-
net and social media. The use of YouTube and other Internet platforms represents an
attractive stage and sanctuary for individuals trapped by their conflicting needs for so-
cial attachment. Will the isolating virtual socialization of the Internet serve to worsen
matters or ultimately provide a solution? For alienated, angry, vengeful individuals,
their future and the future of their victims hang in the balance. Yet I have some fear
that the Internet’s virtual connectedness will only perpetuate the alienated loner’s
conflict: his wish for social connection versus his deep-seated mistrust. The pretense of
genuine connections can be sustained well into young adulthood, leaving the individual
without real experience in developing healthy social attachments. Such individuals will
eventually awaken to the reality of their isolation. This will lead to feelings of being
unwanted. And as Christian Schüle has written, “whoever is not needed is not a full
member of society. Whoever feels this could run amok. In his blind rage at a wasted
life, a person running amok sensationally highlights a functionally civilized society’s
most extreme recourse to its archetypal reflexes: in the martial pose of the victor, the
individual takes revenge for the community’s apparent failure to devote attention to
him and acknowledge his self-worth.”[45]
The final written communication of a recent mass shooter from California is entirely

consistent with this pattern of alienation and malignant envy—culminating in a violent
bid for fame and validation: “Humanity has rejected me. Exacting my Retribution is
my way of proving my true worth to the world.”[46]

KINDLING A LIGHT
As far as we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a light in

the darkness of mere being.
—Carl Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections

I first met David in 2012, when I served as program chair for the Forty-Third
Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law (aaPL). I was
in a position to recommend any keynote speaker I chose. A former trainee of mine
had seen David Kaczynski speak and highly recommended him. David seemed like an
excellent choice to me, not only because of all he had been through, but also because of
all he had done for others. (I later learned about his countless speaking engagements
advocating for improved mental health treatment, his anti–death penalty work and
having helped run a shelter for runaway youth.) But in truth, I suppose my path to
meeting David began much earlier, as a boy who was often preoccupied with violence
and death.
When I was a boy about ten years old, I saw something that would stick in my

memory for the rest of my life. It was a Time magazine cover. At the center was a
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large vat of Kool-Aid. Surrounding the vat were some nine hundred dead bodies. I’m
not sure if it was that I was unable to process what it meant, or perhaps that I could
process it only too well—the mind of a child is so open and honest. Regardless, I
fixated on it. Later my schoolteacher gave us the assignment of writing a short story.
While other children were writing stories about sports figures or the family pet, I
was busy crafting an attempt to fathom something dreadful. In my story, I was a
Jonestown member who managed to escape by feigning death. I can only speculate on
my teacher’s reaction to my work. If it signaled the need for a concerned parent-teacher
conference, I was not included. Retrospectively, I am inclined to wonder whether this
was an early warning sign that I might become a forensic psychiatrist. (About twenty
years later, I would interview and become friends with one of the few living survivors
of the Jonestown tragedy, who then lectured with me at a national conference.)47Since
then, I always carried with me a teasing, mocking question: Can you find the beauty
in absolute ugliness?
Much of my career—as a physician and later as a forensic psychiatrist—has been

focused on similar themes: violence and death have been a daily focus of my concern.
I come from two generations of physicians, and my family lost several patriarchs at an
early age—one from mental illness and suicide. An ancient Zen Buddhist–influenced
text advises that “meditation on inevitable death should be performed daily.”48After
my mother died at an early age from progressive multiple sclerosis, I found that medita-
tion on death became an unavoidable condition. Through psychotherapy, meditation,
and assistance from those wiser than me, insights came over time. I believe my family
chose a field that concerns itself with trying to see death coming, prepare for it, and,
if possible, stave it off. But of course, this is an illusion. Having discovered this, I
shifted my focus to the ways in which our denial of death creates virtually all of our
suffering.49, 50, 51I chose to go into the medical discipline that deals with the mind.
Since Buddhists have been studying the mind for some twenty-five hundred years, its
philosophy and psychology have much to offer. Through the study of both psychiatry
and Buddhism, it became apparent to me that two of the mind’s greatest foes are fear
and a powerful pull to value one’s self, even at the expense of peace and gratitude.
In 2012, I readied myself to introduce David’s talk at aaPL in front of the country’s

leading forensic psychiatrists. At what is usually a stiff, formal setting, I immediately
felt a sense of calm sincerity and kindness on meeting David. When the time came for
me to introduce David, I set aside my prepared introduction and spoke from the heart.
I introduced him as a “humanitarian, poet, and Buddhist.” After David’s talk and the
extended standing ovation that followed, many colleagues approached me to say it was
the best talk they had ever heard at aaPL. Another pulled me aside to tell me: “He
radiates compassion.”

A TRIP TO SANDY HOOK
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I was pleasantly surprised by a thoughtful series of e-mail exchanges with David
in November 2012. On December 14, 2012, and the days that followed, I was busy
avoiding news media requests and keeping my children from watching the nonstop
coverage out of Newtown, Connecticut. Then David contacted me again to see if I
would be interested in joining him and two Buddhist teachers to speak as a part of
the Sandy Hook Promise. I agreed without a moment’s hesitation. Part of the mission
of the Sandy Hook Promise is to have an open dialogue on all the relevant issues, a
dialogue that includes various and opposing views. David had been invited by Sandy
Hook Promise leaders to give a presentation titled “Violence, Loss and Emotional
Healing: A Buddhist Perspective.”[52]
The goal of our presentation was to explore the commonalities of mindfulness, Bud-

dhism, and psychiatry as they applied to healing after severe trauma. I viewed my role
as primarily to support, listen, and provide some basic information about “psychiatric
first aid” in the immediate wake of mass trauma. Both expert consensus and com-
mon sense suggest that community support improves well-being in the wake of a mass
tragedy, and the formation of the Sandy Hook Promise plainly suggested that this
community understood what they needed to do.53I spoke about how mass trauma sur-
vivors appear to cope early on by cultivating (1) a sense of safety, (2) a sense of calm,
(3) a sense of personal and community efficacy, (4) feelings of social connectedness,
and (5) a realistic sense of optimism.
Indeed, these key coping efforts had been demonstrated by the Norwegian commu-

nity not even a year and a half before the Sandy Hook tragedy. On July 22, 2011,
Norway experienced immeasurable loss and trauma when a lone, angry individual
named Anders Behring Breivik killed over seventy innocent people in a meticulously
planned attack. Many of the victims were young teenagers attending a Youth League
event. Immediately afterward, there was a remarkable and courageous response, much
like that of Newtown.54The posttragedy reflections of the medical first responders were
focused on collective responses of “strong engagement and feelings of togetherness.”55It
was very important to them at the time “to be compassionate and caring,” in addition
to enduring “the pain of others, without having a solution.”[56] The Norwegian psy-
chiatric professionals understood clearly how to assist with the early signs of acute
stress and unbearable grief. In particular, they knew that one of their most valuable
contributions would be “to listen,” and help survivors “find new strength and meaning
in a changed life.”[57]
Several years after the mass tragedy in Norway, I would have the chance to study

and lecture with the Norwegian forensic psychiatrist who performed the second forensic
evaluation of the perpetrator, finding that he did not meet the Norwegian standards
for the insanity defense.58It was a unique opportunity to study the mind of a mass
murderer who lived after the incident, since many intend to die after carrying out
the massacre. Breivik had published his own “manifesto,” revealing his motivations
as anti-Muslim and hoping to incite a revolt against multiculturalism. His writing of
over fifteen hundred pages was titled 2083 a European Declaration of Independence
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and was disseminated via e-mail some three hours before his massacre. Confirming
how today’s mass murderers can be influenced by their predecessors, Breivik heavily
plagiarized Ted Kaczynski’s Industrial Society and Its Future, deleting and inserting
key words to promote his own agenda. Breivik turned himself in immediately after
his massacre, and Norway witnessed an unprecedented criminal trial. After the first
round of experts concluded he suffered from paranoid schizophrenia, a second round of
expert evaluation was ordered. The second experts diagnosed Breivik with narcissistic
personality disorder. Much of the debate focused on whether Breivik’s self-centered
grandiosity arose to the level of a delusion. Ultimately, he was found not to meet
Norway’s standard for the defense of not guilty by reason of insanity; he is currently
serving twenty-one years in prison (the maximum penalty in Norway). Unsurprisingly,
Breivik proclaimed he did not recognize the legitimacy of the court or its decision.
The strength and awe-inspiring resilience I witnessed during the Sandy Hook

Promise presentation humbled me. In particular, I noticed how the people of Newtown
made it clear that they did not want to be viewed as helpless victims. The Newtown
community had known from the beginning what they needed to do, and they were
well along the path toward establishing a sense of efficacy and optimism. The audience
asked thoughtful questions about how best to reach out to show support for families
of victims, and—in an overwhelming display of compassion—to the family members
of the offender. Here David spoke with great authority and empathy. The Newtown
audience knew that they had before them the person who was best equipped to
answer this question, and they wanted to seize the moment. David spoke in his usual
eloquent, humanistic, and compelling style. He concluded his insightful answer by
saying: “We will always love our family members, but we detest what they did.”

POSTTRAUMA REFLECTIONS
Until you’ve eaten with a chimp and bathed with a chimp, you don’t know a chimp.

—Sandra Herold, owner of Travis the Chimp

The synagogue where our Sandy Hook Promise talk was held was packed to standing
room only. Just before taking our seats on the stage, we were informed by a community
leader that “things were still raw.” The statement felt less like a warning, and more like
a protective blessing bestowed upon us. After we had given our talks, there was time
for audience questions and comments. A man in the audience whom I imagined to be
a Newtown father/brother/uncle/Little League coach stood up to ask the question I
feared but knew was coming. He spoke calmly, but looked pained: “I need to ask this
question of the doctor.” And then he asked it, the question all of us wanted the answer
to: “How could someone do what he did—to the little children?”
This was the question only Adam Lanza could definitively answer. But now the most

relevant data was irretrievable. I wanted to give the man in the audience an answer that
would both solve the puzzle and alleviate suffering. I felt the strong pull of answers
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that would have relieved my discomfort. I could oversimplify by raising the specter
of “evil.” I could give a detached recitation on the bio-psycho-social underpinnings
of human violence. The gravity of the moment flattened all intellectual and academic
explanations. Taking a measured breath, and channeling some of David’s open-hearted
sincerity, I summoned the most honest answer I could: “Sometimes . . . anger can be
so intense that it can become blinding.” There was a pause, and I feared my answer
was not enough. I had held back due to my wish to say something that would facilitate
healing. I had held back out of fear that anything I might say about Adam Lanza would
come across as excusing his actions. Months later, I began to research the Lanza case
in the same fashion I had analyzed other mass shootings. As usual, in retrospect, the
familiar progression was there waiting to be uncovered. On December 20, 2011, Adam
Lanza called a radio show to speak about a domesticated chimpanzee named Travis.
Travis unexpectedly attacked his owner’s friend in a horrific manner and was killed by
police. Adam said to the radio host:
When we see a chimp in that position, we immediately know that there’s something

profoundly wrong with the situation. And it’s easy to say there’s something wrong with
it simply because it’s a chimp, but what’s the real difference between us and our closest
relatives?
Travis wasn’t an untamed monster at all. . . . He was civilized. . . .
Look what civilization did to him. . . .
And his attack wasn’t simply because he was a senselessly violent, impulsive chimp.

The best reason I can think of would be that he was overwhelmed at the life that he
had, and he wanted to get out of it by changing his environment I just—just don’t
think it would be such a stretch to say that he very well could have been a teenage
mall shooter or something like that.
Around the time of his radio show call, Adam Lanza made several posts on a popular

Internet thread titled “You know what I hate?” He wrote:
Culture. I’ve been pissed out of my mind all night thinking about it. I should have

been born a chimp. . . .
Now I’ve calmed down and am left lying on the floor, numbly perplexed over the

foreign concept of loving life.
The Buddhist tradition teaches that meditation is a practice one must become famil-

iar with to train one’s mind. More importantly, it is a practice that should ultimately
be realized in one’s daily life, not just while sitting on a cushion. When the current of
the mind whisks us away, we notice this, and then return to the present. This pattern
is an eternal recurrence in both our minds and our lives. Repeatedly, we are hit by both
small waves and devastating tsunamis. The practice of bringing ourselves back to life
trains the mind to return to a state of equanimity. We are reborn into the present, over
and over. On December 14, 2012, Adam Lanza committed mass murder and suicide.
Days later, a group from the Newtown community formed the Sandy Hook Promise
organization. Their Sandy Hook Promise states: “Our hearts are broken, but our spirit
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is not.” With their hearts broken, they turned toward their spirit. And for the benefit
of others, they started again.
How might we as a society learn from these tragedies? We think far too shallowly

about these events. We concern ourselves with metal detectors, “profiles,” and prevent-
ing “the mentally ill” from obtaining firearms. It is time we thought deeper, cultivating
respect for how to teach compassion and personal responsibility in individual minds.
These tragedies invite us to take a more substantive, meaningful look at how we view
psychological suffering and violence as a species. They call us not only to reform our
mental health system, but also to face ourselves with an open and fearless heart. The
fearless and open heart searches for happiness, yet is willing to let go of pain, frus-
tration, and that which it cannot get or avoid. An open and fearless heart seeks to
take responsibility for its own anger. It does so by learning how not to externalize
blame, by being willing to examine itself, and by cultivating responsibility. In the final
analysis, no matter “what social or biological factors are involved, ultimately we must
take responsibility for our anger.”[59]
Mental and emotional turmoil occurs in us all. It is the elephant in the room that

must be denied lest one be accused of seeing elephants. How seriously do we want
to study and understand the mind? It is no trivial claim that our very future as a
species depends on it. At what point will we begin to honor the vital importance of
the mind, its awesome power and its infinite possibilities? To do so we must devote
sufficient attention, time, and resources. Given what we currently understand about
biology, the psychology of personality styles, and social influences, is it an unthinkable
stretch to consider the following? Take an individual endowed with exquisite sensitivity,
high intelligence, and a paradoxical nature (distant yet sensitive, aloof yet easily hurt).
Might such a person be influenced by an incremental convergence of early trauma, in-
tense parental expectations, and then teenage trauma resulting in profound existential
confusion? Continuing forward cautiously, is it too fantastic a supposition that this
individual might come to view human intimacy as oversocialization? If so, this person
may well view intimacy as a serious cruelty and destruction of personal freedom. Alone
and with time to think, this person might begin to ruminate about how the system of
socialization results in unforgivable sacrifices.
The problem is that all of the foregoing is far too speculative. Furthermore, this line

of thought is so taxing to one’s mental economy that a more expeditious substitute is
required.[60] One timetested, undemanding route is to declare such an individual evil.
But doing this still leaves one with the nagging problem of how the person “became
that way” in the first place.61Moreover, declaring someone evil instantly summons the
supernatural and mythological, leading us further away from rational thought. The real
causes of violent behavior will always be different from the way people think of evil,
because evil is defined through myth and illusion. This has been termed the “myth of
pure evil” by a social psychologist who notes that “the face of evil is no one’s real face—it
is always a false image that is imposed or projected on the opponent.”62Another hurdle
to a better understanding of human violence is that our desire to know the “face of
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evil” battles with our desire to keep it partially obscured. The latter is necessary for
keeping it the repository of unpleasant projections. Indeed, “humanizing” a monster
“makes him less compelling as the embodiment of evil.”63The celebrity status of serial
killers in American culture reflects precisely such contradictory desires.64There is also
the comforting conclusion that the killer is an “alien” aberration whose detection has
made society a much safer place. The tendency to keep evil obscured is consistent with
lay notions that evil is beyond comprehension and that those who commit evil acts
lie outside the demarcation of being human.65Ultimately psychiatric researchers and
clinicians cannot succumb to the myth of evil, since it will have the pernicious effect
of shutting down scientific progress and treatment efforts.[66]
If we choose to be serious about treatment efforts, there can be no avoiding the

reality that mental illness affecting the individual will invariably have an impact on
family members. The experience of the family struggling to help a loved one with
mental illness deserves much more attention than it has been given to date. Although
the ordeal David and his family have suffered is an extreme one, I have no doubt that
legions of families will be able to relate. Every day in America, families are challenged
by the torturous hardship of ensuring lifesaving mental health care for their loved
ones. Many have been pushed beyond the brink of what the strongest family could be
expected to handle. They face not only deep concern about getting effective treatment
for their affected kin, but also fear and confusion about what they observe. In some
cases, they may even fear for their loved one’s safety—as well as their own.
Despite all this, family can be some of the strongest medicine, and there are a

number of things that families can do to stack the odds in their favor.67For example,
here are some recommendations from my colleague Dr. Lloyd Sederer (medical direc-
tor of the New York State Office of Mental Health), who has substantial experience
consulting with families struggling to help their loved one with mental illness:[68]
Don’t go it alone.
Document observations that are concerning to you. Learn the “mental health system”

rules.
Seek family therapy if needed.
Understand that you are engaged in a marathon, not a sprint.
Not going it alone means be ready and willing to reach out. A group that is highly

regarded and plays a critical role in supporting families is the National Alliance on
Mental Illness (nami).69nami advocates for access to services, treatment, support, and
research. There are hundreds of state nami organizations, with groups in communities
across the country. Attending a nami meeting, one quickly gets the sense of a supportive
community of family members ready to help each other. Many nami members have
substantial experience with obtaining help and treatment resources in their locale
and thus serve as invaluable advisers to those who are less experienced. Documenting
observations has to do with noticing and writing down factual descriptions of a loved
one’s concerning behavior. This can be important because in the midst of a crisis, it
may be difficult to provide authorities or doctors with the critical evidence they need
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to ensure treatment. Written documentation of objective data by a family member
can serve as either evidence needed for hospitalization or important data establishing
a proper diagnosis. Learning the mental health system and how it works allows one
to be a better advocate for a loved one in need of treatment. Often nami and other
nami members can assist with this. In addition, a trusted psychiatrist or mental health
professional can provide important information about who to speak with and, just as
important, the proper things to say to ensure treatment.
The family working to help their loved one should view the process as a long-term

one that is unlikely to have a quick resolution. There will most likely be setbacks,
periods of despair, and serious testing of family morale. In a family system, one person
often represents the “hub” of the family wheel. Traditionally this hub has been the
mother, but it may be any other grounding, stabilizing personality. The hub keeps the
family centered and on track. Should the hub disappear, the “spokes” of the family are
vulnerable to flying apart, and the circle of the family is in jeopardy of breaking down.
It is not uncommon that the person who represents the hub or heart of a family has
an innate sense of when one of the spokes is seriously troubled. She may then find a
way to communicate her concern to other family members. Indeed, she often knows
which family member is best suited to be his brother’s keeper. In other cases, it may
be that the fear and turmoil that naturally accompanies the harrowing experience of
coping with a seriously mentally ill loved one threatens to split the seams of family
attachments. In such cases, family therapy may be of significant benefit and should be
sought from an experienced and credentialed family therapist. The overarching view of
family therapy considers the styles and systems of interactions in a family unit, which
are crucial for the psychological health of all members.
Sometimes individuals with serious mental illness do not understand or believe that

they are suffering from disturbing symptoms. All solicitations to consider treatment
may be rejected, and any family member who expresses concerns about the need for
treatment may be seen as a traitor or enemy. This dynamic often causes strain and
distance between family members, threatening to split the family apart along its fault
lines—be they past grievances, differing values, or unspoken loyalties. This is why
families must remain cohesive and seek some way to bring disruptive emotional forces
into the light of day. If those forces remain hidden, they will keep tearing the family
apart; but if we can see them for what they are, we can address them directly and
strengthen the bonds that have been under strain.

CODA
An event is not under its own power but depends on many present causes and

conditions as well as many past causes and conditions. Otherwise, it could not come
into being.

—His Holiness the Dalai Lama,
How to See Yourself as You Really Are
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David came along at a time in my life when I desperately needed a real-life model
of someone with an open and fearless heart. Over the past several years, David has
graciously invited me to help teach in a series of workshops and retreats in which we
work with survivors of trauma. I still get more out of the meetings than the attendees
do. And so there you have it—the brother of the Unabomber is helping to heal the
battle-scarred forensic psychiatrist who was exposed to his brother’s case as a young
trainee.
David Kaczynski—humanitarian, poet, Buddhist—is a consummate example of

walking the path of the open and fearless heart. He did not turn away from the
unfathomable fallout connected with his brother. Rather, he turned toward it, and
then inward to find the courage to open his heart and help others. In doing so, he
fully accepted responsibility. Acceptance of responsibility is an acquired skill that is
cultivated by training the mind. An open heart means freedom and the mature own-
ership and control of our own thoughts, feelings, and actions. The steps to freedom lie
within each individual, not in outer circumstances. It may be that this lesson is not
widely taught in schools these days. Everyone wants freedom, yet freedom can remain
only where there is skillful and appropriate restraint and responsibility. Here is our
opportunity to walk the path of the fearless heart, as David has. It is possible to use
these indescribably horrendous events to “either wake ourselves up or to put ourselves
to sleep.”70They represent the unacceptable to the absolute degree, but we must not
turn away—only toward.
It seems to me a remarkable paradox that my initial journey into the
heart of darkness, with intent to stare into the abyss, led to something I could never

have predicted. It led to the brother of the Unabomber, one of the most compassionate
and open-hearted people I’ve ever known, who taught me a lesson about how we are
all interconnected. Hoping to find proof of beauty in absolute ugliness, I had become
cynical. How wonderfully unexpected that it was David Kaczynski who finally taught
me there is always the possibility of compassion, even in the darkest of places.
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